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Les etoiles dites de masse intermediaire, soit une a. neuf masses solaires,ejectent de la 
matiere a. de forts taux dans le milieu interstellaire, durant la fin de leur evolution sur la 
branche asymptotique des geantes (BAG). En efi'et, la presence d'une enveloppe circum
stellaire (ECS) est une des caracteristiques principales des objets de la BAG. En raison de 
la forte opacite dans le domaine visible de l'ECS, ces objets ne peuvent, le plus souvent, 
etre observes qu 'aux frequences infrarouge et radio. 

La presente etude s'appuie sur des donnees infrarouge et radio obtenues pour un 
large echantillon d'ECS. Les donnees infrarouges proviennent de la banque IRAS (infrared 
astronomical satellite). Pour 'une selection d'objets IRAS, des observations radio a. 1612 
et 1667MHz ont ete efi'ectuees au radio-telescope de N an c; ay, France. Ce travail comporte 
deux volets, l'un de nature theorique, l'autre observationel. La partie theorique concerne 
la modelisation des spectres IRAS (du catalogue LRS) et de la photometrie IRAS par 
l'application d'un code de transfert de rayonnement. La confrontation entre les modeles 
et les donnees a conduit a. des resultats tels' qu'une meilleure definition des proprietes 
optiques des grains, et une description du comportement de l'ECS durant son evolution. 
Un modele d'onde de choc (mecanisme possible d'amorc;age de la perte de masse) dans 
l'atmosphere d'une etoile Mira est decrit. Du cote des observations, une compagne de 
recherche, portant sur un grand nombre d'objets, visant a. deceler la presence d'emission 
maser du radical OH a. 1612 et 1667MHz, a ete menee. Une analyse statistique a plus 
clairement etabli le statut evolutif des ECS et les caracteristiques des masers OH. Une 
compilation des taux de detection des masers, de la position des ECS ayant un maser dans 
la Galaxie, et des caracteristiques du maser OH, est donnee en vue de travaux futurs . 
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Intermediate mass stars, namely from one to nine solar massses, eject mass into the· sur
rounding interstellar medium at high rates (up to 1/10000 solar masses per year) in their 
late stages of evolution on the so called asymptotic giant branch (AGB). Indeed, the pres
ence of a circumstellar envelope (CSE) composed of dust and gas is one of the principal 
features of the objects on the AGB. Because of the high opacity at visible wavelength of 
the cSE, most of these objects can only be observed at infrared and radio frequencies. 

This study was undertaken using infrared and radio data from a large sample of CSE 
sources. The infrared data was obtained from the infrared astronomical satellite (IRAS) 
data base. For a selection of IRAS objects, radio observations were made of the OH 
maser at 1612 and 1667MHz at the Nan~ay radio telescope, France. This work consists 
in two parts, one is theoretical in nature, the other observational. The theoretical part 
is concerned with the modeling of IRAS Jow resolution spectra (LRS catalog) and IRAS 
photometry through the use of a radiative transfer code. Confrontation between models 
and data t c:.s y-eilded such results as a better definition of the grain optical properties 
and the [,I:,;havior of the cSE as it evolves. A model of a shock wave (a possible lifting 
engine of the CS E) propagating in the atmosphere of Mira stars (AGB) is described. On 
the observational side, a large number of objects has been surveyed for the presence of 
OH masers at 1612 and 1667MHz. A statistical analysis has established more clearly the 
evolutionary status of CSE and the OH maser characteristics. A compiling of detection 
rates for the occurence of masers, average location of these masing CSEs in the Galaxy, 
and OH maser characteristics is reported for use in future work. 
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Les modeles theoriques de l'evolution stellaire montrent que la masse limite que peut 
atteindre le creur de carbone-oxygene avant qu'une defiagration violente ne $e produise est 
d'environ 1.44M0' (limite de Chandrasekhar). Si le creuratteint cette limite, la combustion 
du c~bone s'amor~e et l'etoile finit sa vie en tant que supernova. Mais si l'on accepte 
le taux de formation stellaire donne par Salpeter (1955)comme etant vallde, le nombre 
d'etoiles formees avec une masse initiale plus gran de que 1.44M0 clans la Galaxie est 
plus de 20 fois superieur a l'estimation de la frequence des supernovae. En consequence, 
la conclusion qui s'impose est que les etoiles dites demasse intermediare (d'une a. neuf 
masses solaires) perdent de la masse, faute de quoi elles terinineraient par une fin explosive. 
En outre,' les estimations du taux d~ formation des nebuleuses planetaires ne sont pas 
il':lconsistantes avec celle du taux de formation stellaire. Une deuxieme conjecture e~t que 
les etoiles de masse intermedi;ure sont, en fait, les precurseurs des nebuleuses planetaires 
(Iben 1988). Le travail presente ici concerne cette famille d'etoiles. 

Le mecanisme responsable de la perte de masse n'est pas entierement connu. n fait 
encore actuellement l'objet d'un debat, differents processus ayant ete proposes pour decrire 
le moteur de la perte de masse (voir Lafon et Berruyer 1991 pour une rev.ue sur ce su
jet). n est probable que ce mecanisme comporte deux etapes, l'une qui rejette la matiere 
stellaire suffisamment loin de l'etoile pour que sa temperature soit inferieure a. ·environ 
1000K, l'autre cHant celle qui entraine le melange gaz et poussiere a. des distances de plus 
de 1016 cm. En effet, la presence de grains circumstellaires silicates, et carbones, est main
tenant bien etablie. Mais, pour que la condensation des grains soit possible, la temperature 
doit se situer entre 500 et 1000K (pour les grains silicates), d'ou la necessite de la premiere 
etape. Kwok (1975) a propose un modele Oll le frottement entre des grains de poussiere, 
pousses par la pression radiative due au champ de rayonnement de l'etoile, et le gaz serait 
responsable de la perte de masse observeej perte de masse qui peut atteindre des valeurs 
de 1O-4M0 yr-1. (Knapp et al. 1982). Le modele de Kwok (1975) rend compte des obser
vations de maniere satisfaisante, en particulier avec une expansion de la partie exterieure 
de l'enveloppe a. vitesse constante. Par contre, en ce qui concerne l'initiation de la perte 
de masse au niveau de l'etoile" les avis sont partages. Parmi les hypotheses les plus citees, 

'il semble que les ondes de choc (ou des rafales d'ondes de choc) dans l'atmosphere stellaire 
pourraient amorcer la perte de masse. . 

Lea taux de perte de masse des objets etudies ici sont eleves (pour reference un vent 
de type solaire produit une perte de masse de l'ordre de 1O-14M0 yr-1). Par consequent 
ces etoiles sont entourees par une enveloppe epaisse et, pour la plupart, ne sont pas visibles 
en optique. En effet, les grains dans cette enveloppe circumstellaire (ECS) absorbent la 
lumiere proven ant de la photosphere de l'etoile et la reemettent presque entierement dans 
l'infrarouge. Seules les etoiles variables Mira ont une enveloppe assez mince pour que la 
photosphere soit observable dans le visible. Pour les autres objets qui nous interessent· 
ici, l'observation doit passer par l'astronomie radio et infrarouge, et finalement, leur etude 
passe par la comprehension de leur ECSj l'etude de l'etoile elle-meme repose sur des 
modeles theoriques. Les debuts de l'exploration du domaine radio datent des annees 50, 
mais les premieres observations des ECS (raies de la molecule OH) sont dues a. Wilson 
et Barrett en 1968. L'astronomie infrarouge n'a veritablement apporte une contribution 
importante qu'a. partir des annees 70 avec les releves a 2JLm (TMSS, IRC) et surtout l~ 
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mission IRAS en 1983 qui a detecte environ 105 ECS toutes categories confondues. 
A vec ces techniques relativement nouvelles, de nombreuses etudes ont ete entreprises 

sur les ECS. Certains aspects de la chimie ch'cumstellaire et des processus d'excitation des 
molecules ont ete mis en evidence. Les proprietes optiques du materiau circumstellaire 
ont ete degagees. De plus, la dynamique des enveloppes a ete definie quoique de maniere 
incomplete. Le present travail constihle une suite a de telles etudes. - . 

Nous avons tente de couvrir dans cet expose differents aspects-des ECS. Quoique de 
nature variee, ils sont intimement lies. Dans un premier temps (chap. 2) on discute les 
proprietes de l'emission maser de la molecule OH qui est un trait assez general de ces ECS 
(d'ou l'appellation d'etoiles OH/IR pour ces objets). Le couplage avec les donnees IRAS 
permet, de pIlls, de degager des elements de la cinematique et de la dynamique de ces 
objets. La presence des masers OH est fortement reliee a celle de grains circumstellaires. 
En efl'et, les etudes theoriques sur le pompage du maser impliquent qu'il est du type radiatif 
(e.g. Elitzur 1982). C'est le rayonnement des grains dans l'infrarouge qui fournit l'energie 
necessaire au pompage. Nousavons donc determine les opacites des grains de ces ECS 
(chap. 3). Depuis que Olnon et al. (1984) ont mis en evidence une sequence reliant 
les Miras aux sources OH/IR connues a cette epoque, une interpretation favorablement 
consideree propose le passage d'tin type d'objet a l'autre par une evolution temporeile (e.g. 
Habing et al. 1989). Nous avons tente de preciser un scenario d'evolution des -ECS (chp. 
3). Finalement, les ondes de chocs dans l'atmosphere des Miras ont ete etudiees (chp. 4). 
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1 J II. Les Envelopes Circ~mstellaires Vues en Radio (masers OH). 
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Intro d uction 

L'emission maser du radical OH dans les ECSs des etoiles Mira et des etoiles infrarouge 
dites objets OH/lR apparait comme un phenomene general. On peut observer les raies 
1612, 1665, et 1667MHz de cette molecule. Le! etudes theoriques ont montre que' ce maser 
est vraisemblablement pompe par la radiation i~frarouge due aux grains circumstellaires 
silicates presents dans l'enveloppe (voir Bujarrabal 1980 ou Elitzur 1982). Les modeIes 
simples d'une enveloppe en expansion derives de l'analyse de Reid et al. (1977) repro
duisent correctement, dans son aspect global, le profil typique en double pic de l'emission 
OH (a 1612 et 1667MHz). '" 

Olnon et al. (1984) ont mis en evidence une sequence reliant les variables Mira aux 
sources OH/lR dans le diagramme de couleur [60/25] VI [25/12] forme a partir de la 
photometrie lRAS a 12, 25, et 60jLm. Sans entrer dans une interpretation d'une telle 
sequence, dont on a de bonnes raisons de croire qu'e1le traduit une evolution temporelle, 
les observations indiqueraient que les masers OH sont associes avec des objets ayant des 
couleurs infrarouges bien determinees (Engels et al. 1984; Lewis et al. 1985, Sivagnanam et 
Le Squeren 1986). Ainsi est apparu un critere fort pour selectionner des objects susceptibles 
de produire un maser OH. Par la suite, plusieurs etudes dans les raies OH des objets du 
lRAS PSC basees sur une selection par la couleur, ont ete entreprises afin de degager les 
caracteristiques des ECSs. ' 

Les objets mis a l'etude ici proviennent des catalogues exploit ant les resultats de la 
mission lRAS, soit le LRS ou le PSC. En consequence, nous avons dispose'de mesures ef
fectuees dans le domaine infrarouge (lRAS) et radio (al'observatoire de Nan~ay). Comme -
indique plus haut, ces deux domaines de longueur d'ondes sont etroitement lies. Rap
pelons de plus que les OH/lR sont des etoiles variables a longue periode (plus d'un an) 
et que les courbes de lumiere en radio et infrarouge sont fortement correlees. Comme les 
observations obtenues par la mission lRAS et au radio-telescope de N an~ay n 'ont pas ete 
menes simultanement, il est clair que toute tentative pour relier ces deuX ensembles de 
donnees ne peut" etre conclusive que par l'inspection d'un grand echantillon de sources. 
En eft'et, si un nombre eleve d'objets est utilise, on obtient des grandeurs moyennees. 'En 
tenant compte de cette remarque, nous avons engage une etude port ant sur un nombre 
d'objets selectiones du PSC de lRAS aussi grand que les moyens dont nous disposons le 
permettaient. 

Le travail consistait en l'observation de sources lRAS selectionnees par leur couleur 
infrarouge. Chaque objet a ete observe simultanement a 1612 et a 1667MHz. Suite a 
cette observation, une base de donnees a ete constituee. Selon la region du diagramme 
[60/25J VI [25/12J considere, cette base est plus ou moins complete. Les raies maser nous 
donnent en outre des renseignements sur l'etat dynamique de l'ECS a l'endroit Oll se 
produit le phenomene, en particulier sur la vitesse d'expansion de i'ECS. On a montre 
qu'el1e augmente en fonction de la classe LRS (voir lRAS science team 1986) ou de la 
couleur [25/12] ce qui est equivalent. La vitesse d'expansion ne croit pas indefiniment, 
mais atteint une limite pour une couleur assez bien determinee. Ce resultat indique un 
changement de regime de la perte de masse (qui est aussi reliee a la couleur [25/12]) et 
une interpretation en termes d'evolution de l'enveloppe est donnee plus loin au chapitre 3. 
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Le PSC a permis de pointer le telescope vers des objets invisibles en optique. La 1 
distribution des detections en fonction de la longitude galactique permet de condure que .~ 
les OH/IR ont une plus forte probabilite de detection vers le centre de la Galaxie que! 
vers son anti-centre. En couplant la detectibilite de ces sources avec la latitude galactiquej 
et en tenant compte de leur classification LRS (ou couleur) nous deduisons que ce sont li 

'll: 
probablement les objets les plus massifs qui ont la plus forte perte de masse. En termes ft 

de scenario evohitif, il est probable que seules les etoiles les plus massives atteignent uni 
etat de forte perte de masse avec une ECS extremement epaisse. ~ 

Pour la premiere fois, nous avons entrepris une etude systematique d 'un echantillon 1 
d'objets IRAS dans laraie a 1667MHz. Cette raie est la plus faible et par consequence .~ 
a, jusqu'id largement, ete negligee. On a etabli la frequence de l'emission dans cettel 
r~~. Leds Pl~ofils lspectraux tentre lesl~,e~ ~aiesdsont adussi tres semblab!eds, itndiqudant qu~ les 8 
regIons e· enve oppe que raverse emlsslon e ces eux masers posse en une ynamlque '" 
semblable. 1 
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Abstract. We present a search for 18 cm OH maser emission from 
all IRAS sources north of -380 declination. within -0.4 < (25-
12] < 0.0 and -1.2 < [60-25J < -0.8 colors. and for which an 
LRS classification has been published. Such sources are presumably 
Asymptotic Giant Branch stars with high mass loss rates. This 
survey results in 74 detections. almost all at 1612 MHz. several 
sources have a main-line counterpart. The o~served OH spectra are 
typical of thick circumstellar shells. The ave~ge detection rate is 
about 50%: its value is found to be strongly dependent on the LRS 
class of the objects. and on their galactic location. The OH pump 
efficiency is shown to be an increasing function of the mass loss rate 
and a decreasing function of the envelope expansion velocity. 

The nature of the objects is investigated on the basis of their 
colors. LRS and OH spectra. and galactic latitude. This allows the 
splitting of the LRS class 2 objects into two subgroups of di~~rent 
envelope thicknesses: in the "thick" group, the 10 J.l.m SIlicate 
emission is depressed. The LRS class 4 is shown to be constituted of 
three subgroups. The first one contains the true carbon-rich stars. In 
the second one. of equal importance. the objects are oxygen-rich; 
they show OH masers. and self-absorption within the 10 J.l.m silicate 
emission band. Two objects form the last class 4 subgroup; they 
seem to be carbon-rich stars with an oxygen-rich outer envelope; 
their presumed origin -binary system or genuine carbon enrichment
is briefly discussed. The nature of the LRS class I objects is not 
fully clear; they have thick envelopes. and most of them are unlikely 
to be oxygen-rich. On the contrary, the LRS class 3 appears to 
comprise quite an homogeneo,!s population of very thick envelopes 
showing a high OH detection rate. These subgT?ups describe a 
collection of characteristic domains on the color-color sequence of 
circumstellar envelopes. 

For blue colors. we confirm the envelope expansion velocity to 
be an increasing function of the [25-12J color. Consequently. it is 
argued that in the hypothesis of a time dependence of the AG B mass 
loss rate. very likely. only relatively massive objects can reach high 
mass loss phases characterized by very red IRAS colors. We 
observe that on the average. the velocity is stationary for the reddest 
part of our [25 - I 2] color coverage. 

Send offprint requesls 10: P. Sivagnanam 

1. Introduction 

Detailed studies of OH/IR objects. especially over the last 10 years. 
have shown that these objects are late Asymptotic Giant: Branch 
(AGB) stars ejecting neutral material at large rates. up to 
10 -4 M 0 yr -I. This results in a cold dust/gas circumstellar en
velope. Usually no op~ical counterpart is found. However such 
objects can be spotted by strong and distinctive double-peaked 
1612 MHz hydroxyl maser emission generated at about 10 16 cm 
from the star. or by the strong IR continuum emission from the dusty 
shell. The study of these objects is essential in understanding the last 
stages of evolution for intermediate mass stars (namely between I 
and ID M0), before they tuminto planetary nebulae. . 

Prior to the IRAS mission in 1983. several systematic 
1612 MHz surveys near the galactic plane succeeded in discovering 
a moderate number of OH/IR objects (Baud et al. 1979a; 1979b. 
1981; Bowers 1975. 1978; Cas well & Haynes 1975: Caswell et al. 
1981; Johansson et al. 1977a. 1977b): on the whole 442 objects are 
listed in the pre-IRAS catalog of Te Lintel Hekkert et al. (1989). 
However most of the energy of OH/IR objects is radiated by the 
cold circumstellar dust. typically between 2 and 60 J.l.m (e.g. 
Kleinmann et al. 1981). Thus a reliable protocol in finding more 
OH/IR objects consists in selecting candidates from the Point 
Source Catalog (PSC) of the IRAS survey. 

The color-color diagram jlased on the lRAS photometric 
measurements at 12.25, and 60 J.l.m clearly shows a continuous 
sequence from Miras to known OH/IR objects as the 
Sv(25 J.l.m)/Sv(l2 J.l.m) ratio increases (Olnon et al. 1984). Furth
ermore, it was confirmed that characteristic OH circumstellar 
emission commonly exists in previously unknown sources showing 
similar IRAS colors (Engels et a1. 1984; Lewis·et al. 1985: 
Sivagnanam & Le Squeren 1986). Consequently. using the. N~n9~y 
radiotelescope, we started in 1986 a search for such QH emIssIon ID 

IRAS PSC sources selected according to their colors. Our aim was 
to see. by studying a large sample. if the OH and the far lR 
properties could be related to the evolutionary status of the objects. 

In a previous paper (Sivagnanam et al. 1990. hereafter paper I). 
sources showing the same colors as Miras were studied. The present 
work is devoted to 1612 MHz observations of redder sources. 
within a domain of the color-color diagram contiguous to that of the 
Miras; such redder colors are thought to result from higher mass I.oss 
rates and envelope optical thicknesses than those found for Mlras 
(e.g. Bedijn 1987: Volk & Kwok 1988). We concentrate especially 
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on using conjointly the OH observations and the IRAS Low 
Resolution Spectral observatiops (LRS) to ~eveal significant dIffer
ences between objects that first appeared qUite similar In the itmlted 
col or range within which they were. chosen. 

2. Observations 

The sample was selected from the 1985 release of the IRAS 
PSC. The far IR colors are defined as [A 2 - A I J = 
log(~'S,.(A2 )/vS,.(A I ». where S, is the uncorrected .ftux density. We 
restricted our search to objects within the domain -0.4 < [25-
12J < 0.0 and -1.2 < [60-251 < -0.8; for reference. this area is 
crossed by the blackbody locus for temperatures ranging from 
330 K to 230 K approximately. From Sivagnanam et al. (1986). a 
high OH detection rate is expected within this col~r d~main. We 
only considered sources that have a spectral clasSification. estab
lished from IRAS LRS observations. These sources are expected to 
be almost exclusively (95%) circumstellar envelopes (lRAS Science 
Team. 1986). Moreover. our color coverage is mainly contained in 
the boxes labeled as IlIa and IIlb in Van der Veen & Habing (1988); 
these authors found these boxes to be populated by objects that 
showed a high probability of being variable, Due to the LRS 
sensitivity limit. we implicitly selected the strongest IRAS source.s; 
thus distant or intrinsically faint objects were under-represented tn 
our sample. Finally 199 sources were selected; this comprised all 
IRAS sources that match the above colors and LRS criteria. and that 
are visible from Nan~ay. . 

The Nan9ay radiotelescope is a transit instrument yielding a half 
power beamwidth of 3.5'.in a by 18' in 6. and all~wing obse~a, 
tions down to -38 0 declinations. For such a beamwldth. uncertatn· 
ties on the IRAS positions are unlikely to affect detections signi
ficantly. Selected objects were observed in the 1612 MHz satellite 
line and. for about 85% of them. in the 1667 MHz main-line also. 
The 1024 channel autocorrelator was split into four banks of 256 
velocity channels each to observe lines in both circular polarizations 
simultaneously. the two polarizations being averaged to increase the 
signal to noise ratio. The frequency switching mode that was used 
resulted in a velocity coverage of about ± 148 km s -I relative to the 
LSR for the majority of our observations. and ±296 km s -I for a 
minor part; the velocity resolutions were 0.58 km s -I and 
I. 16 km s -I respectively. Sources were observed for about 30 to 
40 mn: the rms was about 0.04 K. The cooled receiver provided a 
system temperature of 50 K. The ratio of ftux to antenna tempera
ture was 1.1 JyK -I at 0° declination: a significant correction is 
required at extreme declination. The observations were performed 
from January 1986 to February 1988. The instrumental baseline is 
normally linear. However. rather frequently. broad emission -
sometimes with additional narrow components - from the OLO
NASS spacecraft network disturbed the baseline; in these cases we 
removed a third order polynomial fit. We noticed that during the 
above period. GLONASS interferences affected increasing fractions 
of the observing time. We estimate our survey to be complete down 
to about 0.20 Jy: spectra showing possible emission fainter than this 
value were mostly ignored. since confusion between real sources 
and interferences was difficult to avoid. 

3. ResuJts 

Among the 199 selected sources. 29 objects were already known as 
OH emitters and listed in the pre-IRAS catalog of Te Lintel Hekkert 

~.dl. (1989). and 3 others 10 Lewis et al. 1'185: we "'ere nOli tied of 6 
OH. detections by Te Lintel Hekkert f 1990). hereafter TLH. In J 

survey performed mainly with the Parkes radiotelescope .. We 
detected OH emission in 74 of the 161 other objects. giving a 
detection rate of 46% for our observations. and a detection rate of 
56% in the complete sample. These values are better than the 34% 
obtained by TLH: very likely this results from the narrower domain 

. of colors that we selected. and from the lower IRAS ftux limit that 
we implicitly used by selecting only objects with LRS spectra. 
Several sources of our list have been observed independently by 
TLH. or with the Arecibo antenna by Eder et al. (1988). hereafter 
ELT. That survey results in a 52% detection rate. which is not far 
from the one we obtained. even though the Arecioo sensitivity is 
better and the constraints upon toe selected samples show some 
differences. 

We did not find any OH emission from 18312-1209 and 
19202-2009. although they have been detected in the TLH survey. 
This may be due to the different beamwidths of the Nan~ay 

(3.5' x 18') and Dwingeloo (31' X 31') telescopes; assuming that· 
the OH source is nOl coincident with the IRAS object. a. fortuitous 
association may have occurred. With the smaller beam of Arecibo 
(3.2' x 3.2'). ELT did not find OH emission from the second 
object. 19202 - 2009. At three IRAS positions. 17416-3 131. 
18044-1947. and 18195-2042. we found two OH sources in our 
beam; the characteristics of both masers are given in our results. but 
in the following analysis we arbitrarily considered only the 
strongest. Three OH sources are associated with known variable 
stars (Kholopov et al. 1985). These stars are: NV Aur. a MID Mira 
with a period P = 635 d; HU Pup. a M3 SRa with P = 238 d: and 
the well-known Supergiant PZ Cas. a M2-M4 SRc with 
P = 925 d. 

The OH spectra are displayed in Fig. I: main properties. and 
associations. are listed in Table I for OH sources and in Table 2 
for undetected objects. All spectra show a double-peaked maser 
emission except the following: 03287-1535. 07536-2830. 17403-
3744, 18022-1432. 18328-1728. For 07536-2830. the 
1667 MHz emission is rather weak and does not have 1612 MHz 
counterpart. An interstellar cloud cannot be excluded from being the 
source; alternatively. this may be a Mira-like main-line emission. as 
is the case for 19043+ 1009 that shows two peaks at 1667 MHz and 
no 1612 MHz line. We expect most of the other peculiar sources to 
be double-peak eminers. with their second peak being fainter that 
the noise level: important asymmetry in the maximum ftux density 
of the two peaks is not uncommon among OH circumstellar masers. 
Two sources. 18551+0323 and 19333+1918. show a third pc;ak 
nearly at the central velocity between a typical double peaked 
feature. Although rare. other examples are known (e. g. paper I). 
The origin of the central peak is still not clear: multiple shell 
ejection was suggested in that paper. whereas Bowers et a.!. (1989) 
proposed a model with an ellipsoidal envelope. and Uklta & ~ 
Squeren (1984) considered a polarization mechaOlsm and velocity 
ftuctuations in the gas outftow. Unlike the previously reported cases. 
for which only the main-lines were affected. we observe the c~n~ 
peaks at 1612 MHz: this would locate the present anomalies 10 

regions farther from the central star than those associated with the 
main-line cases. 

As reported above. only three sources show the 1667 MHz 
emission without 1612 MHz counterpart. This represents about 3°~o 
of the detections. The proportion is smaller than the 8% found 10 

Mira-like objects (paper I). even considering that 27 of t~e 
undetected objects herein remain unobserved at 1667 MHz. ThIs 
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Table I. OH detections: IRAS name; galactic longitude and latitude; IRAS lRS class. 25 Jim flux density. 125-121 and 160-251 uncorrected colors; OH velocities in the local Standard 
of Rest for the blue-shifted (b) and red-shifted (r) peaks (italics indicate peaks seen only at 1667 MHz. otherwise: 1612 MHz). deduced stellar and expansion velocities; (b) and (r) 

OH peaks flux densities at 1612 MHz if any. or at 1667 MHz otherwise; identifications in the RAFGl and TMSS catalogs. and GCVS or OH name; referem:es for previous 011 
observations are: (11 Te lintel Hekken et al. (1989) catalog.121 lewis et al. 1985. (31 Te lintel Hekken (1990). and symbols indicate independent observation were pettormed by 
(*) &ler et·al. (1988). and by (+) Te lintel Hellen (1990) 

IRAS 
name 

00170 t 6542 
02547 + 11116 
0)2«16 + 6521 
032117 - 1535 
0]29] + 6010 
04575 + 1251 
05073 + 52411 
05\31 + 4530 
(16297 + 4045 
071110 - 1314 

075]6 - 2830 
011357 - 1013 
09027 - 27511 
09089 - 2149 
16029 - 3041 

f-
1°) 

119.7 
165.6 
DII.tI 
20P 
141.7 
162.4 
156.4 
163.0 
174.1 
2211.1 

245.4 
235.3 
254.0 
250.1 
345.0 

16275 - 2638 351.9 
16399 - 3548 346.7 
16437 - 3140 350.4 
16589 - 3315 351.1 
17001 - 3421 350.4 

17t1JO - 2801 
17109 - 3243 
17122 - 2707 
I72JO + 0113 
17265 - 2626 
17266 - 2319 
17272 - 2657 
17288 - 3748 
17360 - JOI2 
17371 - J021 

355.9 
353.1 
357.11 

23.9 
0.2 
2.8 

359.9 
3S1.0 
358.2 
358.2 

17382 - 1704 9.6 
173119 - 2045 6.5 
17199 - 2204 5.5 
17403 - 3716 352.7 
174()] - 3744 352.3 
17416 - JIlI ]57.7 
17416 - 31.11 357.7 
17436 - 1545 11.4 
17443 - 2519· 3.3 
17459 - J057 3511.7 

b 
1°) 

l.ltS S 25jJ.m 125-121 160-251 V"~ 
class (Jy) coltlr COIOf Iklll S ') 

3.3 
-40.9 

7.3 
-51.2 

3.5 
-17.6 

7.8 
4.3 

14.1 
0.2 

-0.1 
18.1 
12.5 
17.5 
15.7 

2.4 
2.8 
3.4 
2.9 
3.3 
2.7 
2.4 
4.2 
2.7 
2.5 

2.11 
2.5 
2.9 
5t1 
3.2 

14.7 2.4 
6.6 2.3 
8.7 3.3 
5.2 2.3 
4.3 2.7 

7.7 1.4 
3.5 2.5 
6.5 2.4 

19.6 2.9 
4.3 1.3 
6:0 2.5 
3.9· I.J 

-2.4 5.0 
0.5 4.2 
tI.2 4.2 

7.1 2.7 
5.tI 2.8 
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-1.2 34 
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-1.7 3.t 
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28.8 
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50.11 
69.4 

122.4 
274.0 
48.7 
94.4 
46.6 

112.7 
59.2 
11.3 
12.4 

266.8 
28.7 
35.9 
19.3 
58.8 
15.9 

13.2 
31.4 
54.4 
21.7 
11.7 
16.9 
21.9 
26.6 

319.tI 
95.6 

20.9 
511.5 
16.0 
red 
19.6 
26.7 
26.7 
35.3 
51.7 
75.8 

-0.243 
-0.358 
-0.174 
'-0.334 
-0.049 
-0.355 
-0.237 
-0.075 
-0.357 
-0.260 

-0.334 
-0.342 
-0.369 
-0.3011 
-0.044 

-/.(0) 
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-0.079 -0.918 
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-0.349 -,-1.026 
-0.260 -0.885 
-0.387 -d.126 
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-0.353 ~ 1.090 
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-0.159 -1021 
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-O .. l57 -1.tl57 
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Table I (conlinuell) 

IKAS 
name 

174112 - 21124 
17505 - 3143 
11531 - 0940 
17556 - 1742 
11559 - 21148 
11561 - 3233 
11514 - 1247 
18022 - 1432 
18044 - 1947 
18044 - 1941 

111069 + 0911 
18016 + 3445 
18011 - 2614 
18(1lI0 - 2238 
18083 - 2630 
18096 - 1003 
18115 - 2139 
18120 - 1411 
18123 + 0511 
18138 - 0426 

111176 - 11148 
18195 - 2042 
18195 - 2042 
18216 - 1552 
18245 - 0552 
18273 - 07J8 
18328 - 1128 
18361 - IJ 11 
18409 + 0431 
18425 - 0736 

111431 - 0643 
18465- 0717 
18476 + 0555 
18481 + 0405 
111490 + 1158 
18501 + 1019 
18511 + 2029 
18535 + 0126 
18551 + 0323 
18554 + 0231 

l. 
(0) 

1.1 
358.5 

119 
11.8 

1.6 
358.5 

15.7 
14.1 
10.4 
10.4 

36.5 
61.5 

5.1 
8.3 
5.0 

19.5 
9.6 

16.1 
33.4 
25.0 

12.8 
11.3 
11.3 
15.11 
25.0 
23.1 
15.6 
21.6 
36.1 
25.5 

26.4 
26.2 
38.1 
36.5 
43.1 
42.3 
51.6 
4().1 
36.1 
36.0 

b 
(") 

lKS S 25"./0 125-121 160- 251 V,. 
da~s ( Jy) .:olor color (km s') 

-0.11 
-2.9 

7.1 
3.2 

-2.5 
-4.5 

5.2 
3.4 
0.3 
0.3 

13.5 
23.2 
-3.5 
'-1.8 
-3.1 

4.0 
-2.0 

1.4 
10.5 
5.1 

-1.9 

4.2 
3.4 
3.4 
3.7 
2.5 
2.4 
2.9 
1.4 
3.2 
3.2 

2.8 
2.1 
3.4 
3.1 
2.3 
3.4 
2.6 
2:3 
1.4 
2.8 

3.2 
-3.2 P 
-3.2 2.3 
-1.4 l.4 

2.7 2.4 
1.2 3.1 

-4.5 2.9 
-2.3 2.6 

3.9 2.5 
-2.1 2.7 

-1.9 3.2 
-2.8 I.J 

3.0 2.6 
2.1 3.9 
5.5 2.9 
4.5 6.3 
8.8 2.9 
2.4 1.2 
0.2 4.2 

-0.3 3.1 

4111.0 
69.5 
35.3 
19.5 
274 
11.2 
9.4 

11.6 
109.4 
109.4 

62.0 
27.2 
29.11 
20.4 

195.6 . 
45.5 
60.8 
21.5 
I J.I 
21.1 

80.0 
16.0 
16.0 
33.7 
23.2 
62.3 
22.4 
25.1 
22.0 
11.1 

66.0 
16.1 
34.5 
15.1 
8.6 

12.8 
34.3 
10.1 
HI.I 
·57.7 

-0.269 
-0.156 
-0.029 
-0.133 
-0.351 
-0.248 
-0.387. 

. -0.350 
-0.114 
-0.114 

-0.364 
-0.391 
-0.126 
-0.054 
-0.222 
-0.012 
-0.338 
-0.335 
-0.303 
-0.304 

-0.154 
-0.282 
-0.282 
-0.139 
-0.351 

- 1.025 
-0.851 
-0.842 
-0.892 
-1.094 
-0.963 
-1.052 
-1.002 
-0.935 
-0.935 

-1.141 
-1.099 
"'-0.833 
-0.891 
-1.183 
-0.845 
-1.061 
-0.906 
-0.813 
-J.I7J 

-0.916 
-1.066 
-1.066 
-0.866 
-0.990 

-0.276 -0.993 
-0.392 -1.011 
-0.383 -1.100 
-0.323 -1.089 
-0.360 -0.990 

-0.164 -0.930 
-0.311 -1.001 
-0.383 -1.105. 
-0.112 -0.923 
-0.343 - 1.1 11 
-0.265 -0.956 
-0.341 -1.191 
-0.269 -1.111 
-0.294 -0.961 
-0.213 -1.055 

"9.0 
-11.4 

111.6 
76.6 

-56.6 
-'5.6 

-19.5 
19.6 

-76.6 
-/26.0 

-29.11 
-9.0 
85.9 
311.2 
1.2 

29.5 
-6.3 
29.0 
19.9 
48.1 

-7.0 
81.2 

-78.0 
-11.1 
-15.3 
-14.0 

12.6 
19.6 
34.1 
63.11 

15.8 
-18.0 

35.9 
44.0 
19.6 
1.0 

11.3 
29.0 
-2.2 
-11.5 

V, 
(km s ') 

30.0 
19.9 
43.6 

105.1 
-23.1 

-2.2 

-45.7 
-1/7.0 

2.11 
111.2 

114.4 
71.9 
43.6 
62.0 
22.0 
63.3 
93.11 
63.11 

32.0 
116.1 

-46.1 

9.0 
16.1 
14.5 

52.1 
76.5 
91.5 

40.0 
-54.8 

64.9 
14.2 
51.0 
21.1 
48.1 
66.0 
31.6 
111.8 

V. 
(km s ') 

10.5 
4.2 

}1.1 
91.2 

-39.9 

-10.11 

-61.2 
-1Z1.5 

-13.5 
4.6 

1()(1.2 
55.0 
25.4 
45.H 

7.9 
46.2 
116.9 
56.2 

12.5 
9H.6 

-62.3 
-4.4. 

0.4 
0.3 

35.9 
55.6 

.80.6 

21.9 
-66.4 

50.4· 
59.1 
35 .. 1 
14.4 
3J 11 
41.5 
14.1 
5.1 

V •. 
(kill S " 

19.5 
151 
12.5 
14.5 
16.8 

8.1 

/5.4 
4.5 

16.3 
1J.6 
14.2 
16.9 
IH.2 
16.3 
14.2 
11.2 
6.9 
1.6 

19.5 
17.4 
15.1 
1J.4 
15.7 
14.3 

16.3 
20.9 
16.9 

12.1 
11.6 
14.5 
15.1 
15.1 
13.4 
I~U 

111.5 
16.9 
13.7 

Tb 
(ly) 

25.40 
6.16 
4.24 
0.76 
0.311 
0.511 
0.19 
(UII 
0.7/ 
0.11 

1.110 
0.66 
2.41 
0.96 
0.80 
1.61 
6.46 
1.32 
0.01 
2.28 

5.50 

T, RAHil TMSS 
(Jy) No. Nu. 

30.50 5146S 
4.21 5403 
2.56 
1.41 
0.119 

1.29 

0.21 
0./7 

(J.61 
(J.54 
1.09 
1.27 
2.10 20116 
2.16 
4.37 
1.11 
0.01 
1.11 

3.60 5471 
0.27 0.15 
0.160.21 
0.71 0.43 
0.110 0.94 
5. J() 5.10 
0.51 
0.1'3 0.33· 
0.63 0.18 
0.31 0.17 

9.00 14.00 
1.56 1.91 
0.890.82 
0.94 0.47 
0.22 0.15 
0.59. (J.91 
1.02 I Ll 
UO 2.(111 
O.ll O.l3 22117 
0.118 0.29 

(iCVS/OlI 
nauk: 

OIII.I-Il.K 

0115.0- .1.11 

mW,.ltl4 

0"12.11-1.9 

KcI 

III 

t 

• 
PI 
PI .. 

I:!I 
I:!I 
+ 
+ 
III 
PI 
1.11 
III 
I~I 

III . 

OIJ!J.1. 1.2. III 

.. 

01126.4- I. CJ III 

oll·m. I1 ! .. III 

...... 
'Cl 

~ 
~ 

I 



Table I (conlinued) 

IRAS L 
(0) 

b 
(") 

LRS S 25 ... m 125- 121 160-251 V" V, V. V, Tb 1',. RAfGL TMSS (j('VStOU Rd. 
nallle class (Jy) color color (km s') (km s') (km s') (km s') (Jy) (Jy) No. Nil. IliUUC 

111560 + 06311 
111567 + 0003 
11151111 - 1915 
19043 + 1009 
19075 + 0921 
19142 + 1034 
19147 + 1349 
19161 + 2343 
191711 - 2620 
19190 + 11211 

19192 + 0922 
19195 + 0522 
19225 - 0031 
19244 + 1115 
19333 + 1918 
1931.5 + 4322 
19416 - 0210 
19422 + 3506 
19442 - 0829 
11}4!l2 + 2232 

19493 + 2905 
19499 + 2141 
19508 + 2659 
20077 - 0625 
20095 + 2726 
20171 + 2732 
20181 + 2234 
20215 + 3205 
20234 - 1357 
20267 + 2105 

39.7 J..5 3.4 
33.9 .- 1.7 2.5 
16.11 -10.11 2.5 
43.11 1.3 2.5 
43.4 0:2 1.2 
45.3 -0.7 1.3 
411.2 0.11 2.2 
57.1 5.1 3.1 
12.0 -17.7 2.6 
46.7 -1.5 3.2 

44.11 -2.3 3.1 
41.3 -4.3 2.9 
36.4 -7.7 2.5 
47.1 -2.5 2.11 
55.1 -0.5 2.6 
76.7 10.4 2.9 
37.2 -12.7 2.5 
69.9 5.6 2.11 
31.7 -16.1 2.9 
59.5 - J..5 .2.7 

65.4 1.2 4.3 
59.2 -2.7 2.9 
63.11 -0.1 4.3 
36.4 -20.4 2.3 
66.4 -3.4 2.5 
67.4 -4.7 2.8 
63.4 -7.7 4.2 
71.7 -2.9 2.7 
30.7 -27.1 2.7 
63.3 -10.2 2.4 

20280 + 2631 68.0 -7.3 2.9 
20444 + 0540 52.5 -22.4 2.9 
20491 + 4236 113.4 -0.9 4.3 
22177 + 5936 104.9 2.4 3.11 
23416 + 6130 115.1 -0.1 6.9 

33J..5 -0.235 -0.11911 
211.2 -0.3511 -1.177 
22.4 -0.378 -1.1211 
53.6 -0.3211 -1.092 

163.7 -0.229 -0.1153 
12.7 -0.305 -0.1112 
20.3 -0.375 -1.156 

137.2 . -0.232 -1.029 
97.0 -0.230 -0.9117 
36.5 -0.191 -0.938 

155.0 -0.233 -0.957 
15.4. -0.341 - J.J05 
16.7 -0:370 -1.098 

2314.0 -0.083 -0.11119 
21.1 -0.3115 -1.023 
22.6 -0.386 -1.155 
9.9 -0.3118 -0.996 

172.0 
211.2 
16.3 

34.4 
/0.0 
29.11 

1061.0 
26.6 
14.5 
32.8 
41.0 
44.8 
61.2 

19.6 
28.6 
69.11 

25J..5 
3911.0 

-0.391 -1.169 
-0.343 -1.045 
-0.383 - J.J4S 

-0.132 - 1.146 
-0.336 -1.101 
-0.293 - /.099 
-0.392 - 1.07J 
-0.355 -1.106 
-0.345 - 1.023 
-0.2IJ - 1.077 
-0.336 -1.180 
-0.339 -0.994 
-0.3111 -0.924 

-0.257 -1.1111 
-0.396 -1.037 
-0.214 -1.037 
-0.040 -0.820 
-0.291 -0.9911 

4.0 
33.5 

6.11 
34.0 
5.3 

23.1 
4.5 

/0.7 
-11.7 

43.0 

-1111.0 
-23.6 

32.4 
46.4 

-311.11 
-42.8 

73.0 
-65.5 

10.3 
-2..5 

-39.0 
-4.11 

-10.0 
-32.0 
-1.3 
34.1 
29.4 

-18.8 
-40.5 
-89.3 

5.7 
53.9 

-57.0 
-40.0 
- M.O 

36.0 
61.4 
30.1 
66.0 
IIJ.J 
49.11 
39.4 
46.5 
21.11 
73.11 

-55.0 
-11.11 

56.11 
101.0 
-3.3 

-12.0 
93.4 

-31.2 
31.2 
24.2 

-5.0 
10.3 
20.0 
-7.5 
25.4 
53.9 
51.7 

4.5 
-23.7 
-56.8 

18.5 
71:1 

-21.0 
-9.11 

-12.0 

20.0 
47.5 
111.4 
50.0 
11.3 
36.4 
21.9 
211.6 
5.1 

511.4 

-71.5 
-17.7 

44.6 
73.7 

-21.0 
-27.4 

113.2 
-411.3 

20.7 
10.9 

-22.0 
2.7 
5.0 

-19.11 
12.0 
44.0 
40.6 
-7.1 

-32.1 
-73.0 

12.1 
62.5 

-39.0 
-24.9 
-311 5 

16.0 
13.9 
11.6 
16.0 
7.0 

IJ.4 
17.4 
17.9 
16.11 
15.4 

16.5 
5.9 

12.2 
27.3 
17.7 
15.4 
10.2 
17.1 
10.5 
IJ.4 

17.0 
7.5 

15.0 
12.3 
IJ.4 
9.9 

11.2 
11.6 
8.4 

16.3 

6.4 
11.6 

111.0 
15.1 
26.5 

2(1.00 34.00 2290 
0.1111 0.33 
1.76 1.20 
1.00 0.70 
0.88 0.45 
0.15 0.211 
0.1)9 0.20 
1.40 1.50 2.162 
7.20 7.20 2370 
0.112 2.55 

6.00 11.00 2374 
1.30 0.112 
0.42 0.78 

45.60 5.70 2390 
0.22 0.17 
0.69 Ll5 
0.87 0.64 
0.87 1.15 2445 
1.311 0.22 
0.49 0.55 

3.30 3,110 
0.44 0.63 
1.40 2.20 

35.00 3.00 2514 
0;22 0.35 
0.26 0.10 
2.50 1.80 
0.44 1.06 
2.02 7.94 
1.44 1.26 

0.27 0.20 
!.SI 1.20 
4.00 1.00 

41.00 39.00 211115 
1,90 2.]0 3UK 

OUW.7-I-1.5 III 

OH4].9+1.2 III 

I1I 
III 
t-

OU44.11-2.] III 

10420 I1I 

t 

• 
OH65..'i+ 13 11 I 

01f6.l.9-0.2 11 I 
-10529 I I I 

tJ(1417 

• 

III 

-+ 
*+ 

OIfIl.1.4-1I1J I1I 
OH 1114 .Y-t 24 III 
PI Cas III 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~. 

t-' 
c,.) 
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I '. Table 2. Undetected objects: IRAS name: galactic longitude and latit~de; IRAS LRS class. 25 ILm flux density. [25-121 and [6O-25J 
.~ 

.~ 
uncorrected colors; identifications in the RAFGL. TMSS. and GCVS catalogs. * indicates independent OH search by Eder et at. ( 1988) 

I Ii~AS L b' LR5 S 25ILm [25-(2) [60-25) RAFGL TMSS Other 

] name (0) (0) class ( Jy) color color No. No. 

I 
00210 + 6221 119.8 -0.1 1.2 51.8 . -0.290 -1.005 

I 
01144 + 6658 125.5 4.5 2.1 206.0 -0.151 -0.888 190 

02152 + 2822 145.0 -30.5 4.3 112.2 -0.350 -0.963 

~ 02293 + 5748 136.1 -2.2 4.2 159.0 -0.355 -0.960 341 

I 
02345 + 5422 138.1 -5.1 2.3 35.8 -0.295 -0.905 5076 

I 02469 + 5646 138.7 -2.2 2.8 78.9 -0.379 -1.113 381 6fm7 W Per 

1 
03078 + 6046 139.2 2.6 1.3 15.5 -0.265 -0.917 
03301 + 5658 143.6 1.0 4.3 14.7 -0:330 -0.979 
03313 + 6058 141.5 4.3 2.2 43.4 -0.171 -0.847 

I 
:~. 05208 - 2035 222.8 -28.3 2.9 9.3 -0.333 -0.902 

J 05361 + 4644 164.1 8,3 2.3 191.1 -0.307 -0.842 791 50149 

1 
06176 - 1036 219.0 -11.8 8.0 455.0 -0.285 -0.800 915 

" 06181 + 0406 205.8 -4.9 2.3 31.9 -0.363 -1.021 

I 
'~. 

" 06259 - 1301 222.1 -11.0 2.4 143.4 -0.327 -1.148 5195 
:'t! 06344 - 0124 212.6 -3.9 1.4 25.9 -0.357 -0.9'24 
.,: 

06491 - 0654 219.2 -3.1 2.4 62.5 -0.370 -1.059 5210 

I l 06582 + 1507 200.5 8.9 2.2 55.5 -0.162 -0.892 '. 

1 
08171 - 2134 242.5 8.1 2.2 129.2 -0.285 -0.906 5250 
08305 - 3314 253.8 3.8 4.1 38.7 -0.345 -0.947 
17375 - 3652 352.7 -3.3 1.4 196.3 -0.125 -0.982 

I 
,. 
;j 

17486 - 2345 5.1 1.5 1.5 18.0 . -0.200 -0.919 ,J 
!I 17504 - 1902 9.4 3.6 . 2.9 7.7 -0.341 -0.988 ;U 
1 17515 - 2407 5.2 0.7 4.2 56.7 -0.288 -1.030 69035 
.:'il 

I ] 17534 - 3030 359.9 0.1 2.1 228.6 -0.252 -0.894 5416 

1 17547 - 3249 358.2 -4.3 1.3 20.0 -0.340 -0.949 
17571 - 1447 13.9 4.3 2.9 9.4 -0.328 -0.973 

,~ 18016 - 2540 5.0 -2.0 3.8 21.1 -0.115 -0.866 

I 1 18038 - 1614 13.4 2.2 1.4 28.3 -0.335 -0.993 

'J 
181 \0 - 2826 3.6 -5.2 1.3 15.3 -0.330 -0.974 
18139 - 1811 12.9 -0.9 2.5 31.9 -0.388 -1.186 

I j 18143 - 3040 1.9 -6.9 1.5 10.6 -0.323 -1.083 

~ 
18161 - 1713 14.0 -0.9 3.2 68.7 -0.105 -0.850 

.. ~ 18185 - 2531 6.9 -5.3 1.3 14.8 -0.310 -0.982 
18186 - 2018 11.6 -2.9 2.9 10.8 -0.372 -1.052 

I 
::1 

'1 18193 - 2335 8.7 -4.5 1.4 17.6 -0.354 -1.179 
:J 
.1 18248 - 0102 29.3 4.9 2.5 20.4 -0.338 -0.982 
~ 

11 18267 - 0606 25.0 2.1 1.3 112.9 -0.269 -0.819 2170 
'1 18303 - 0519 26.1 1.7 2.3 71.9 -0.239 -1.038 

I '1 
"1 18309 - 1318 19.1 -2.2 3.6 25.7 -0.237 -1.034 
1 18312 - 1209 20.2 -1.7 3.3 41.6 -0.139 -0.909 
i 
! 18319 - 0027 30.6 3.6 2.5 7.6 -0.377 -1.006 I 

I 
~ 18320 - 0352 27.6 2.0 4.2 61.9 -0.283 -1.035 7012S j 

18333 + 0533 36.1 6.0 4.2 317.3 -0:293 -1.000 2199 • ; 
~ 18369 - 1034 22.2 -2.2 4.2 26.1 -0.392 -0.958 

I 
'j 18400 - 1645 16.1 -5.7 -2.9 8.2 -0.392 -1.148 
.:i 18464 - 0656 26.5 -2.6 2.1 79.0 -0.345 -1.008 2256 
o~ 18484 - 1055. 23.2 -4.9 2.7 15.3 -0.384 -1.\34 
i 18552 - 0600 28.4 -4.1 2.8 11.1 -0.391 -1.011 , 

I 
18585 + 0900 42.1 2.0 4.1 63.5 -0.271 -1.028 * 
19005 + 0843 42.1 1.5 1.3 21.0 -0.237 -0.939 

I 
I ! 

.< 

I 
i 

I 
i 
I 

I 
I 

I , 
j 
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Table 2 (continued) .. -IRAS L b LRS S 25IJ.m [25-121 [60':'251 RAFGL ntSS Other 
name (0) (oL class lJy) color color No. No. 

19068 + 1127 ~5.2 1.4 2.7 19.3 -0.291 -1.147 * 
19083 + 0851 43.1 -0.2 2.2 36.3 .....:0.379 -1.141 
19125 + 0343 39.0 -3.5 1.4 26.5 -0.356 -0.917 
19131 + 1551 49.8 2.1 1.2 29.9 -0.256 -0.902 
19135 + 0931 ~.3 -1.0 2.4 199.2 -0.388 -1.157 2350 
19156 - 0935 27,4 -10.3 8.0 22.2 -0.345 -0.807 
19171 + 1119 47.3 -0.9 1.2 23.8 -0.094 -0.986 * 
19202 + 2009 54.4 2.6 2.9 13.2 -0.335 -1.200 * 
19227 + 1700 51.9 0.6 2.2 78.7 -0.139 -1.002 . * 
19236 + 1359 49.4 -1.1 1.3 21.6 -0.285 -0.922 

19238 + 1159 47.6 -2.1 
, 

1.2 59.2 -0.272 -0.888 
19252 + 1550 51.2 -0.5 . 3.3 32.3 -0.350 -0.807 
19304 + 2529 60.2 3.1 1.2 49.5 -0.194 -0.978 
19395 + 1949 56.3 -1.5 2.8 8.4 -0.390 -1.074 
19466 + 2751 64.1 1.1 2.9 27.1 -0.330 -0.987 
19520 + 2729 64.4 -0.1 3.3 27.5 -0.135 -1.020 * 
19558 +' 3333 70.0 2.4 3.1_ 45.9 -0.290 -0.931 

I 
19584 + 2652 64.6 -1.6 3.2 13.9 -0.331 -0.943 
19586 + 3637 72.9 3.5 2.9 75.9 -0.390 -l.l50 2488 40371 * 
20056 + 1834 58.4 -7.5 1.4 18.1 -0.307 -0.914 

20067 + 3231 70.3 -0.1 1.3 12.2 -0.382 -1.019 

I· 20220 + 3404 73.4 -1.9 3.4 22.1 -0.237 -1.145 * 
20422 + 4644 85.8 2.7 1.3 16.1 -0.270 -0.855 
20499 + 4657 86.8 1.8 2.9 25.4 -0.379 -1.194 

I 
20509 + 4212 83.3 -1.4 2.4 21.7 -0.300 -0.872 
21073 + 5138 92.2 2.8 2.6 27.0 -0.362 -0.999 
21122 + 4900 90.9 0.4 1.3 16.7 -0.257 -0.913 
21305 + 2118 73.2 -2\.6 2.6 51.0 -0.325 -1.201 * 

I 21318 + 5631 98.2 3.7 2.1 342.6 -0.225 -0.958 
21345 + 5410 96.9 1.7 3.1 26.1 -0.398 -1.081 

21444 + 5053 95.9 -1.8 4.3 15.7 -0.358 -1.058 

I 
21489 + 5301 97.8 -0.2 4.2 93.4 -0.348 -0.927 
22212 + 5542 103.2 -1.1 2.6 91.6 -0.345 -0.911 2896 60353 RW Cep 
22303 + 5950 106.4 \.8 4.1 75.2 -0.211 -0.947 
22480 + 6002 108.4 0.9 6.9 175.2 -0.227 -1.027 2968 60370 

I 22512 + 6100 109.2 1.6 2.8 93.3 -0.384 -1.133 2982 60374 
23485 + 5212 113.7 -9.3 2.8 13.6 -0.355 -1.099 

I confinns that in the present domain objects with thicker envelopes 1667 MHz ftux lies under the sensitivity limit, as stated by Nguyen-
are found, since it is commonly admitted that 1612 MHz masers Q-Rieu et .aI. (1979). This interpretation can be easily tested by 

I operate with much larger amplification length and column densities . high-sensitivity observations of main-lines. 

than main-line masers. Conversely. 31% of the 109 1612 MHz 
sources were detected at 1667 MHz. The percentage of main-line 
emitters among 1612 MHz sources is 53% Jor Mira-iike objects 4. DiIc:usaioa 

I (paper I). and almost 100% for Miras (Sivagnanam et al. (988). 4. J. D~t~clion in r~lation to LRS class~s 
Thus satellite line emission does not prevent emission at 1667 MHz; 
we think that almost all 1612 MHz sources have a 1667 MHz The large majority of the selected sources belong to IRAS spectral 

I 
counterpart, but that a selection effect causes the latter to be less classes (US) 1.2. 3 and 4. The class I spectra are featureless. 'The 
frequently seen in thick envelopes. Due to die very large amplifica- LRS classes 2 and 3 characterize the 10 j.Lm silicate band seen in 
lion allowed al 1612 MHz in the outer part of these envelopes. the emission. and the same band seen in absorption, respectively. The 
absolute 1612 MHz luminosity reaches high values whereas the sequence I _ 2 _ 3 is commonly thought to reveal increasing 

I 
1667 MHz one remains moderate. Consequently, 1612 MHz detec- envelope thicknesses. Spectra showing the 11 j.Lm emission band of 
lions can be achieved in distant thick objects from which the SiC are labeled as class 4. Except for class 1. the LRS subclass n is a 
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one digit measure of the band strength. In the following. we will 
write "X. n" for a source of class X with a subclass equal to n; 
consistently. we will use the shortened notation" X. n :s x'. no" to 
mean .. sources of class X with thtir subclass n lower or equal to 
no ". One may refer to Volk & Kwok (1987) for more details about 
the LRS classification of circumstellar envelopes. 

The OH detection rate increases from 28%' for LRS class I 
objects to 62% for class 2 objects. which make up about half of our 
sample. and to 71 % for class 3 objects. To select only the brightest. 
class 3 objects results in a higher rate; for instance. its value is 83% 
among objects showing S,.(25 ILm) > 40 Jy. Within classes 2 and 
3. the OH detection. rate also shows a slight tendency to increase 
with the LRS subclass n. The detection rate is about 59oio for 
2.n :s 2.6 and 67% for 2.n 2: 2.7; it is 63% for 3.n :s 3.3. and 
80% for 3.n 2: 3.4. but for class 3 the values are less significant due 
to the small number of sources in each subclass. Comparatively. we 
obtained a detection rate of 27% for the class 2 objects with 
Mira-like colors (paper I); their 12 ILm excess is usually attributed 
to warmer and thinner envelopes. This yields clear evidences that 
the OH detection rate is closely connected to the optical thickness of 
the envelope. Moreover. almost all thick O-rich circumstellar shells 
with strong far IR emission seem to produce 1612 MHz masers; 
there are much less genuine non-OH objects than suggested by 
Lewis et al. (1987). We argue that most of the nondetections are due 
to the limited sensitivity of the survey. ' 

Our sample comprises 22 LRS class 4 sources. that were 
presumed to be carbon-rich. In no case is their LRS classification 
higher than 4.3. thus the C-rich nature seems to be expressed only 
weakly. SurpriSingly. we detected OH emission for 10 of them. i.e. 
45 %. The total amount of circumstellar oxygen is usually consi
dered to be locked in carbon monoxide. For this reason we 
examined individually the class 4 IRAS spectra in the Atlas of Low 
Resolution Spectra (IRAS Science Team. 1986). In 8 of the OH 
sources. and in only I of the others. weak emission is seen in the 
15-20 ILm silicate band. indicating an oxygen-rich nature; self
absorption in the 10 ILm silicate band is likely to be responsible for 
spurious class 4 identification. a problem noted in the Atlas. These 
sources seem to be intermediate between LRS 2 and LRS 3 objects. 
Nevertheless. the two odler 1612 MHz OH emitters. 17371-3021 
and 18551 +0323. do not show a 15-20 ILm feature. and thus seem 
to be genuinely C-rich. Partial confirmation is given by Epchtein et 
al. (1990). Combining IRAS and near IR colon. these authon were 
able to efficiently distinguish C-rich stars from O-rich ones; for 
17371-3021. they find a C-rictrnature. We were also notified that 
this method confirms the C-rich nature of 1855 I +0323 (Le Benre &: 
Epchtein 1989. private communication). Detection of CO emission 
from 17371-3021 is reponed by Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. (1987). but 
the CO spectrum suffers from strong contamination by interstellar 
lines. To our knowledge. no CO observation of 18551+0323 has 
been reported; this source is also peculiar in its triple peaked OH 
spectrum (see Sect. 3 above for a brief discussion). Similarly. from 
indications for O-rich circumstellar matter in their LRS spectra. 
H20 masers were recently discovered in association with C-stars: 
V778 Cyg. together with main-line OH masers. EU And. MC79-
11. and possibly C2123 (Benson &: Little-Marenin 1987; Little
Marenin et al. 1987; Little-Marenin et al. 1988; Nakada et al. 1987; 
Nakada et al. 1988; Deguchi et al. 1988). 

The maser source and the Costae may be distinct components of a 
binary system. Alternatively. C-stars are thought to result from 
O-stars when shell helium ftashes trigger off convection that causes' 
carbon enrichment of the photospnere (see reviews by [ben 1985, 

I·B 

and by Lattanzio 1989). C-stars observed shortly after this tranSition 
may possibly present an O-rich outer envelope. For binaries. as 
remarked by De Jong (1989). the two stars should be 10 the AGB 
stage simultaneously; thus their initial masses should be nearly 
equal. For instance. I M 0 stars with about 10 10 yr lifetime and 
106 yr AGB lifetime cannot suffer a relative mass difference of more 
than about 10-4

. On the other hand. recently ejected C-rich matter 
expanding at about 10 km s -I would need some 102 yr to reach the 
OH masing regions at roughly 10 16 cm from the star. With an 
inter-ftash period of about 105 yr. a compOsite envelope cannot be 
seen during more than 10-3 of the AGB lifetime (about 10- 4 for the 
C-Slars showing H 20 masers. which are located closer to the 
photospl!ere than OH masers). Thus. qualitatively. the extreme 
scarcity in such objects is consistent with both interpretations, 
Quantitatively. some caution is required when comparing such 
values to observed frequencies of the anomaly. since it is not clear 
how the AGB population is really represented within reference 
samples. Obviously. the status of these objects deserves to be 
investigated by further observations. 

The other LRS ~Iasses are very poorly represented' in our 
sample. Class 6 spectra are considered to reveal very thick O-rich 
envelopes. although it is not clear why the 10 ILm silicate band is 
seen in emission (e.g. Volk &: Kwok 1987). We observed three of 
these objects. and detected two. The sample also comprises two 
class 5 objects. in which we detected OH emission. and two class 8 
objects. that were observed unsuccessfully; these LRS classes are 
not accurately characterized by a particular type of object. 

4.2. Detection in relation to th4 galactic location 

In Fig. 2 is displayed the distribution of the selected objects in 
relation to their longitude. The lack of sources within 250·-350· is 
due to the horizon of Nan~ay. Beyond this range. most of the 
selected sources are clearly located between 350· and 70·. Figure 2 
also shows that the probability of detection is twice as high between 
350°_70° (65%) than between 70°-250· (32%) whereas on the 
average. distances to the objects are larger towards the galactic 
center than towards the anticenter. Further we note that the LRS 
class distribution depends on the longitude. Almost no class I and 
class 3 objects are seen in the direction of the anticenter. On the 
other hand, the class 2 objects are widely distributed. although they 
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Fit. 2. Galactic longitude distribution for all the selected IRAS sources 
(thin line). the OH sources only (thick line). and the OH detection rale 
(dashed) 
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present a clear concentration towards the center. Hence the thickest 
O-rich envelopes are preferentially located within the inner part of 
the Galaxy. Taking into account this LRS/longitude dependence 
and the LRS/detection rate relationship. the expected detection rate 
towards the anticenter amounts to about 67% instead of the 32% 
observed. Thus the shells located in the inner anns of our Galaxy are 
intrinsically stronger OH emitters than others of similar thickness 
elsewhere. This might be due to the nature of the stars. or to their 
environment. It is known for instance that stars in the inner part of 
the Galaxy present higher metallicities; this might significantly. 
affect the AGB luminosities and consequently the maser pump 
efficiency; however. an increased metallicity seems to result in a 
decreased luminosity (e.g. Lattanzio 1986). On the other hand due 
to 0 and B stars. the interstellar UV field is likely to be stronger in 
the inner anns (Zimmermann 1965); one might expect H20 photo
dissociation in the outer part of the envelopes (Goldreich & Scoville 
1976; Huggins & G1assgold 1982; Szymczak 1987; Netzer & Knapp 
1987) to be more efficient in such an environment. resulting in an 
OH enrichment and stronger masers. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3. the whole sample is largely concentrated 
towards the galactic plane. The mean latitude <Ibl) is significantly 
higher for LRS class 2 objects (7°) than for the other classes (about 
3°). These values indicate that on the average. class 2 objects belong 
to a somewhat different stellar populati0l!. The nature of the 
difference is not clear. The class 2 may comprise older. less massive 
objects; or it may be populated by less evolved. less luminous. and 
thus less distant objects. Both interpretations are consistent with the 
relatively thin envelope and the high latitude (e.g. Sivagnanam & Le 
Squeren 1990). It also appears that the mean latitude <Ibl> of 
detected objects (group 9l) is about 2S higher than for undetected 
ones (group OIL). All LRS classes are affected except the poorly 
sampled class 4. For instance. in class 3. <Ibl) is 3.5" for 9l while it 
is only 1.5° for OIL. The result is surprising since envelopes with OH 
emission are usually expected to be found closer to the galactic 
plane than those without. We think this may be explained by an 
observational bias. Obviously the probability of observing an 
apparent OH flux density over our sensitivity limit is lower for 
distant objects; consequently distant objects are over-represented 
among VU. Because they are distant. they are seen at low latitudes I b I 
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ooly, decreasing <Ibl> for this group. From the above values. it 
immediately follows that the average distance would be approx
imately two times larger for 11. than for 9l. assuming a similar scale 
height to the galactic plane for both groups. Confirmation is found in 
the mean 25 ILm apparent flux densities. Within each LRS class. 
(Sv(25» is systematically lower for OU than for 9l. although not as 
low as would be expected if the discrepancy was due purely to a 
distance effect. This difference. between 1L and 9l is only marginal 
for class \, but is quite imponant for the other classes. e.g. up to a 
factor of 3 within class 3. Considering' that the OH detection rates, 
as given in Sect. 4. I. are lowered by this geometrical bias. our 
conclusion that intrinsically. almost all O-rich thick circumstellar 
shells are OH sources. appears to be strengthened. 

4.3. Location of the LRS classes in the color-color diagram 

As can be seen in Fig. 4. the different LRS classes lie within 
different domains of the [25-12] x [60-25J colordiagram. Class 2 
objects present blue [25-12J and blue [60-25J colors. whereas 
class 3 objeCts present red [25-12] and red [60-25J. These two 
classes overlap in the range -0.3 s [25-12J s -O.~. In class 3. 
the OH sources have redder [25-12] colors than average; 83% of 
the class 3 objects with [25-12) > ":'0.2 are OH emitters. These 
class 2 and class 3 objects clearly illustrate the continuous sequence 
found by Olnon et al. (\984) linking Miras to OH/IR objects in the 
color-color plane. This sequence is commonly interpreted as result
ing from decreasing circumstellar envelope temperature with in
creasing optical thickness; in usual models. the increase of the 
optical thickness implies an increase of the mass loss from the 
central star (e.g. Rowan-Robinson et al. 1986; Bedijn 1987; Bowen 
1988; Volk & Kwolc 1988; Bedijn 1988). The mass loss rates are 
estimated to range from 10-7 Mo yr- I to 10-4 Mo" yr- I from blue 
to red objects. The characteristic locations of these two LRS classes 
are fairly consistent with such a view. Our results show that the OH 
detection rate increases with [25-12J. and thus with the optical 
thickness and the mass loss rate. as found for Miras stars (Sivagna
nam et al. 1988). 

Deeper examination of the class 2 distribution reveals that 
objects with subclass 2.n ~ 2.7 are almost exclusively confined to 
[25-12] < -0.33. whereas half of those with subclass 2.n s 2.6 
show [25-12) redderthan this limit. The [25-12J color is thought 
to increase monotonically with the envelope optical thickness. 
Hence such a color/LRS distribution shows that an important 
thickness may result in a low 2.n subclass. as 'suggested by Volk & 
Kwolc (1987). This indicates a complex variation for the 2.n 
subclass. i.e. for the strength of the emission silicate feature. WJlen 
the thickness increases. the subclass first increases. as normally 
expected; then it reaches a maximum. and finally decreases. just 
~fore being converted into a 3.n absorption feature (unconsistently •. 
the OH detection rate slightly increases with the increasing 2.n 

. subclass ·(Sect. 4. I); nevertheless. the tendency has to be confirmed 
before being taken as an imponant objection). Models by David & 
Papoular (1990) have shown that. self-absorption in the emission 
feature is responsible for its decrease. 

Within the color range studied herein. we are likely observing 
the maximum of the emission feature (-0.4 s [25-12J s -0.3). 

10 15 20 25 its decreasing branch (-0.3 s [25-12J S -0.2), and the PtJre 

Fig. 3. Distribution of the galactic latitude I b I (0) versus the LRS class for 
OH detected objects (open dots) and undetected ones (filled dots). Only the 
classes I. 2. 3. and 4 are displayed. Four class 2 objects and one class 4 
object. that present Ibl > 25'. an: not displayed 

absorption feature domain [25-12J ~ -0.2). The increase of the 
emission feature with the optical thickness is displayed by the' thin. 
blue. envelopes ([25-12J S -0.4): from samples of such LRS 
class 2 objects (Sivagnanarn et al. 1988; paper I), objects with 
subclass 2.n ~ 2.7 are found to be 22% in type I OH Miras. 52% 
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Fig. 4. [25-121 X [60-25) uncorrected colors for OH detected objects 
(open symbols) and undetected ones (filled symbols); the locus of blackbo
dies is shown by the line. crosses indicate reference temperatures of 330. 
280. 250. and 230 K from left to right, LRS class I : triangles indicate weak 
silicate features (10 ~m absorption or 15-20 ~m emission) are seen. 
otherwise dots. LRS class 2: squares for subclasses 2.1 to 2.6. dots for 
subclasses 2.7 to·2.9. LRS class 3: dots. LRS class 4: triangles indicate 
weak emission is seen in the 15-20 ~m silicate band. otherwise dots; note 
the two open dots. i.e. the true carbon-rich objects with OH masers. The 7 
objects belonging to other LRS classes are not displayed. 

in type 11 OH Miras. and 86% in type 11 OH/IR objects. 
The class 4 objects show a rather characteristic location. 

approximately midway between the class 2 and class 3 loci in the 
color-color diagram. This is more accurately seen if one considers 
only the LRS 4 sources that. judging by their spectra. seem 
oxygen-rich (see Sect. 4.1 above). This fact confirms that these 
latter objects are not C-rich. but are actually O-rich objects whose 
optical thicknesses are intermediate between those characteristic of 
class 2 and 3 respectively. The remaining class 4 objects show bluer 
[25-12J and redder [60-25); these colors are closer to the typical 
colors of known carbon-stars (Zuckermann & Oyck 1986; Thronson 
et al. 1987). 

The status of the class I objects is less clear. Their featureless 
spectra and weak OH detection rate are inconsistent with their 

145 

colors. which indicate relatively thick envelopes. Since their 125-
121 colors are somewhat similar to those of class 4 objects (but with 
significantly redder [60-251 colors). it might be suggested that they 
'also represent a group of misclassified objects With intermediate 
characteristics of classes 2 and 3. Looking at class I spectra 
individually. weak \0 ~m absorption is found in 25% (of which 
only I source was marginally detected in OH). and weak 15-20 ~m 
emission is found in \0% (all being OH sources). Of these objects. 
which make up 35% of the sample's class I objects. all but i show 
[25-12) > -0.3. This view is consistent with Fig. 3. where the 
class I latitude distribution appears to be intermediate between those 
of class 2 and class 3. But this does not e;l(plain the weak detection 
rate: and assuming this rate to result from larger distances would be 
inconsistent with the latitude distributions. On the other hand. 
considering that Zuckermann & Oyck (1986) found redder [60-25) 
for C-rich stars than for O-rich stars. one may argue that most of the 
atypical class I objects might be envelopes of C or S stars. 

4.4. Properties of the 1612 MHz OH masers 

The - presumably terminal - expansion velocity of the envelope. 
V •• is half the velocity width between the two OH peaks (Reid et al. 
1977). We measure values of V. ranging from 6 to 27 km s -I. The 
smallest values are similar to the velocities observed in Miras (e.g . 
Sivagnanarn et al. 1989). For most sources. Vc lies between 10 and 
20 km s -I. as commonly found in pre-IRAS OH/IR surveys (e.g. 
Herman 1983). Values of over 20 km s -I arc likely to be displayed 
by core-burning Supergiants rather than by AGB objects. Recently 
the expansion velocity of OH/IR objects has been found to increase 
with increasing [25-121. i.e. with increasing mass loss. although 
the data suffer imponant dispersion (Lewis 1989; paper I). As 
displayed in Fig. 5a. this trend is clearly confirmed for [25-
12J :$ -0.25 while V. is stationary for redder colors. A com
plementary view is given in Fig. 5b by using the LRS class instead 
of the color as the mass loss rate indicator. Within class 2 all values 
of V. are found, whereas class 3 objects almost exclusively show 
V. > 12 km s -I. Actually a very large dispersion exists only for 
objects of subclasses 2.7 to 2.9: for those below 2.6, the velocity 
distribution is closer to that found for class 3. This suppons the idea 
that in this sample. high 2.n subclasses reveal relatively thin 
envelopes and low mass loss rates. Regarding the few objects 
interpreted above as a class 2 - class 3 transition. class I velocities 
seem to be consistent with such a nature; but for class 4 objects. 
values seem to be on the average larger than values for class 3. 

According to Baud et al. (1981), V. is a measure of the main 
sequence mass. Baud & Habing (1983) found a large disper:sion in 
mass loss rate (measured by the OH luminosity) for any given V •. 
They interpreted this to result from an acceleration of the mass loss 
with time. This led them to consider the color-color sequence as an 
evolutionary track of the AGB envelopes. Such a view is still being 
debated; the alternative interpretation consists of a sequence of 
initial masses (e.g. Habing 1990; Sivagnanarn & Le Squeren 1990). 
In light of the Vc/initial mass equivalence. which is a basis of the 
evolutionary scenario, the color (or LRS)/Ve relationship would 
show that. on the average. the redder the envelope. the larger the 
initial mass. Hence the color-color sequence partly results from an . 
increase of the initial mass. From their respective velocity disper
sions. the LRS class 2 would range over a wide spectrum of initial 
masses whereas the LRS class 3 would comprise only massive stars. 
In a synthetic view of the evolutionary scenario. this means that only 
massive AGB stars can reach the red part of the color-color 
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Fit. 6. Ratio ~ of the muimum OH 1612 MHz peak HUll density 10 the 
IRAS 25 jIom HUll density. venus OH npansion velocity (log km s - 1 ). LRS 
classes 2.1 to 2.6 are displayed by open dots. classes 2.6 10 2.9 by filled 
dots. and class 3 by filled squares. Least square fits are shown for classes 2.1 
to 2.6 (thin line) and for classes 2.6 to 2.9 (thick line). For comparison. 
crosses indicate the 20 km s - 1 point of least square fits 10 the Te Linlel 
Heklten (1990) detections showing 6 < V. < 20 km 5 -I. for [25-12J color 
ranges as follows; -0.5 to -0.4: -0.410 -0.3: -0.3 to -0.2: and -0.2 to 
0.0. from bottom to lOp. The dashed line is of slope -2. arbitrarily 
positioned 

In order to check the above relationship from a larger sample. 
we calculated f for the soUrces observed by TLH: using as a mass 
loss indicator the [25-12) color instead of the LRS class. Within 
-0.5 < [25-12) < 0 and 6 < V. < 20 km s -I we find the same 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 la 7.D propenies. whereas this is clearly not the case for sources with 
Ve < 5 km s - I; for each color bin the slope is about - I. 0 within 
10% accuracy. The grid of fits that we obtain is shifted towards 
higher f than expected from our own data. considering the equiva
lence between LRS classes and [25-12) colon as found in Sect. 4.3 
above. We also note that the redder the [25';"12) color. the smaller 
the increase in ~ between consecutive color bins. 

Fig. 5. aad b. OH ellpansion velocity (km S-I) venus. the (25-12) 
uncorrected color and b the LRS class 

sequence where mass loss rates are very high. as proposed by Volk 
& Kwok (1988). and by Likkel (1989). 

The pump of 1612 MHz masen is widely recognized to be 
principally the 35 ILm thermal radiation from circumsteUar dust 
(Elitzur et al. 1976). As expected. we find the maximum OH peak 
ftux density to increase (by about 10l) when'the ftux density in the 
25 ILm IRAS band increases (by about 102). Of course the distance 
distribution of the sources also largely contributes to this rela
tionship between apparent ftuxes. The LRS class 2 objects are 
mostly faint. the class 3 and 4 ones mostly bright. 

We consider the pump efficiency as measured by the ratio f of 
the maximum OH peak ftux density to the 25 ILm ftux density. It is 
shown in Fig. 6 that f is an increasing function of the mass loss rate. 
expressed as the LRS classification. and a decreasing function of the 
terminal expan!ion velocity. Looking for log(f) = a 10g(Ve) + b 
least square fits to low and to high 2.n subclasses for 
V. < 20 km s -I • we find approximately similar slopes of -1.2 and 
- 1.4 respectively; there is not enough class 3 data to obtain a 
significant fit. although the general trend is similar. The lowest 
values of f are found for the high 2.n subclasses. This provides 
funher confirmation that the present increasing mass loss rates and 
optical depths are displayed by decreasing 2.n LRS subclasses. 

From pre-IRAS OH/IR objects with phases-Iag distances (Her
man (983). and assuming for all sources a similar column density in 
the OH regions. Baud &: Habing (1983) deriv~ an expression of the 
absolute OH ftux density. SOH = 3 lOll (M/Ve)2 Jy kpc2: this 
quantity shows the same behavior as f For the pufPO,SC of 
illustration. let us consider. as a very rough approximation. that the 
25 ILm flux density is proponional to the ·mass loss rate and 
independent of the velocity. Then the log(f) to 10g(V.) slope would 
be' - 2; although the value derived from the above fits is closer to 
-I. it may be seen in Fig. 6 that a slope of -2 is not inconsistent 
with the data. TItc nature of this relationship deserves to be 
investigated further. 

5. CODd .... 

The fint result of this color-limited search for OH circumstellar 
masen is the high detection' rate. This shows that 1612 MHz OH 
emission is a genuine property of most of the dusty envelopes 
detected by IRAS and which fall about the black body curve ranging 
from 330 K to 230 K approximately. The 1667 MHz main-line. that 
is typical Miras. is not suppressed: about one third of these 
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1612 M Hz sources also show that line. The OH sources are seen at 
higher galactic latitudes than the undetected objects; this is attri
buted to a selection effect. Considering similar envelope thicknes
ses. objects from the inner pan orthe Galaxy clearly appear to be 
intrinsically stronger OH emitters than those from more outer 
regions. 

As expected. the selected objects form a roughly linear sequence 
in the [25-121 x [60-251 col or-col or diagram. The blue tail of the 
sequence is populated by the LRS class 2 objects, and the red tail by 
the LRS class 3 objects. which show higher OH detection rates 
(>80%). In the intermediate region where the two classes overlap 
([25-12) - -0.25). the class 2 band strength decreases with 
increasing optical depth. due to self absorption of the silicate 
emission band. These trends are quite consistent with the view of a 
continuous sequence of objects. being mainly characterized by 
increasing mass loss rates of the central AGB stars. 

The intermediate region of the diagram is also populated by LRS 
class I objects. whose OH detection rate is especially low. The 
nature of such objects is not clear. they might be S stars. The LRS 
class 4 is clearly composite. About half of the objects are carbon
rich. showing blue [25-121 color. no silicate band. and no OH 
masers. The other half. being OH sources with weak LRS silicate 
features and intermediate colors. are oxygen-rich; they are likely to 
be a transition stage between LRS classes 2 and 3. Two OH sources 
dG not match this scheme. and seem to be carbon stars with 
oxygen-rich outer envelopes. 

It is confirmed that the terminal expansion velocity of the 
envelope increases with the [25- 12] color. In view of the evolution
ary interpretation of the color-color sequence. this indicates that 
very likely only objects with relatively large initial masses can reach 
the reddest parts of the sequence. whereas on the contrary. the mass 
dispersion is important within its blue tail. The OH pump efficiency 
is shown to be an increasing function of the mass loss rate and a 
decreasing function of the envelope expansion velocity. 
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1. Introduction 

The study of circumstellar envelope (CSE) stars has proven to be of great importance in the 
understanding of the late stages of stellar evolution on the asymptotic giant branch (AGB). 
Indeed, sinc~ Shklovskii (1956) first suggested that the red ~ants eject their hydrogen 
envelope thus forming a planetary nebula, infrared (IR) and radio studies of CSEshave 
yeilded considerable data on these objects. A large variety of objects has been revealed 
and several scenarios are currently under consideration in view of defining an evolutionary 
sequence linking these families. In order to clearly decide between the various evolutionary 
tracks, it is necessary to have a.t hand the general, observable, physical properties of CSEs. 

Maser emission from the hydroxyl molecule at 1612, 1667, and 1665MHz in late M
type variable stars (Mira variablei) and in infrared stellar objects (so ca.n~d OH/IR stars) 
with no visible counterpart" (Wilson and Barrett 1970, 1972) appears to be a quite general 
phenomenon. The characteristic double peaked profiles observed at 1612MHz have been 
interpreted as being produced in a radially expanding CSE surrounding the star (Reid et 
al. 1977). The CSE is formed from material "ejected by the star. Dust condenses out of 
the ejected gas when the physical conditions permit grains to form. Mass-loss h.as been 
measured to range from'" 1O-5M0 yr-1 , for the Mira variables, up to '" 1O-4M0 yr-1 , for 
the OH/IR stars (see e.g. Knapp et al. 1982, 1985, Knapp 1986). Because of the frequent 
lack of an optical counterpart, only blind surveys at 1612MHz near the galactic plane were 
undertaken prior to the IRAS mission. These resulted in some 442 dectections of OH/IR 
stars ( see te Lintel Hekkert et al. 1989 for a compiling of these observations). 

Using the colours based on the IRAS photometric data at 12, 25, and 60J,£m, Olnon 
et al. (1984) clearly demonstrated the existence of a colour sequence linking the Mira 
variables to the (then) known OH/IR stars in the [60/25] VI [25/12J diagram. Furthermore, 
obseryations have shown that OH masers are usually associated with objects having similar 
far-IR colours (-Engels et al. 1984; Lewis et al. 1985; Sivagnanam and Le Squeren 1986). 
In a comprehensive statistical .study of objects taken from the IRAS LRS catalogue (IRAS 
science team 1986), van der Veen and Habing (1988) found that the oxygen-~ch CSEs 
occupy well defined region in tliis diagram. Thus, the IRAS colours provide one of the 
most reliable methods for selecting candidate OH/IR stars. 

In OH/IR stars the satellite line maser emission is usually the strongest. Consequently, 
surveys to date have concentrated on observing at 1612MHz (Le Squeren et al. 1992, te 
Lintel Hekkert et al. 1991, Lewis et al. 1990, Galt et al. 1989, Eder et al. 1988). Here we 
present the observations of a colour selected sample of objects taken from the IRAS PSC in 
the weaker mainline maaer at 1667MHz (the satellite line was also observed). This paper 
is concerned only with reporting the observational results of this survey which covers a" 
domain of the IRAS colour diagram ocucupied by "OH/IR-like" objects. A more detailed 
analysis of the characteristics of the detected objects is left to a futur paper. 

2. The working sample 

A preliminary colour selection baaed on the colours defined by: 
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[.v,\'] = log( ,\~;~, } 

where F,\ is the IRASfiux density in wavelength band '\, was made such that the region 
covered in this survey falls about the assumed evolutionary track traced out by Olnon et 
al. (1984) in the [60/25] VI [25/12] diagram. The region in the colour diagram of concern 
in this paper consists of the reunion of the regions defined by: 

-0.40 < [25/12] < o· 
-1.20 <[60/25) < -0.80 

• surveyed in the satellite maser line by Le Squeren et al. {1992} and denoted as LSDD from 
hereon,· . 

and, 

o < [25/12] < 0.38 

-1.20 < [60/25] < -0.80 

-0.10 < [25/12] < 0.38 

. -0.80 < [60/25] < -0.19 

denotedby 'RI and 'R.2 respectively. Figure 1 depicts these regions along- with the proposed 
evolutionary track as parameterized in van der Veen and Habing (1988) who obtained this 
,fit using a sample of Mira andOH/IR stars with good quality fiuxes at 12, 25, and 60J.'m 
(FQUAL ~ 3, see IRAS explanatory supplement V-55}. The sample falls within the regions 
IlIa, nIb, and. IV defined and characterized in the same paper. The regions selected for 

. this survey constitute a continuation of the survey carried out by Sivagnanam et al. (1990) 
at 1667 and 1612MHz w,hich dealt with IRAS objects with "Mira-like" colours. 

In their previous study, LSDD considered only those objects having an LRS Class 
because, that region of the (60/25] '" [25/12] diagram contains an overwlielming number 
of objecb and, moreover, those sources with an LRS spectrum are expected to be almost 
exclusively (95%) CSEs (IRAS science teaIIl1986). The 199 objects observed by LSDD are 
certainly AGB stars (with a few red supergiant, i.e., non-AGB InaSsive stars), confusion 
with HII regions being unlikely in the colour region they considered. 

The objects with [25/12] > 0 and [60/25]~-0.86 have much thicker CSEs and, usually 
lack a LRS spectrum. A selection criterion based on the LRS class would severely limit 
the number of such sources in a sample of objects. These obj~cts evolve from the warmer 
and thinner CSEs and thus merit attention in a maser survey (see, e.g. Olnon et al. 1984; 
van der Veen and Habing 1988). Consequently, they were ~ncluded in the set of observed 
objects. As a result, our working sample is not, as a whole, homogeneous in respect to a 
lower fiux limit. 

Since the aim of this survey is to detect OH emission at 1667MHz from AGB stars, 
criteria which effectively limit the sample to objects of the late-AGB were employed for 
the regions 'RI and'R2. The IDTYPE (IRAS eXplanatory supplement X-9) was used to 
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eliminate extragalactic objects (IDTYPE = 1). For those sources with no known associ
ations no further selection criterion was imposed .. However, for those with multiple and 
stellar associations (IDTYPE of 2 or 4,respectively), all those listed as being associated 
with known planetary nebulae were sifted out of the sample (only'" 5 objects). The ma
jority of objects having an IDTYPE = 3 have associations with planetary nebulae, other 
type of nebulae, or HIl regions. From this subset, '" 75% of the objects were eliminated; 
only those sources with a unique association in .the RAFG L catalogue were retained. This 
screening applied to Xl and X2 resulted in a set containing 416 objects. In an effort to 
minimize contamination with cirrus clouds, only sources with a flUx quality of at least two 
in all IRAS bands were retained. The total sample presented here contains 615 objects. 

3. Observations 

The Nan~ay radio telescope has a half power beam of 3.5' in et and 18' in 6 and is 
capable of observing only at declinations greater than ~38°. The autocorrelator, consisting 
of 1024 channels, was divided into four banks of 256 channels each. Two banks were alloted 
for the observation at 1667MHi (the two remaining were allocated for the, observation at 
1612MHz). This configuration permitted the simultaneous observation of both circular 
polarizations (in both lines). For the greater majority of the observed sources, the two 
polarizations were averaged to increase the signal to noise ratio. When interferences overly 
degraded the spectrum in one of the banks only one polarization is reported. The frequency 
switching technique was employed. The velocity resolutions were 0.56 and 1.12kms-1 • At 
these resolutions the total velocity coverage was ±143 and ±287kms-1 • A resolution of 0.28 
was used for sources for which the LSR velocity was known, rendering a velocity coverage 
of ± 72kms -1. The integration time was between 30 and 40mn. The cooled reciever has a 
system temperature of - 50K. The tyPical value of the RMS of the noise was 0.04Jy. The 
sensitivity was about l.IJyK-1 at 00 declination, corrections were necessary for extreme 
declinations. 

Most of the observation were performed in the period spanning January 1986 to 
Febuary 1988. A small number of sources were observed or reobserved in the course of 
1990 to 1992. In most cues, the instrumental baseline was linear and, at most, the removal 
of a second order polynomial was sufficient to rectify the signal. However, in certain cases, 
broad emission from the GLONASS satellite network polluted the baseline and a higher 
order polynomial was necessary to rectify the signal. We assume a positive detection if 
the profile showed a feature at least three RMS above ·the noise except for a few sources 
detected 'in the satellite line in other surveys. These are 17220 - 2448, 17428 - 2438, 
18236 - 0447 and 19081 + 0322, detected by te Lintel Hekkert et al. (1991) for which the 
signal is slightly below three RMS but, since the peaks are at approximately the same 
velocities as those at 1612MHz we can be relatively sure of the measured values. 

4. Result. and summary statistic. 

Since N an~ay is a transit telescope, and observing time for this survey could not always be 
alotted to the right ascensions required for all the sources of the sample, of the 615 objects 
that were retained 57 were not observed at 1667MHz, consequently, the following analysis 
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is only over 558 sources. In a few cases two mainline masers were detected at ,the same 
IRAS position (we, present the ,two spe~~ra), only one, of ·the .detections was ,considered in 
obtairung theresultlIl~ s~~tistics. ~.s033 - 2111 and 18262 - Q735 are' known to have a 
1612MHz maser(te Lintel Hekkertetal. 1991), thus, thosemainline detections having'; 
siinilar veloCity characteristics were retained in .the analysis. 18044 - 1947 was detected, 

b,y, Le,' squere,net 8.1.(19, 9,2), as in that paper we ha~e used t, he source'Wl, 'th th, e strongest I,' 
m~er.Finally, .ror 18245 - 0342 which has never been detected, we have retained the: 
strongest maser. . . , " .' ," . , .' " . . . ", " ': 

. .~, ',. ' . 

18195 -2804 has been detected-at 1612MHz (te Lintel Hekkert et 8.1. 1989) but no~ 
1667MHz emission was observed at the published velocities. For this source, however~ a 
mainline maser was detected, though at different velocities. Its mainline characteristics' 
are given (see table 2) but it is not treated as a detection per se in this study. Also, 
17456 - 2037 exhibits a satellite line maser and a mainline maser atc:iifferent ,velOcitieS':1 

' Sinc~ w, e, would li~e to, co, n~rve COh, .,e~e, nce b.etween th, ~ d, .etec"ti,~ri,rates, :~v",e,~. her, e and in:: 
preVlOUS work, this source IS not conSIdered In the statistIcs asa detection. ' .' 

" S.ome sources show high absolute velocities. Since 'the frequency s~itching ~'ode used '. 
in the observationi may introduce an ambiguity in the flux'scale, viz. abso,rption close 11 
to zero may be mistaken' for emission at high absohit'e velocities, we have !=hecked our 111 
list 0: .detection~ for possible errors' of thisktnd. ,Mo~t, ~bjects. p~esenting,¥gh' absolute, 
velocItIe~ have eIther been detecte~ byo~her authors .(mdic.atedm tables 1, and 2) or have I 
an assoClated 1612M:az (~ob~ published ID an upcommg. pape: ).Th~ o.bserve~ profiles are 'I 
also narrow. For these sources we can be sure to be dealing 'Wlth emISSIon of cIrcumstellar :. 
origin. Only 17456'~ 2037, 18125 - 1631 and 18245 - 0342 may pose a problem, we list' 
these sources as detections noting that only a further observatiorls can confirm their status. ': 

131" mainllne masers were detected aInongthe observed sources. 19 of these have •• 
already been described by Dickinson and Turner (1991) and four have been published by , 
Le Squeren et al. (1992). The spectra of the newly detected sources are displayed in 
fig. 2. It can be seen that, in general, the mainline maser profile resembles the usually 
observed double peaked profile of the satdllte line. A few spectra are rather atypical (e.g. 
17411-3154,17550-2120,18491-3648, and 19244+1115). 18491-3648and 19244+1115 
present multiple peaks, the envelope expansion velocity and the stellar radial velocity have 11 
been calculated using the outermost peaks and the highest p~aks respectively. For the '. 
sources 17-448 .... 3024, 18236 - 0447, and 18266 -1239 the mainline spectra were compared 
with those ofthe.atellite line'in order to obtain the relevant maser data. 17448.;... 3024 
shows a peak at -105.81kins-1 which is probably an artifact. 18236 - 0447 posesses a 
peak 'at 9:2kml-1 which may be due to some other source in the lobe of the telescope. 
The satellite line profile of 18266 - 1239 presents doubled peaks at both high and low 
velocities. The only structure appearing in the 1667MHz profile corresponds to that of the 
high velocity one of the 1612MHz emission, thus, only the values relative to the outermost 1 
peak have been listed. • 

All detections are listed in tables 1 and 2 along with their maser characteristics. With 
the caveats mentioned in the previous paragraph in mind, the global detection rate is 1 
'" 22%. Note that the detection rate for the satellite line maser is in general much higher, 
a preliminary rate for this line and for this sample is '" 44%. 
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R.&diative pump models for OH maser emission imply that the OHjIR stars should 
exhibit 1667MHz emission from the inner part of the CSE (Elitzur 1982). Depending 
on the physical conditions and model assumptions, '" 4 to 10 IR photons are needed to 
produce one 1612MHz photon while as many as 200 are necessary for the emission of one 
1667MHz photon, these fi'gures being much smaller if line overlap is taken int<? account 
(Bujarrabal et al. 1980a, 1980b). Among the Mira stars, nearly 100% of those showing 
1612MHz emission also present a mainline maser (Sivagnanam et al. 1989), this percentage 
falls to 53%' for "Mira-like" objects (Sivagnanam et al. 1990). For the thicker CSEs of this 
sample, preliminary measures indicate that only 47% of those which have been detected at 
1612MHz also exhibit 1667MHz emission, comparable to the value found for the warmer 
"Mira-like" objects. The paucity of mainline emission as compared to 1612MHz emission 
may be due to the fact that the absolute luminosity in the satellite line can be amplified to 
high values in the outer parts of the CSE while the 1667MHz emission remains moderate, 
thus detection of the 1612MHz maser can be achieved for more distant objects (see e.g. 
Le Squeren et al. 1992, Nguyen-Q-Rieu et al. 1979). Further, the 1612 and 1667MBz 
lines share a common lower level. The stronger 1612MHz emission tends to increase the 
population of the lower level, leading to a weaker inversion of the 1667MHz line (Feild 
1985): Thus, it comes as no surprise that the detection rates for the mainline maser are 
lower than for the satellite line maser. 

Even though the region LSDD contains only sources listed in the LRS catalog, which 
have a 12~m flux greater than or equal to 2Jy, the detected sources in 'RI and 'R2 have, 
on the whole, comparable fluxes to those in LSDD. Of the detected objects in 'RI U'R2, 
only 5 have a 12~m flux below 2Jy, these are 03301 + 3111, 17021 - 3054, 18051 - 2415, 
18245 - 0342, and 18427 - 0833. Thus the percentage of sources having weak 12~m 
fluxes, whether intrinsically or due to greater distance is only'" 4% of those detected. 
This suggests that there is a limiting value of the 12~m flux density (namely 2Jy) for 
the observation of a mainline maser. We denote by 'H. the subset 'R. uLSDD where 'R. is 
the subset of 111 U'R2 composed of those sources with a 12~m flux of at least2Jy (242 
objects), and by W its complement in 'RI U'R2 (117 objects). The results for the set W 
are more restricted than those reletive to the set 'H. for, while 'H. concerns objects with 
[25/12] colours over a large interval, -0.4 to 0.38, and consequently a large potion of the 
proposed sequence from Miras to OB/IR stars, W deals only with cooler obje~ts having 
,weaker apparent luminousities. 1-£ makes up 79%, or roughly 4/5, of the total sample. The 
global detection rate for 'H. is '" 27% and for W it is only'" 4%. 

It is noteworthy that the mainline maser is detected even for high [60/25] colours as 
can be seen in fig. 1 where the detected sources have been plotted in the [60/25] VI [25/12] 
diagram. These objects are close to the assumed evolutionary path even though the sample 
contains objects with relatively cool [25/12] colours. Lewis (1989) has constructed a qual ... 
itive chronological sequence for the appearance of the various CS masers. Following his 
scenario, the 1667MHz maser should reappear once mass-loss diminishes or stops, causing 
the CSE to become detached and thinner. Figure 3 gives the detection rate for 'H. as a 
function of the [60/251 colour, which is more appropriate than the usually used [25/12] 
-colour, since the assumed evolutionary track rises more steeply with [60/25] clour than 
with [25/12] colour beyond", -0.08. The detection rate is lower for [60/25J between -1.2 
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and -0.9, becoming higher thereafter. From Le Squeren et al. (1992) the percentage of 
sources exhibiting 1667MHz emission among those having a 1612MHz maser is given the 
tentative value of 31%, in fact, in light of the data we now have at hand, it is 34%. For 
the set 1t we give, with some reserve, the preliminary value of'" 49%. Thus, the physical 
conditions in the cooler CSEs do indeed appear to {avor the presence of a mainline maser. 

The mean of the absolute value of the galactic latitude, (I bI! /), for 'objects in the set 
W, is 9.1°. The detected objects in Ware, on average within 6.9° of the galactic plane 
(though this figure is over a very limited number of objects), while the undetected sources 
are more dispersed about the galactic plane, on average within 9.2°. They are all, but 
one, towards the galactic center suggesting that their weak 12J.'m fiux is probably due to 
distance. (I bII I) is higher for the objects of W than'for those in 1£, for ~hich we find 
4.6°. Thus, on average, the sources in 1£ are apparently at greater distances than those 
of W, as expected because of the imposed lower limit in their 12J.'m firies. The detected 
objects of'H. have a (I bII I) of 4.2°, while the undetected sources have a value of (I bII I) 
of 4.7°. 

We find that the detection rate is greater in the interval of galactic longitude [315° , 75°J r 
i.e, towards the galactic center, than in the interval [105°,225°], or the Galaxy's anti
center. In the direction of the cent er of the Galaxy, the detection rate is '" 31 % and '" 7%1 
for 1t and W respectively. Towards the anti-centei-, these become"" 13% and", 3% for 1'1 

1t and W respectively. The two subsets show the same trend. Note that this result is in 
accord with that found by Le Squeren et al. (1992) in their survey of the region LSDD in 'I 
the satellite line. 

5. Conclusion 

The characteristics of 131 1667MHz masers are tabulated from a survey of colour selected 
IRAS objects. 108 of these are new detections. We note that the mainline emission is 
present along the whole of the assumed evolutionary sequence, first proposed by Olnon 
et al. (1984) and later by van der Veen and Habing (1988), even for the cool colours of 
concern here. This tends, to lend credibility to the maser sequence put forth by Lewis 
(1989) which attempts to define a sequential appearance of the various masers observed 
in CSE.. Summary detection statistics are given. A more detailed study of the data is 
warranted, in particular, comparison between the satellite and mainline masers .. This is 
left to an up coming paper. 
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Figure and table captions 

Figure 1. 

The IRAS [60/25] VI [25/12] diagram showing the regions surveyed, boxes, labeled as 
defined in sec. 2 of text. The thick curve represents the proposed evolutionary track as the 
CSE's optical depth increases towards cooler and redder colours (parameterized by van der 
Veen and Habing 1988). The thin curve gives the position of the blackbody colours, tick 
marks label the positions of a 300 and 200K blackbody. The triangles show the position 
of the detected sources. Notice the scarcity of 1667MHz mainline masers in 'R.1. 

Figure 2. 

Spectra of detected sources obtained at the Nan~ay radio telescope, France. The antenna 
temperature is in kelvin, the velocity is in kms-1 relative to the LSR. 

Figure 3. 

Detection rate as a function of the [60/25] colour, thick lines, and the number distribution, 
thin lines, for the sources of 11. (see text sec. 4). 

Table 1. 

Detected sources in the region LSDD (see text sec. 2). 

notes: 

III and bll galactic coordinates 1950 
SL and SH low and high velocity peak fiuxes in Jy 
VL and VH velocities corresponding to the low and high velocity peaks in kms-1 

V!'!ZlP = (VH - VL)/2 CSE expansion velocity in kms-1 

V. = (VH + VL )/2 stellar radial velocity in kms-1 

OH names were taken from te Lintel Hekkert, P., Versteege-Hensel, H.A., Habing, -H.J., 
Wiertz, M.: 1989, ApJ Supp. Ser., 98, 399 
• independently detected by Dickinson, D.F., Turner, B.E.: 1991, ApJ Supp. Ser., 75, 
1323 
o detection and spectrum presented by Le Squeren A. M., Sivagnanam P., Dennefeld M., 
David P.: 1992, A&A, 254, 133 
• see text for details on this spectrum 

Table 2. 

Detected sources in the reunion of the regions 'RI and 'R.2 (see text sec. 2). Notes and 
references as for table 1. 
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IRAS name LRS ,11 611 5L 5H VL VII VU! V. other name Dotes 

03206 + 6521 34 138.0 7.3 1.15 0.46 -46.49 -29.07 8.71 -37.78 OH138.0 + 7.2 • 
03287 - 1535 29 203.7 -51.2 0.47 0.44 -12.93 -f94 4.50 -8.43 
03293 + 6010 33 141.7 3.5 0.91 -45.14 - OH141 + 3.5 • 
04575 + 1251 27 187.7 -17.6 0.15 0.16 -13.12 12.73 12.92 -0.19 
05073 + 5248 24 156.4 7.8 0.66 0.69 -13.57 18.73 16.15 2.58 NV AUR 
05131 + 4530 42 163.0 4.3 0.19 0.59 -41.24 -20.45 10.39 -30.84 
06297 + 4045 27 174.1 14.1 0.98 -4.20 - IRC + 40156 
07536 - 2830 28 245.4 -0.1 0.41 34.84 - HU PUP ~ 
16029 - 3041 32 345.0 15.7 0.17 0.82 -14.80 11.05 12.92 -1.88 OH345.0 + 15.7 
16275 - 2638 24 351.9 14.6 0.16 0.22 '-81.80 -57.92 11.94 -69.86 

UI399 - 3548 23 346.7 6.6 0.24 -87.83 
17360 - 3012 42 358.2 0.5 0.45 0.83 -17.10 22.51 19.81 2.70 OH358.2 + 0.5 
17389 - 2045 28 6.5 5.0 0.20 0.12 13.43 46.01 16.29 29.72 
17403 - 3716 25 352.7 -4.0 0.15 1.95 
17416 - 3131 34 357.7 -1.2 0.09 0.28 60.33 92.92 16.29 76.62 
17482 - 2824 42 1.1 -0.8 0.56 1.11 -11.13 31.85 21.49 10.36 OHl.l - 0.8 

If::o 
CTt 

17505 - 3143 34 358.5 -2.9 0.34 0.50 -12.86 20.29 16.58 3.72 
18044 - 1947 32 10.4 0.3 0.72 0.27 -78.60 -45.13 15.73 -60.87 ~ 
18044 - 1947 32 10.4 0.3 0.12 0.18 -117.00 -121.50 4.50 -121.50 ~ 
18069 + OUl1 28 36.5 13.5 0,07 .0.07 -30.86 3.42 17.14 -13.72 

18076 + 3445 27 61.5 23.2 0.15 -6.80 
18077 - 2614 34 5.1 -3.5 0.08 0.40 85.23 116.13 15,45 100.68 
18080 - 2238 37 8.3 -1.8 0.14 0.10 37.85 72.69 17,42 55.27 
18083 - 2630 23 5.0 -3.7 0.38 7.30 - OH5.0 - 3.8 
18216 - 1552 34 15.8 -1,4 0.17 0.24 -17.98 8;99 13,49 -4;50 
18535 + 0726 12 40.1 2,4 0.09 0.09 27.90 65.54 18.82 46.72 OH40.1 + 2.4 • 
18560+ 0638 34 3U.7 1.5 0.20 0.44 4.55 37.U8 16.72 21.26 OH3U.7 + 1.5 
lUOO + 1009 25 43.8 1.3 0.11 0.11 32.58 65.73 16.58 4U.16 OH43.9 + 1.2 
,t 9075 + OU21 12 43.4 0.2 0.86 0,45 5.25 19.30 7.02 12.27 ~ 
19142 + 1034 13 45.3 -0.7 0.11 50.21 

TABLE 1 
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IRAS name LRS. ,11 611 SL SH VL VH v"Z! V. other name notes 
19161 + 2343 31 57.1 5.1 0.74 0.91 10.02 48.23 19.10 29.12 
19178 - 2820 28 12.0 -17.7 0.11 0.25 -12.42 21.86 17.14 4.72 
19190 + 1128 32 46.8 -1.3 0.15 0.45 41.58 74.17 16.29 57.87 
19192 + 0922 31 44.8 -2.3 0.13 0.'0 -87.73 -57.39 . 15.17 -72.56 OH44.8 - 2.3 • 
19225 - 0031 25 36.4 -7.7 0.20 52.46 

. 19236 + 1359 13 49.4 -1.1 0.073. 110.90 
19244 + 1115 28 47.1 -2.5 2.15 1.53 '40.55 108.54 34.00 74.55 IRC + 10420 • 20077 - 0625 23 36.4 -20.4 1.22 0.64 -30.98 -2.88 14.05 -16.91 IRC - 10529 
20287 + 2105 24 83.3 -10.2 0.15 -89.42 
20444+ 0540 29 52.5 -22.4 0.21 58.38 

20491 +4236 43 83.4 -0.9 0.24 -19.90 - OH8'.4 - 0.9 • 
22177 + 5936 38 104.9 2.4 0.46 0.50' -40.17 -10.95 14.61 -25.56 OHI04.9+ 2.4 • 

TABLE I (continued) 
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IRAS name LRS ,11 611 SL ·SH VL V" VU! V. other name notea 

03301 + 3111 159.0 -19.9 0.47 6.74 
05358 - 0704 71 210.9 -19.5 0.30 6.18 
08005 + 2356 242.4 3.6 2.52 -2.99 
17021 - 3109 353.2 5.9 0.48 -7.54 
17021 - 3054 353.4 6.1 0.25 -27.66 
17168 - 3736 349.8 -0.3 0.44 3.28 -19.34 7.07 13.20 -6.13 OH349.81- 0.32 
17207 - 3632 351.1 -0.4 0.87 - --127.22 
17220 - 2448 1.0 6.1 0.12 0.16 23.93 54.83 15.45 39.38 
17276 - 2846 358.4 2.8 0.18 -72.15 
17293 - 2941 357.8 2.0 0.28 0.30 -45.89 -14.79 15.45 -30.24 

17316 - 3523 353.3 -1.5 0.96 47.08 
17317 - 3331 79 354.9 -0.5 2.11 4.69 -8.55 25.48 16.01 9.48 
17367 - 2722 0.6 I.D O.ID 0.17 15.58 53.76 19.10 34.68 
17387 - 3633 352.D -3.0 0.18 20.61 
17385 - 3332 355.6 -1.7 3.68 4.97 -256.35 -223.76· HU9 -240.06 

. 17392 - 3319 37 355.9 -1.7 0.28 0.47 -51.00 -30.34 14.33 -44.87 
~ 

17392 - 2722 0.9 1.4 ·0.17 -124.33 ~ 

17410 - 3708 352.8 -4.1 0.10 0.01 -60.73 -21.27 15.73 -45.00 r 
174)) - 3154 357.3 -1.3 27.03 17.53 -40.71 -4.27 18.26 -22.53 
17418 - 2713 79 1.4 1.0 5.18 4.43 -21.29 3.86 16.58 -12.72 OH1.3 + 1.0 

17428 - 2438 3.7 2.2 0.11 0.34 -132.78 -104.69 14.05 -118.73 
17433...,. 1750 9.6 5.6 0.08 0.09 104.83 134.61 14.89 119.72 
17448 - 3024 359.0 -1.2 0.10 0.13 -85.58 -80.53 2.53 -83.06 • 17456 - 2037 7.5 3.7 0.15 257.55 
17479 - 3032 359.2 -1.9 0.25 -30.05 
17504 - 3312 357.2 -3.7 0.11 0.36 -78.05 -46.02 16.01 ,-62.03 
17541- 2706 2.9 -1.3 0.43 261.05 -
17545 - 3056 359.6 -3.3 0.18 -46.87 
17550 - 2120 8.0 1.4 0.75 1.11 -35.19 -8.22 13.48 -21.70 OH8.0 + 1.4 
17584 - 3147 359.3 -4.4 0.22 0.15 -1.01.49 . -66.66 17.42 -84.'08 

TABLE 2 
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IRAS name LRS ,11 bll SL SH VL VH v,,~! V. other name notes 

18006 -1734 11.9 2.2 0.21 0.40 3.62 28.62 12.50 16.12 
18007 - 1841 39 10.9 1.1, 0.23 0.32 112.38 142.15 14.89 127.26 OHIO.9 + 1.5 • <-

18033 - 2111 9.1 -0.2 0.28 0.27 -65.41 -31.14 17.14 -48.28 
18033 - 2111 9.1 -0.2' 0.42 0.21 -124.41 -106.99 8.71 -115.70' 
1803IJ - IIJ03 11.0 0.8 0.17 ' 0.12 144.08 16IJ.92 12.92 157.00 
18040- 2726 3.7 -3.3 0.28 0.44 124.38 1511.22 17.42 141.80' 
18051- 2415 6.6 -2.0 0.23 0.18 105.28 135.82 15.17 120~45 

18071- 1727 79 12.8 0.9 0.28 0.55 15.45 37.36 10.96 26.40 OH12.8 + 0.9 • 
18077 - 2853 4.8 -3.8 0.18 127.37 
i8081- 0338 25.0 7.3 0.31 6.84 

1801H - 2437 6.7 -3.0 0.14 85.23 
18092 - 2347 7.4 -2.8 0.47 0.39 . 30.29 68.26 17.98 48.27 
18092- 2508 6.3 -3.3 0.11 36.27 
18100 - 1915 39 11.5 -0.6 0.32 0.11 4.08 31.05 13.49 17.56 
18107 - 0710 22.2 5.1 0.17 0.08 4.88 28.48 11.80 16.68 

~ 
18125 - 1631 14.2 0.2 0.15 0.10 -2711.05 -247.58 15.73 -263.31 00 

18135 - 1456 79 15.7 0.8 0.83 10.88 -15.811 15.211 15.511 -0;30 OH15.7 + 0.8 
18152 - 01119 20.8 3.1 0.21 40.40 - OH20.8 + 3.1 • 
18195 - 2804 4.8 -8.7 ' 0'.07 0.06 241.28 258.11 8.43 249.88 
18198 - 1249 18.3 0.4 ' 0.75 1.22 29.18 80.36 15.59 44.77 OH18.3 + 0.4 • 

18238 - 0447 25.8 3.4 ; 0.09 0.04 -36.211 -14.38 10,96 -25.34 • 18245 - 0342 26.9 3.7 . 0.16 0.08 5.56 41.52 17.98 23.54 
18245 - 0342 26.IJ 3.7 O.OIJ 0.09 241.55 
18257 - 1000 39 21.5 0.5 1.66 0.44 96.18 .132.42 18.12 114 .. 30 OH21.3 + 0.4 • 
18262 - 0735 23.6 1.5 0.24 94.22 
18262 - 0735 23.6 1.5 0.14 36.91 
18266 - 1239 19.2 -1.0 0.15 68:88 - OH111.1 - 1.0 • 
18268 - 1117 20.4 -0.3 0.16 0.16' 24.49 59.89 17:70 42.19 OH20;4 - 0.3 
18271- 1014 21.4 0:1 0.10 -136.21 
18277 - 1059 20.8 -0.4 0.25 0.16 84.90 120.29 17.70 102.60 

TABLE 2 (continued) 
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IRAS name LRS III bll S" SH VL VH VUl V. other Dame Dotes' 

18298 - 2111 34 . 12.0 -5.6 0.66 0.28 84.28 110.69 13.20 97.49 
18314 - 2759 79 6.0 -9.0 0.16 36.52 
18348 - 0526 26.5 0.6 9;22 5.13 12.08 38.49 13.20 25.28 OH26.5 + 0.6 
18398 - 0807 35 24.7 -1.7 0.08 99.45 
18427 - 0833 24.7 -2.5 0.10 77.38 
18432 - 0149 30.7 0.4 ' 0.45 1.48 50.01 84.28 17.14 67.14 OH30.7 +0.4 
18460-0254 30.1 -0.7 2.18 6.34 77.37 120.35 21.49 98.88 OH30.1- 0.7 
18479- 2514 10.2 -11.1 ' 0.13 -44.57 . 
18488 - 0107 31.9 ~0.4 0.21 1.49 55.95 98.41 20.23 78.18 OH32.0 - 0.5 • 
18491- 3648 359.4 -16.0 i 0.33 0.30 -71.54 -48.50 11;52 -60.02 • 
18517 + 0037 33.9 -0.3 ' 0.17 . 43.85 
18525 + 0210 35.3 0.2 ' 0.74 0.80 49.83 90.85 20.51 70.34 
18528 + 0140 34.9 -0.0 0.45 0.14 -129.97 -100.19 14.89 -115.08 
18549 + 0208 39 35.8 -0.3' 0.12 0.49 84.05 92~15 14.05 78.10 OH35.8 + 0.3 • 

~ 
19017 + 0608 39 39.9 0.0 . 0.12 148.88 ' - OH39.9 - 0.0 • (0 

19037 + 0824 42.2 0.6 0.11 43.59 
19065 + 0832 39 42.6 0.1 . 0.49 1.82 34.33 70.29 17.98 52.31 OH42;6 + 0.0 • 
19067 + 0811 42.3 -0.1 0.21 75.62 - OH42.3 - 0.1 • 
19071 +0948 43.8 0.5 0.15 22.12 - OH43.8 + 0.5 • 
19081 + 0322 38.2 -2.7 0.15 0.12 25.61 58.20 . 16.29 41.91 

19085+ 0755 - .42.3 -0.7 . 0.14 88.93 
19112 + 1220 46.5 0.8 '0.09 57.64 
19254 + 1631 39 51.8 -0.2 0.13 1.15 -16.54 19.98 18.26 1.720H51.8 - 0.2 
19352 + 2030 03 56.4 -0.3 0.16 1.33 -26.20 -1.48 12.36 -13.84 OH56.4 - 0.3 
19440 + 2251 39 59.5 -0.9 0;14 0.31 -25.54 9.86 17.70 ~7.84 
19576 + 2814 39 65.7 -0.7 0:)0 0.08 -68.68 -46.76 . '10.96 -57.72 OH85.7 - 0.8 • 
20023+2855 66.8 -1.2 0.24 0.15 -78.34 ..:..50.80 13;77 -;-64.57 ·OH68.8 - 1.3 • 
20043+ 2653 39 65.3 -2.7 0.18 0.23 -19.33 8.20' 13~77 -5.58 

. 21554 + 6204 38 104.1 8.0 0.22 0.91 -31.47 -8,43 11.52 -19.95 

TABLE 2 (continued) 
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Ill. Les Envelopes Circumstellaires Vues en Infrarouge. 



Introduction 

Les etoiles de l'KGB s~nt, a. l'exceptiondes Miras, optiquement invisibles. En effet, une 
de leurs caracteristiques principales est d'etre enrobees d'une enveloppe composee de gaz 
et de poussieres. L'emission de cette enveloppe se situe pratiquement dans sa totalite dans 
le domaine infrarouge. En consequence l'etude de ces objets passe, en grande partie, par 
l'astronomie infrarouge, qui n'a veritablement commence a. gran de echelle que dans les an
nees 1970. L'etude directe de l'etoile elle-meme est impossible par les moyens d'observation 
actuellement disponibles. Elle ne peut etre basee que sur des modeles theoriques realistes 
(voir Iben 1983, 1990 pour des revues sur ce sujet). Des lors l'etude des objets de l'AGB 
doit passer par l'observation puis la modelisation de PECS qui, on suppose, porte les traces 
du comportement de l'etoile centrale. 

En 1983 la mission spatiale IRAS, embarquant un spectrometre a. basse resolution 
(LRS) fonctionnant entre 8 et 23J.'m et un photometre a. quatre bandes, 12, 25, 60, et 
100J.'m, a detecte pres de 105 ECS de tous types. Parmi cette multitude d'objets, environ 
5400 presentaient un spectre LRS de bonne qualite, a. savoir, une valeur du signal sur 
bruit -acceptable, pas d'amblguite d'identification de la source, etc. (voir le catalogue LRS 
1986). Ces objets ont ete classifies puis repertories dans le catalogue LRS. Ce chapitre 
traite exclusivement d'objets tires de ce catalogue et classes comme etant de type 2n, 6n, 
3n, et 7n. 

La classification proposee par l'equipe scientifique d'IRAS est basee sur les carac
teristiques du spectre. Brievement on note les points suivants: 

1) Les objets qui nous interessent ici sont de type oxygene, i.e., le rapport des concentrations 
de carbone et d'oxygene, [C]/[O], est inferieur a. environ 0.6. 

2) Les spectres correspondants possedent des signatures a. 10 et 18JLm attribuees a. la 
presence dans l'ECS de grains silicates. La signature a. 10J.'m (et aussi a. 18J.'m) se presente 
ou en emission, classes LRS 2n et 6n, ou en absorption classes LRS 3n et 7n. La pente du 
spectre au-dela. de 12J.'m es~ plus prononc~e pour les classes 2n et 3n. 

3) La signature a. 10J.'m est plus ou moins prononcee relativement au continumm. La valeur 
de n, comprise entre 1 et 9, est une mesure de son importance. 

Rappelons qu'au chapitre II il a ete question des proprietes des masers dans les ECSs des 
etoiles OH/IR. Ces objets forment un sous-ensemble de ceux etudies ici. La presence de 
grains silicates dans le milieu interstellaire et circumstellaire est maintenant connue depuis 
plusieurs annees (e.g. Draine et Lee 1984, Pegourie et Papoular 1985). n est important de 
signaler que la forme de la signature a. 10 et a. 18J.'m est dependante des proprietes optiques 
des grains, et que son intensite depend de la colonne densite de l'ECS. 

Nous avons entrepris un travail de modelisation des ECSs caracterisees par les trois 
points ci-dessus. La philosophie adoptee a ete de degager des proprietes glob ales de ces 
ECS et non pas de faire une etude portant sur des cas particuliers. Pour ce faire, on 
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a dispose d'un premier code de transfert du rayonnement du a. Spagna et Leung (1983) 
puis, d'une deuxieme version amelioree de celui-ci due a. Egan et al. (1988), qui ont ete 
tous deux adaptees par no us pourreproduire les observations de IRAS. Le code utilise un 
certain nombre de parametres libres (leur importance est discutee dans les deux articles qui 
suivent). Les resultats ducalcul ont ete confrontes a. des diagrammes formes a. partir de la 
photometrie IRAS, et egalement aux spectres LRS. Un effort non negligeable a ete apporte 
pour que ces diagrammes contraignent les valeurs des parametres utilises de la maruere la 
plus etroitepossible. Ainsi l'ambiguite inherente a. ce type de calcul a ete cernee au mieux! 

Dans la mesure ou deux groupes d'objets nous interessent, soit, ceux presentant une 
signature a. 10JLm en emission etceux ou elle est en absorption, deliXmodeles ont ete 
construits, un pour chaque ensemble. Une reinarque s'impose cependant. Les modeles 
proposees sont differents, mais compte tenu de l'opinion a. priori que les objets en emission 
sont les precurseurs de ceux en absorption, nous prenons la liberte d'avancer qu'un modele 
provient de l'autre par une evolution temporelle. Les valeurs de la plupart des parametres 
ont ete determinees par un premier modele d'enveloppe unique a. geometrie spherique. Ces 
parametres ont alors ete utilises dans le deuxieme modele qui differe du premier par la 
presence de deux enveloppes. 

Le modele a. une enveloppe (i.e. pour les objets en emission) a perIlllS de degager 
quelques resultats cruciaux sur les ECS. Les plus marquants sont: 

1) L'opacite spectrale moyenne des grains silicates dans la plage de longueur d'onde de 
0.35 a. 135JLm environ a ete determinee avec soin pour l'ensemble des objets de l'echantillon 
(277 objets de classe LRS 2n). La courbe obtenue est globalement appliquable aux ECSs 
oxygenees. Pour une ECS particuliere, l'ecart de l'opacite par rapport a. la moyenne est 
inferieur a. 20%. 

2) La mise en evidence de la contribution du milieu interstellaire (MIS) auspectre LRS pour 
les objets 2n et 6n quand leur epaisseur optique est faible. En effet, il est commun de voir 
une remontee dans le spectre au-dela. de 25JLm qui peut etre interpretee par l'echauffement 
du MIS. Le MIS a ete, e~ effet, incorpore dans le mod~le a. travers la distribution de densite. 

3) La temperature de condensation des grains silicates est certainement" plus faible que 
celle generalement citee, qui pouvait atteindre 1500K. Les contraintes observationelles 
dont nous avons tenu compte impliquent que cette temperature est comprise entre 500 et 
800K environ. 

Les details et d'autres resultats sont expliques et exposes dans le premier article qui suit. 

Pour les objets de classe LRS 3n et 7n (en absorption) le modeIe a. une enveloppe 
a est mis severement en de£aut. En supposant que les nebuleuses planetaires res"ultent 
de l'evolution des ECS, et en se basant sur leur morphologie, nous avons ete amenes a. 
considerer un modeIe a. deux enveloppes. Ce modele ne contredit pas le premier, qui rend 
compte avec succes des objets en emission, mais apparait comme son prolongement nature!. 
En effet, lorsque l'epaisseur optique de l'ECS devient trop grande (et donc la quantite 



de matiere devient grande aussi), des phenomenes de couplage entre le transfert radiatif 
et l'hydrodynamique jouent probablement un role important. nest envisageable qu'une 
fragmentation de l'enveloppe puisse en resulter, comme il est explique dans le deuxieme 
article de ce chapitre. 

En conclusion, les modeles proposes rendent compte des aspects moyens des objets 
oxygenes. Ceci dit, ils ne sont pas complets dans le sens OU l'hydrodynamique n'a pas 
ete incorporee, seul le probleme de transfert ayant ete traite. Pour une comprehension 
pleine des ECS, il reste encore a. elaborer un code qui couple le champ de rayonnement et 
l'hydrodynamique du milieu. Ce type de code est realisable a. l'heure actuellesur les gros 
systemes de calcul. 
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Abstract. A new diagram is introduced to analyze the properties 
of circumstellar (CS) silicates: 10 ILm silicate feature intensity vs. 
the [25/12] colour. This is of great help in evaluating the dust 
temPerature, at its condensation point, which is found to be much 
cooler than usually assumed (500-800 K). Using this constraint, 
the low resolution spectra (LRS), as well as the IRAS point source 
catalogue (PSC) photometry together with a radiative model 
extending to 104 times the inner shell radius, we have obtained a 
complete opacity curve, stretching from '0.15 ILm to 135 ~m, 
which is compared with previous results. The validity of the mid
IR opacities is further confirmed by detailed comparison of LRS 
spectral excesses with those of models having the same feature 
strength and [25/12] colour, this is much more constraining than 
random comparison of spectra. 

Other outcomes of this analysis are: the range of photo spheric 
temperatures and CS densities involved in the Mira and OH/IR 
phases; the possibility of distinguishing in the IRAS data super
giants from giants, red supergiants (AGB) from earlier types (core 
He burning between the first and second ascent of the red giant 
branch), and OH/1R objects from irregular dust clouds. 

We discuss the causes of dispersion in the colour-colour 
diagrams and single out variations in the opacity law and in the 
radial density distribution of dust. It is concluded that the dust 
properties are remarkably uniform, except for the sparsely popu
lated LRS class 671. We note that the IRAS 100 ILm photometry, 
usually considered as an unreliable measurement, can serve a 
useful purpose provided the models extend to interstellar dust 
densities and temperatures. When this is done, not only is it 
feasible to determine the FIR opacities but it is also possible to 
explain the systematic and characteristic 100 ILm excess of high 
luminosity stars by their heating of the interstellar dust, even in 
the absence of cirrus contamination. 

Key words: infrared radiation - interstellar medium: dust - stars: 
circumstellar matter - stars: late-type 

1. IntroouctioD 

The evolution of stars away from the main sequence, along the 
red and asymptotic giant branch (AGB), is a crucial, seminal and 
exciting problem. On the theoretical side, it was recently given 

Send offprint requests to: R. Papoular 

. , . . 

further impetus by the inclusion of mass loss in the computations, 
albeit in an empirical way (e.g. see Maeder et aL, i988; deJaeger et 
aI., 1988). On the observational side, it has proven to be difficult to 
document the corresponding part of the HR diagram, in part 
because of the· screening of the stars by their dense dusty . 
circumstellar shell (CS). This stresses the importance of lo<;>king 
for alternative ways of following the star's evolution based 
precisely on the observation of the CS. The IRAS mission (1983) 
played a major role in collecting relevant IR data, thus promoting· 
an etTort to recognize evolutionary sequences in the various 
associations of object properties that were made possible: accord
ing to colours, spectra and/or galactic loc::ation. This IS best 
documented in the proceedings of recent specialized meetings 
(AppeiliClfei' and JOfaali; [98T; Kwol(-irid Pottascli~ 1987;-John- -
son! 1988). The two-colour diagram approach was particularly 
developed by Habing and his associates .at Leiden 
(Habing et al., 1988) and Rowan-Robinson and Chester (1987). 
The sequences of low resolution spectra (LRS) were extensively 
studied by Bedijn (1987), Gal et a!. (1987), and Yolk and Kwok 
(1988). 

We feel that, in this process, some issues have not quite 
received the attention they deserve; among these are the dust 
opacities and temperatures used in the modeling. In this paper 
these issues are treated more rigorously by adding the following 
severe constraints: (I) the models must lllatch the data in a new 
type of diagram where the 10 ILffi feature strength is plotted 
against the [25/12] colour, (2) the models must extcmd in space 
out to 104 times the inner shell radius and match the best quality 
IRAS photometric fluxes at 100 1Lffi, (3) the model spectra must fit 
in detail a number of supergiants, and (4) the model silicate IR 
excess must match the LRS data over the whole range of optical 
thickness involved. 

These constraints considerably reduce the possibility of a 
trade-otT between model parameters and make it possible to 
establish firmly the optical absorption efficiencies of circumstellar 
silicate dust out to -100 ILm, as well as the radial distance at 
which condensation occurs, and the dust temperature at that 
same point, which turns out to be cooler than usually assumed. 
These are all basic quantities which bear heavily on the estima
tion of mass loss arid on our understanding of the physics 
underlying late stages of stellar evolution. Other outcomes of this 
analysis are the range of photospheric temperatures and circum
stellar densities involved in the Mira and OH/IR phases, the 
possibility of distinguishing supergiants from giants, and· red 
supergiants from supergiants of earlier types. It will be shown in a 
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forthcoming companion paper (Paper [I) that the intensity vs. 
colour diagram also makes it possible to distinguish OH/1R 
objects from others which display an absorption feature. 

The present study r~quired· a trial-and-error method with 
several iterations (and hundreds of models), from a choice of 
unknown parameters (opacities, inner temperature and density 
distribution of dust) to a comparison with the [RAS data and vice 
versa. [n reporting on such work, it is not possible to follow a 
rigorously deductive or inductive order. [n Sect. 2 we discuss our 
choice of data samples; Sect. 3 presents our radiative transfer 
model and defines the parameters involved and the initial choice 
for the cut-and-try procedure. The numerical models that are 
presented afterwards, however, are all computed using our final 
choice for ·'best" values of opacities and grain condensation radii. 
The principle of the tailoring procedure which leads to the final 
choice is described at the end of Sect. 3 and its details are to be 
found in the following four sections, each of which corresponds to 
one of the constraints: Sect. 4, which introduces the 10 ~m feature 
intensity vs. [25/12] colour diagram. and Sect. 5 on the red 
supergiants; in Sects. 6 and 7, the models are shown to agree 
satisfactorily with the two-colour diagrams and reasonably well 
with the observed spectral shapes. While this paper is concerned 
only with emission features, a parallel treatment of absorption 
features will be given in Paper 11. 

2. Samples of objects 

In this study we have used exclusively objects included in the LRS 
catalogue and which display the 10 ~ feature. A thorough 
discussion of the IRAS objects of interest here was given by Volle 
and Kwok (1988) and will not be repeated. Suffice it to say that, 
although our working sample is roughly the same as theirs, our 
selection criteria differed slightly depending on the particular 
character (colour, . feature intensity, spectral shape) to be com
pared between IRAS objects and our models. In every instance we 
tried to maximize the sample size without sacrificing its quality 
beyond a photometric quality factor of 2. The particular criteria 
will be stated in each case. 

The photometric values quoted in the IRAS catalogues are 
computed assuming the fluxes are of the form F 4 cc A. ~ I. For 
different flux-wavelength' relations corrections should be made 
but these require a knowledge of the spectrum beforehand (IRAS 
Explanatory Supplement, 1985, p. VI-26). Instead, we inverted 
the correction formulae to simulate the IRAS photometer re
sponse to each model spectrum (see Sect. 3.). 

3. The radiative trulfer moclel aDd parameten 

We used a radiative transport code for spberically symmetric dust 
clouds. with a central star. called DUSTCD and devised by 
Spagna and Leung (1983), based on the quasi diffusion method 
(Leung. i975) and available from the CPC library (Queen's 
University. Belfast BT71NN, N. Ireland). 

The main input data to be provided are (1) the grain radius, a. 
(2) the absorption and scattering coefficients. Q.bo(l) and Q ••• (l) 
respectively, and asymmetry parameter. g(l). as functions of the 
wavelength. A.. (3) the star's photospheric temperature, T •• and 
radius. r. (or, equivalently. the luminosity L.). (4) the inner and 
outer radii of the circumstellar shell (CS). r l and r1 respectively, (5) 
the dust density distribution, II(r). (6) the dust optical thickness. '0. 

at a reference wavelength, ).0' (7) the external radiation field 
incident on the shell. 

The numerical code solves in a self.consistent manner for the ~; 
radiative field and equilibrium ~ust temperature at 55 radial grid ~f 
polOts, for 60 wavelengths ranglOg from 0.15 ~m to 135 ~m. We ~~ 
take a=O.l )lm, and A.o= 10 ~m. Assuming a constant mass loss t, 
rate, we use n(r)ccr - 2 as an initial distribution. ; 

The initial choice for Q.bo().)' Q ••• ().), and rt/r. is a bit more I! 
difficult because these quantities are not directly obtained frornil 
observations and are physically related to the internal dust ~; 
temperature Td , (temperature at the condensation point which is [i 
assumed to lie at rt>. which is also unknown and is not to be ~ 
confused with the gas temperature at the same radial distance. An ~ 
educated guess will reduce the number of iterations necessary for i 
the solution. ~ 

For' Q.bI(A) our initial choice was essentially Draine's "astro. ~ 
nomical silicates" (1985) for a=O.l)lm from 0.2 ~m to 8 ~m and .~ 
from 25)lm to 135 ~m. while Pegourie and Papoular's values ~ 
(1985) were retained in between to represent the two silicate § 
features in detail. Q ••• (l) was set to zero because. for relati.vely ~ 
small grains and thin shells. scattering does not affect significantly !i 
the spatially unresolved spectrum of objects of interest (this was .~ 
checked numerically with our models). I 

For rl/r. our initial choice depends on T. according to the ~ 
semi-emperical law rtfr.cc T!·9 established by Papoular and 
Pegouric (1986) on the basis of thennodynamical considerations 
and on six radius determinations in the IR (a, Ori. 0 Ceti. (E Seo, 
R Leo, NML Cyg, and IRC 10420; see pegourie. 1987. and 
Ridgway et aI., 1986). For T. ranging from 2000 K to 5000 K this 
gives 5 S rtfr. S 100. ~ 

For each model, the three colours H 

(
25F25 ) (60F60) [25/12]=logI0 --. [6O/25]=logI0 -- , 
12F12 25F25 

[100/60] =IOgtO( 100F too.) 
6OF60 

(I) 

were computed, using for the evaluation of the F;.'s (or F;s) the 
relative system response, R •• given in the IRAS Explanatory 
Supplement for each of the four bands (1985, p. VI-26) and the 
relation 

JF.R.dv 
F.o=::"'-:""":

v 
J-R.dv 

Vo 

where Vo is equal to 25. 12. 5, and 31011 Hz respectively. 

(2) 

The choice of rJr t was made as follows .. The optical thickness 
of our models at 10 )lm will be shown to range up to - 4.5 (Sect. 
4). For grains of a::::O.l J.U1l, then.' the radius at which the 
circumstellar gas density falls to values close to those of the 
interstellar medium (ISM). assumed to be on the average 
_ 1 cm - J. is several thousand times the inner shell radi us 
(Rowan-Robinson et aI., 1986). With a gas velocity of the order of 
10 km sec - I this radial distance can be reached within - 105 yr, 
which is usually much shorter than the stellar evolution time 
constant (except near the end of the AGB). Under these circum
stances, modeling of the fiuxes as far as 100 ~m requires the 
inclusion of dust at least as cool as 3000 ~m K/100)llJi = 30 K 
(since, according to Planck's law. the wavelength. lift ... of 
maximum black body emission is linked to its temperature. T, by 



;.mu T =3()()() ~mK)' Such a low temperature will be shown to 
reside as far as'U'2 = 10J (Sect. 4). While such a ratio is adequate 
for the discussion of ftuxes out to 60 ~m. it leads to unacceptable 
errors in the [100/60] colour .. oWe therefore used 'Z/'l = 104. 
Whenever thecircumstellar gas density (5 1011 times the dust 
density) fell below the ISM density (taken to be I cm - J in our 
models) within this range, it was set at the latter value out to '"-' 
This ensured that radiation by the neigh boring ISM dust. silicate 
enriched and heated by the star. was taken into account. The 
details of the procedure outlined above have proved to be 
necessary for a proper fit of the lOO ~m IRAS photometry. 

It could be objected that the classical picture of a strong 
adiabatic plane shock in a perfect gas in the absence of a magnetic 
field implies an infinitely thin shock front with a compres
sion ratio of 4. In real situations, however, for weakly ionized 
gases in magnetic fields of ~ 10 JJG J(jumpHhocks become 
C(continuous}-shocks, with much smaller gradients over very 
long distances (Draine, 1980). Moreover, the OH maser maps 
show great patchiness in the CS shells of red giants, especially far 
from the star. When it is recalled that masers are also variable in 
time, it becomes clear that a shock front cannot remain perfectly 
spherical and stationary in a CS shell. Even the density's ,-2 

[25/12] 

Fig. I. The 10 iJ.IT1 feature strength. So. as a function of the [25/12) colour 
(defined by Eqs.·3 and I. respectively). Each curve corresponds to one 
stellar temperature. T. and is an interpolation between 11 points, each 
representing a model with a given to between -0.01 (lower left) and -4 
(lower right). The uppermost curve. labelled as 10000. is for a stellar 
temperature of 10000 K. The other curves correspond to photospheric 
temperatures of 7500 K., 5000 K. 3900 K. 3500 K. 2500 K. 2000 K. and 
1500 K from top to bottom. Table 1 gives the main characteristics for 
those models which correspond to the peaks of these curves 

dependency is to be taken only as a sort of spatial averalle. It 
seems. therefore. that a gradual transition from the CS medi~m to 
the IS medium is more realistic. Such a transition primariiy affects 
the modelling of the lOO ~m photometry. the 60 ~m flux being 
influenced to a lesser extent. The rest of the spectrum suffers 
practically no effect. In particular. and anticipating the following 
section. this has no bearing upon the So vs. [25; 12J diagram (see 
Appendix Al. 

The stellar luminosity can be arbitrarily fixed since it has no 
incidence on the modelling of colours and spectral excesses. but 
the values used for L. were based on available observational data. 
However. L. together with. T •. fix the stellar radius, •. The 
external IS radiation field was neglected since its average intensity 
was not found to considerably modify the emission spectrum of 
CS shells. Finally T. and to are the only free parameters of the 
models. 

After these initial choices were made. the tailoring process 
proper was started; it was made more systematic by privileging 
some links among the complex network of relations between 
unknowns and constraints as follows. Between 8 ~m and 23 ~m, 
Q(,i,) was mainly governed by the LRS spectra of supergiants;· 
below 8 J,!m, it was globally constrained by the feature strength vs. 
[25/12J colour diagram, through the choice of rllT'. and the 
resulting value of Td ,. At 60 ~m and 100 ~m. the colour~olour 
diagrams were the main constraints on the opacities. The 
[100/60] colour controlled the tailoring of n(r) at the shell 
periphery. Nearer to the star a law in r- 2 was imposed by the 
[25/12] and [60/25] colours. The whole construction was 
severely tested by comparison' of model spectra with sets of 
spectral excesses derived from the LRS catalogue. For each 
iteration the unknowns were modified in the preferential order: Q, 
Td,. and n (periphery). 

Note that the comparison of observed and model spectra was 
made after the tailoring process was completed, subject to the 
other constraints: it is therefore a measure of uniqueness of our 
fits. 

4. A new diagram: 10 ~m emission feature intensity vs. [15/12] 

It is well known, by now. that, for constant T. and increasing to 

the representative points of the models describe a linear locus 
spanning the [60/25] vs. [25/12J diagram roughly from lower left 
to upper right. The most dramatic changes in this diagram are 
brought about by changes in the mid- and far-IR values of Q.bo 
and/or by reducing the dust density gradient, which raises the 
locii. 

For stellar temperatures up to -4()()() K an increase of the 
ratio r1/r. reduces Id, and shifts the representative points to the 
right practically along the same locus. A similar behaviour is 
induced by a reduction of T •. Comparison with IRAS data.. then, 
leaves us with an ambiguous determination of T •• r1/r •• Td " and 
\0 (see Bedijn, 1987, p. 144). More constraints are provided by 
another, less common diagram where the 10 ~m feature strength. 
So. is plotted against the [25/12] colour. Figure 1 represents the 
interpolated locii of model points for a range of T. between 
1500 K and 10000 K. Table 1 gives the main characteristics for a 
short selection from these models. As explained in the introduc
tion. the Q.bo·S used here are the result of several iterations aimed 
at a good fit of the models with all available data on the emission 
features and, in the first place, with the spectra of red giants (See 
Sect. 5). It turns out that the locii coalesce on their left wings but 
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Table l. Summary of the principal characteristics of the models which cerrespend te the 
peaks .of the locii in Fig. l. They are representative .of the hundreds of medels cemputed in 
this study. SOm .. is the value .of the 10 Ilm feature strength at its maximum fer a given T". 
Mdl is the dust number, density at the inner radius 

T" '0 So m .. Td, Mdl 'tI' " [25/12] 
(K) (K) (10 -.l particles cm - J) (at SOm .. ) 

1500 0.92 3.8 760 6.637 2.25 -0.60 
2000 0.92 7.2 659 4.192 5.17 -0.51 
2500 0.92 10.0 610 3.449 9.87 -0.46 
3500 0.46 14.2 550 1.279 26.10 -0.45 
3900 0.46 15.4 539 0.160 35.69 -0.44 
5000 0.23 17.7 517 0.046 73.22 -0.44 
7500 0.12 20.6 507 0.016 236.49 -0.45 
10000 0.09 21.7 501 0.008 543.38 -0.44 

are clearly separated elsewhere. Thus beth theceerdinates .of 
their peaks as well as their x-intercepts are determined unambigu
ously by T" and Td, • The physical reasen fer the general shape .of 
these locii is that So increases nearly linearly with to as leng as 
to ~ I but decreases when to begins te exceed values .of - 0.1 te 
- I, depending on T

d" 
because self-abserptien sets in; the latter 

ultimately reverses the sign .of the feature when to reaches values 
.of - 3 te 4. Clearly such diagrams are b.ound t.oimp.ose tighter 
constraints en some critical parameters when cenfrented with 
.0 bservatiens. 

In .order te carry out this comparis.on we cellected all the LRS 
spectra .of class 2n whese 12 Ilm ph.ot.ometric flux is equal t.o, .or 
greater than. 60 Jy er smaller than 17.5 Jy. This ensures a geod 
ceverage of the range .of preperties .of LRS class 2n .objects, 
especially .of feature intensities (see Gal et aI., 1987). Fer each 
spectrum. the strength .of the emissien feature at to j.lm was 
cemputed accerding te the fermulae given in the IRAS Explana
tery Supplement (1985 p. IX-14) fer the secend LRS character, n, 
of classes 2n and 6n 

So = 10[lnF 1(9.8 Ilm) -(0.589InF 1(7.9 Ilm) 

+0.411InF1 (13.3 Ilm»)]. (3) 

While n. in the LRS catalegue, is restricted te integer values 
between 1 and 9, So is a real positive number which mere 
adequately describes the centinueus variati.on of .optical thick
ness. 

Figure 2 sh.ows the scatter diagram fer'855 2n .objects in the So 
vs. [25/12] pl.ot. We n.ote that 

(t) The set .of models cerrectly encempasses the set .of data 
. p.oints in b.oth ceerdinates, as can be seen by superimp.osing Fig. 1 
and Fig. 2. N.ote the near ceincidence .of the left edge .of the data 
set with the envelepe .of the left wings .of modellecii. 

(2) This agreement is critically dependent .on the cheice .of 
'1/'" which determines Td, and. hence. the abscissa .of the lecus 
peak fer a given T". For T" = 3900 K an increase .of .only 30% in 
, li'" weuld shift the peak t.o the right by 0.06 in [25/12] (as a 
censequence .of a decrease .of T.tl by - 50 K), a displacement 
which is already quite neticeable. Thus. the semi-empirical rela
tien 'I/r" = 10- 8.8T!·89 is cenfirmed alth.ough deviati.ons frem it 
are net excluded, especially because .of the inherent variability .of 
the stars. 

(3) The range .of Td, invelved is frem - 500 K te - 800 K. 
This is distinctly ceeler than usually assumed in similar medel
ling. an assumptien made witheut adequate (empirical) justifi
catien. This result strengthens the surmise that cendensatien 
.occurs far frem equilibrium and requires a geed deal .of super
ceeling. ID ,iew of the importaace of this issue, it is elaborated OD ia 
Appendix A . 

(4) At peak feature strength. fer a given star. to decreases frem 
-1 te -0.1 with T" increasing frem 1500 K te 10000 K. 
Cencurrently. Td' decreases from - 800 K te - 500 K reughly 
according te T.tl oc T; 1/3. Thus. hetter. mere massive stars have 
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Fi .. 2. [RAS data plotted as in Fig. I. for 855 objects of LRS class .211 
("blue" spectra with 10 JJ.11l feature in emission): 4210bjecu wltb 
F( 12 jmI);::60Jy (including the weakest feature strengths) and 434 objects 
with F(12jm1) < 17,5 Jy (including the strongest features in this LRSclass) 



thinner and cooler shells. but stronger features at the peak. 
because of the larger size of the shell relative to the photos ph ere. 

(5) The range of T. necessary to cover most of the cloud of 
data points is - 1500 K to -'5000 K, which is the expected range 
of photospheric temperatures for giants and supergiants of M 
spectral type. taking variability into account (see Bessell et al., 
1989). For instance, VX Sgr,!l Cep and KW Sgr lie on the left edge 
of the cloud with 5 < So < to. The highest temperatures 
(T. ~ 5000 K) and feature strengths (So ~ 15) probably corres
pond to the nearly steady, core helium burning phase of stars with 
intermediate masses ( ~ 2.5 M 0' {ben 1981, Bertelli et al. 1986), 
between the first and second ascents of the red giant branch 
(RGB). Examples of these are HR 5171 (G8 la; Pegourie and 
Papoular 1985); AX Sgr (G8 la) and RW Cep (KO la; Stickland 
1985). Among those which have an LRS. only very few have been 
identified, e.g., 04312+1007 (BXTau), 19298+3145 (V1l25 
Cyg), 20004 + 2955 (V 1027 Cyg, G 7 la, LPV or semi-regular), 
22396+5341 (AN Lac). and 22480+6002 (AFGL 2968, KO la). 

(6) The number of data points appears to be smaller in the 
. right half of the cloud than in the left half. and especially so in the 

lower right, which encompasses the transition phase towards 
spectra with the 10 !lm feature in absorption. This would indicate 
that this phase is shorter than the thin shell phase, i.e., that mass 
1056 increases quickly during this transition. However. there is no 
reason to believe that the stars evolve along tracks of constant T. 
since theoretical evolutionary tracks in the HR diagram do not. 

(7) In Fig. I, the-reversal of the 10 !lm feature from emission to 
absorption occurs in the range - 0.40 S [25/12] S - 0.10. This is 
also the range over which LRS classes 2n and 3n overlap, as will 
be fully documented in the companion paper on absorption 
features. The validity of the model is hence further strengthened. 

(8) Figure 3 shows the set of representative points of LRS 
class 6n in the same plot as Figs. I and 2. The cloud of points is 
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Fig. J. Same as Fig. 2. for all the 78 objects of LRS class 6n rred" spectra 
with 10 J.Lm feature in emission). Note the slight overall red shift with 
respect to Fig. 2 

·C9 

again roughly triangular. although a half dozen points wander 
separately. This is due in part. to lower S, N of the spectra. 
co~fusion and/or bad quality photometry. 

5. The supergiants and tbe dust opacity 

The earliest-type supergiants are located towards the summit of 
the triangular cloud in Fig. 2, with the highest T.·s and So's. They 
are best suited to the purpose of determining the dust opacity by 
comparison of model and observed spectra for (I) as shown in 
Sect. 4 and Fig. I, their inner dust temperature is constrained by 
their [25/12] colour, and (2) thanks to the thinness of their shells. 
their spectra are immune to widening by self-absorption or grain
size effects (Fig. 9). We therefore selected the two stars in LRS 
class 2n with highest So and F 12 ~ 60Jy (to ensure good quality 
speCtra). These are IRAS 10056-5300 (CM Vel. semi-regular 
LPV, spectral type MO-M2), 19032-4602 (RX Tel. semi
regular, spectral type M2). Their spectral type suggests a photo
spheric temperature - 4000 K, and hence r lir. ~ 40. Comparison 
of their So's (12.7 and 13.1 respectively) and [25/12] colours' 
(- -0.50) with Fig. I suggests that t'o ~O.l5. 

Starting with these parameters and the Q.bt·s defined in 
Sect. 3, a few iterations are necessary to converge towards a self
consistent set of parameters that leads to satisfactory agreement 
between model and data (Fig. 4a). The resulting Q.bt·s, which are 
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Fig.4a. fitting the radiative model to the [RAS spectral and photometric 
data: Solid line: average of the LRS spectra of the two stars in LRS class2n 
with the strongest emission features (So> 12.5) and F( 12 J.Lm) ~ 6OJy. 
Asterisk: averages of the corresponding [RAS photometric fluxes. Dotted 
line: model computed for. T. =3900 K. rt/r. =35.7. to =0.10. r2/r t = 10
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and our "best" choice of opacities. Q.bo' (Figs. 5 and 6). Crosses: model 
photometric fluxes 
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precisely those used to produce Fig. I, are plotted in Fig. 5 
together with Draine's (1985). Figure 6 makes it easier to compare 
the details of the two features in these two sets of opacities. It is 
interesting to note the agreement between the curve (a) and the 
curve (c), which represents'the opacities deduced by Pegourie and 
Papoular (1985) from the study of another set of supergiants 
observed from the ground. 

While the mid-IR part of the curve is well constrained by the 
LRS and the far-IR part by the 6O).Lm and 1(0).Lm photometries. 
the near-IR and UV /visible parts are more elusive because of lack. 
of data relative to the global spectrum as well as to the photo
spheric spectrum. In this spectral range we have retained the 
general trend of Draine's opacities, but shifted the curve down
wards as a whole by a factor - 2. This is justified as follows: that 
part of the opacity curve. together with the stellar temperature 
and the inner shell radius, determines the inner shell temperature. 
For a given range of expected T., it would be possible. in 
principle. to trade the Q.bI·S in the UV/visible wavelengths against 
r l/r. to get the dust temperature required to fit the two-colour 
diagrams and the LRS spectra. However. this trading is limited by 
(I) the So vs. [25/12] diagram. which constrains the feature 
strength for a given T., and (2) the observed inner shell radii. 
which suggest the r dr. vs. T. relation referred to in Sect. 3. 

The next stronger feature strength (So) is displayed by IRAS 
23281 + 5742 (V 358 Cas. galactic lat. - i3°) whose LRS spec
trum is plotted in Fig. 4b together with its best fitting model. The 
latter uses the same Qabl'S as above (Figs. 5 and 6). with 
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Fig. 4b. Same notation as for Fig. 4a. Here the solid line corresponds to 
the star with the third strongest feature. The model uses T. = 3900 K, r lir • 
= 35.7. fO =0.40 and the dust grain density is maintained at - 1.410- 11 

particles cm - J beyond 1 OJr I' The upward bend at - 70 j.1m can be 
attributed to the heating of the ISM dust by the central star 
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Fig. 5. Solid line (a): our recommended opacity, curve ,under the form cii 
Q'bo/Q \(~ ... This is the result of several iterations aimed at complying wiil{' 
the feature strength vs. the colour diagram (Fig. 2), the supergianis~; , 
spectra and photometries (Fig. 41). and the colour-colour diagra~'" 
(Figs. 7 and 8). Straight lines are used to join points corresponding 10" -
discrete, grid wavelengths. Dotted line (b): Draine and tee's opacities, as: 
tabulated by Drainc (1985).~ , 

T. = 3900 K and to =0.4. Both spectra have a characteristic~;. 
upturn at the longest wavelengths. This behavior is quite com-I 
mon in the IRAS data for early-type stellar objects. with or '-I 
without CS dust features. especially as their galactic latitudc~! 
decreases (see Sect. 6). In order to model this observed knee. it': 
suffices to take into account the interstellar dust's thermat"'
radia~ion ~nder steady state heating by the central star. as,~~! 
explatned 10 Sect. 3. Here. we assumed a UnIform hydrogent~ 
density of7 cm -3, with its corresponding dust grain density, for ;1 
r/rl ~ 1380 (cf. the standard interstellar medium density of lE 
- 1 cm -3). ~ol 

6. The colour<oIour dia .... ms "'''~ 
Assuming the opacity curve applies. on average. to all the oxygen- ;'5 
rich emission objects, its far-IR part is tightly constrained by (and SI 
can be determined by modelling) the two-colour diagrams con-};I 
structed with the four photometric fluxes of the IRAS Point~1 
Source Catalogue (PSC). For this purpose. only the ~t quality H 
measurements should be used. Figures 7 and 8 include only . ~ 
objects with a quality rating of 3 (FQUAL) for the four ftuxes;J 
each object is represented by one point. j 

Some of our models are atso represented in Figs. 7 and 8. ThC:f, 
radiative contribution of the heated ISM dust is responsible for.'~ 
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FiI.6. Same as Fig. 5 but restricted to the waveband 3'llm-32 jl.IIl so as to 
emphasize the form of the silicate features. Dash-dotted line (c); the 
opacities deduced from another set of supergiants, observed from the' 
ground (pegouric and Papoular. 1985) 
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the rising tails of the model curves for [25 12J S; - OA5; it IS 

naturally absent from the thickest shells so that for [25 12J ~ 
~0.45 all curves coalesce on the same line. If heating of the ISM 
dust were not taken into account then all models would fall on 
practically the same locus in the [6O/25J vs. [25/12J colour-colour 
diagram regardless of the central star's photospheric temperature. 
In Fig. 7 the line labeled 1500, corresponding to a T. = 1500 K . 
represents this locus. For temperatures less than 3500 K the ISM 
dust does not play a significant role, individual models fall on this 
line to better than 0.02 in [6O/25J. Our Q.bo·S at 25 jlm. 60 jlm. and 
100 j.lm in Fig. 5 have been chosen so that this line goes through 
the densest part of the cloud of observed points in Figs. 7 and 8. 
Other modellocii correspond to T. = 3900 K. 5000 K. 7500 K, 
and 10 000 K. For the optically thinnest of these CS shells. the CS 
density falls below the ISM density for r/r 1 S; 104 and for reasons 
developed in Sect. 3, the model grain density was then maintained 
at 21O- 12 cm- 3 (corresponding to the average ISM hydrogen 
density - 1 cm - 3) out to rjr 1 = 104• 

Figure 8 shows that the [100/6OJ vs. [6O/25J colour·colour 
diagram is much less sensitive to T. and '0' Were it not for the 
ISM contribution. the models would have been confined to a 
square of 0.2 x 0.2 centered at the point (-1.15, -0.65). 

The rising tails of the curves explain part of the dispersion of 
the observed points. especially in Fig. 8; of course these tails can 
only be indicative in the absence of knowledge of the ISM density. 
On the other hand the latter can be deduced from the colour· 
colour diagrams if the star temperature is known. Note that the 
excess in the [100/60] colour is quite common in the LRS Atlas. 
especially in class In (featureless objects~ but not in classes 8n and 
911 (H ([ regions and PN), so it cannot be ascribed to the dust 
opacity at 100 j.lm. 

-1·~--~-----e~.~a--~----~e~.s~--~---~e~.4~~--~-e~.~2~~--~e~ 

[25/12] 

Fi .. 7. [60/25] vs. [25/12] two colour diagram for 277 
LRS class 2n objccts with all four photometric fluxes of 
the best quality (FQUAL = 3). Solid lines: interpolation of 
our models. each curve is labeled with the corresponding 
stellar temperature. T •. Note the rising tails for temper· 
atures greater than -1500 (sec text). this effcct can be 
attributed to the heating of the interstellar medium dust 
by the central star 
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If this quasi-systematic upward extension is set aside. we have 
to account for a seemingly random dispersion of ±0.1 in both 
[100/60] and [60/25]. Contributions to this may come from (1) 
instrumental errors. (2) intrinsic star variability. (3) nd(r) does not 
vary as r- 2 (episodic mass loss), (4) incomplete shells, and (5) dust 
opacity variations. To this must be added (6) the variations of the 
neighbouring ISM density in the case of the [100/60] colour. 
When it is realized that 1 alone can account for half the 
dispersion. it becomes clear that the Q.bl·S probably vary by less 
than 25% over the wavelength range 25 Ilm to lOO Ilm. except 
perhaps by a constant multiplicative factor. This in spite of the 
relatively large range encompassed by the dust temperature 
(500 Ks Tdl S800 K). 

In the So vs. [25/12] diagram. the ability of the models 
to reproduce the width of the distribution of points in [25/12] 
(Figs. I and 2) is an indication that the UV/visible part of the 
opacity curve. too. does not change considerably with respect to 
the mid-IR part. The only hint to the contrary is. perhaps. the 
relatively stronger 18 Ilm feature of a small set of 6n objects 
(Fig. 11). 

7. Spectral evolutioa 

A very sensitive test ofthe validity of the opacity curve in the mid
IR consists in comparing the IR excess of the LRS objects with 
corresponding models. The spectral excess is defined by 

• F(.1.) 
e(A)=---1 . 

F«.1.) 
(4) 

where F(A) is the flux at wavelength A and F«A) the underlying 
continuum flux. defined by a power-law line drawn between the 
points of the spectrum at 8 Ilm and 151lffi [the former wavelength 
is less subject to noise and the latter wavelength is nearer to the 
minimum between the two silicate features than arc respectively 

Fig. 8. [IOO/60J vs. [60/25J two-colour diagram. same 
comments as for Fig. 7. The curve correspOnding to 
stellar temperature of 10000 K is labeled. ihe other curves 
are for stellar temperatures of 5000 K. ~5oo K. and 
1500 K. from top to bottom respectively 

the 7.9 Ilm and the 13.3 Ilm used in Eq. (2) and in the LRS 
catalogue]. To make for an easier comparison of spectral shapes, 
all excesSes are normalized to the excess at I 0llffi. eo' 

Figure ,9 represe~ts the normalized sPectral excesses com· 
puted at discrete wavelengths betw~n8 Ilma!ld 23 Ilm. for those 
models of Fig. I which Jail in the· vertical strip [25/12] = - 0.45. 
one for each of four T., with So = 2.4. 6,8, to.O. and 
respectively. For comparison. we selected. among the brightest 
objects of the LRS class 2n (F 12 ~ 6OJy). those which fall along the 
same vertical strip and in corresponding intervals of So: 6 between 
2 and 3, 24 between 6.3 and 7.3.12 between 9.5 and 10.5. and one 
between 13.5 and 14.5. 

For each group the average of the normalized spectral excess 
is computed, which improves considerably the SIN. These aver
ages are plotted in Fig. 10. It appears that the models account 
qualitatively for a number of observational properties: as So 

,:=r 
increases. the width of the 10 Ilm feature decreases asymptotically., , 
to - 2.3 Ilm (at half height) and the ratio of the 18 Ilm to the'~. 1 

10 J,lm intensities decreases (the observed ratio spans such a wide ... 
range that it could be misconstrued as a proof of the variability ort~ 
the ratio Q .... (18 Ilffi)/Q .... (lO Ilffi) from star to star). Conversely, .... ~.c ... l ... 
as So decreases, a hump on the right wing of the 10 Ilm feature:: . 
increases to the extent that the maximum is shifted from - 10 Ilm 
to - 11 Ilm. This behavior is clearly associated with radiative "~i 

. transfer effects which increase in strength with the shell thiclc:ness·"i 
Radiative transfer effects are also responsible for the fact that .,1 

the energy distribution ,F! is o~served to peak at A< 10 Ilm ',il 

although the Q .... ·s peak slightly above 10 Ilm; hence the often 
cited figure of 9.7Iim.' 

Note that comparison between figures such as Figs. 9 and 10 is 
a tougher test of the model than comparison between individual 
spectra, F(A), for (1) e(.1.)/eo magnifies considerably the detail5 of 
the shapes of both silicate features. (2) it applies to several groups 
of many objects each (rather than a few. arbitrarily chosen 
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Fig. 9. The model spectral excess. e().) = (F(A)/Fc(;'l] -I. nonnalized to 
one at 10 ~m. for (25/12]:::: -0.45. The labeled curve is for a stellar 
temperature of 1500 K. other curves are for stellar temperatures of 
2000 K. 2500 K. and 3500 K. from top to bottom respectively. The 
corresponding peak excesses (at 10~) are So = 2.4. 6.8. 10.0, and 14.2 

individuals. often afflicted with insufficient SIN) and (3) it tests the 
spectral evolution as a whole. 

As a result it becomes easy to detect .some systematic dis
crepancies between low T. models and observations. Thus, the 
self-absorption displayed by the model at 1500 K barely shows up 
in the corresponding observational data. It eventually sets in at 
higher optical thicknesses. larger values of [25/12]. and smaller 
values of So. with deeper troughs as illustrated by Fig. 11. Also the 
model falls off too steeply beyond about - 20 J,1m. although the 
general trend of steeper plummeting as T. decreases is borne out 
by the data (note that the LRS data beyond 20 J,1m becomes very 
sensitive to the choice of the base line of the detector signal). 
Finally the left wing of the 10 J.1ffi feature of the 1500 K model is 
distinctly shifted to the left of the other models. contrary to the 
data. All three discrepancies occur for low photospheric temper
atures. and hence high dust densities. This deserves further study. 

Figure 11 also illustrates the most distinctive feature of LRS 
class 6n. with respect to LRS class 2n: while the 18 J,1m bump is 
particularly strong and wide in 6n spectra with weaker 10 J,1m 
features, it is practically absent in the corresponding 2n spectra. 
This is difficult to explain by radiative effects alone and is likely to 
be due to differences in grain properties. On the other hand, we 
note in class 6n a strong correlation between small So and large 
[60/25] colours which is not apparent in class 2n. This would 
indicate the presence of a second, cooler shell which could 
increase the excess at 18 j.lm. The small size of the 6n sample 
makes it difficult to comment further. 
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Fill. 10. The observed average sPectral excess for objects of LRS class 2n 
with F(l2~) ~ 6OJy, -0.5 S (25/12] < -0.4. and So in the inte.rvals 
2-3. 6.3-7.3, 9.S-10.5. and 13.5-14.5. respectively, for comparison with 
Fig. 9 
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Fie. 11. Observed spectral excesses which display self-absorption. 
Dashed line: average of 15 objects in LRS class 2n with F(12 JUll)~60Jy 
and 0 S So < 2. Solid line: same for three objects in LRS class 6n 
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8: Summary and conclusion 

(1) We have tried to take into account as many observational 
constraints as provided by the IRAS survey so as to minimize the 
ambiguities of model fitting. We have extended the model shells 
to properly model the 100 j.Lm photometry. 

(2) Although the resulting dust opacities are qualitatively 
similar to Draine and Lee's. some differences are apparent (Figs. 5 
and 6): the main silicate peak is narrower and occurs nearer to 
10 j.Lm than to 9.7 j.Lm; its' blue wing is somewhat redder; the 
silicates are less dirty; the ratio of the 18 J..lm peak to the 10 J.lm 
peak intensity is smaller; the descent is less steep beyond 60 J..lm. 
Such differences are not unexpected since Draine and Lee's model 
is tailored mainly on the ISM and not on CS data. 

(3) Spectra oflow galactic latitude stars (blJ S 5°) often display 
an upturn beyond 60 J.lm (Fig. 4), even if they are featureless in the 
mid-IR and even if all photometric ftuxes are of good quality. This 
can be explained by the heating of the more or less dense 
neighbouring ISM by the star itself, and cannot be attributed to 
an opacity law different from 1- 2. 

(4) Except, perhaps, for the few dozens of stars indass 611, the 
dust opacity (and hence composition) apparently does not vary 
considerably from star to star. In particular. between 25 J..lm and 
100 J.lm, the colour variations are not likely to exceed ± 10% 
( - 0.05 dex). 

(5) Plotting the 10 J..lffi feature strength, So. against the colour 
[25/12] (Figs. 1,2, and 3) illustrates the unique relation between 
these quantities and the star's temperature, T •• and the shell 
optical thickness, '0, at 10 j.Lm. From any two of these one .can . , 
deduce the other two. Since this relation is sensitive to the 
normalized condensation radius, rtfr., the latter is tightly con
strained by the IRAS observations: it is found that rtfr. 
= 10- 8.8 T;·89. The corresponding inner dust temperatures range 
from - 500 K to - 800 K. This data wiJI help in understanding 
the condensation process. 

(6) As a consequence, the range of parameters involved in the 
LRS data is accurately defined (even statistical distribution 
functions can be deduced from the - 1800 spectra of interest). In 
particular. T., must reach values as low as -1500 K. At the 
opposite end (T. > 5000 K), the So vs. the [25/12] diagram 
separates thin shells associated with earlier-type stars (spectral 
types G, K) situated between their first and second ascents of the 
AGB (at the time of observation). 

(7) The spherical, isotropic shell model with a continuous 
dust distribution in r - 2 seems to account for the bulk of the 
observed data, at least on the average. But the model spectra are 
quite sensitive to excursions from this distribution. This could 
explain most of the random dispersio'n in the colour-colour 
diagrams (Figs. 7 and 8). 

(8) In most respects the objects in LRS class 611 are quite 
similar to the faintest in LRS class 2n (mostly located towards the 
galactic bulge). The most conspicuous difference is that the ratio 
of their excesses at 18 J..lffi and 10 J..lffi is often much stronger 
(Fig. 11). 

(9) Some systematic discrepancies exist between the beha
viour of model and observed spectral excesses (Figs. 9 and 10), 
especially for low stellar temperature and high CS grain densities. 
This issue is being pursued. 

Acknowledgement. We thank Fran~oisc Gaulier (S.A.P., SacJay) 
for her patience and help in the elabOration of our computer code. 

Appendix A 

Ever since Gilman (1969) and Grossman (1972) calculated th 
condensation temperature of various materials in thermo 
dynamic equilibrium, authors involved in modelling circum 
stellar dust have used their relatively high temperature 
(~ 1000 K) for Td \. Here, we set out to show that such temper 
atures do ,not fit IR observations. For this purpose, we use thl 
widely adopted Q.bo values of Draine and Lee (1984) (which arl 
not grossly different from ours, as shown in Fig. 5), and T 
= 2500 K, a typical photospheric temperature for LRS class 2~ 
With these parameters, we compute the locii, in the So vs. [25/12' 
diagram, of models with a range of optiCal thickn~ses and thr~ 
values of the inner dust temperature: -600 K. -1000 K, anc 
-1500 K (Fig. Aa, b, c respectively). Comparison with observa. 
tions (Fig. 2) shows clearly that Td\ cannot be ~ [000 K. 01 
course it is always possible to obtain good fits with SUch 
temperatures, at the price of an artificial and substantial increase 
in of Q.bo at 1> 10 J..lm (see, for instance, Bedijn, 1987). It is more 
appropriate to recognize that condensation temperatures arc 
necessarily lower, in expanding envelopes, than in thermodynam. 
ical equilibrium. 
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Fi .. A. Effects of the temperature at the inner shell radius. T,\. (grain 
condensation temperature) on the So vs. [2Sj12] plot. Each curve 
corresponds to a different T,.: (a) Id. ~680 K, (b) 7d\ ~ 1000 K, and 
(c) T,. ~ 1 SOO K. All curves are for models run with the opacities given by 
Draine and Lee (1984) and with stellar temperature T.=2SOO K. The 
effects of the grain condensation temperatures are clearly visible, namely a 
considerable shift of the curve to the left of the diagram, i.e" towards 
"hotter and bluer" IR colours. with increasing 7d\. while the maximum of 
So is practically unatTected 
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Abstract 

We have set ourselves the task of modeling the IRAS objects in the LRS classes 3n and 7n, 
i.e., those with a 10Ilm feature in absorption. This was not possible within the framework 
of the usual model of circumstellar dust distributed in r- 2 which previotlsly proved to be 
successful in modeling class 2n. Guided by the shorter wavelengths of the LRS as well as 
the longer photometric wavelengths of IRAS, we developed a model characterized by 1) 
an optically thick and geometrically thin, warm, envelope at the dust condensation radius, 
and 2) a detached, cool, outer shell. This model is able to reproduce simultaneously all the 
main characteristics of the spectral energy distribution of the IRAS objects: the strength 
of the lOllm absorption feature, the three photometric colours, and a newly defined colour, 
[13.3/7.9], which was previously overlooked but contains essential information about the 
inner part of the dust envelope. ' 

This model can be justified on physical grounds by considering the effects of the in
creased optical depth of the ~nvelopes of interest here: it screens all but the' inner dust 
from the star's radiation; that part of the envelope, if any, which has exceeded the escape 
velocity continues to expand, in most cases at nearly constant velocity; the other, inner, 
part slows down and ultimately falls back towards the condensation point. In' this- sce
nario, which can be catastrophically fast, the optical thickness of the dust can increase 
considerably with no need for the mass-loss rate to increase dramatically or for the enve
lope momentum rate to exceed that of the stellar radiation. The observed change in the 
maser velocity and mass-loss rate regimes which occurs at the transition from thin to thick 
envelopes also becomes more meaningful. Different parts of the various IR diagrams can 
thus be linked by a tentative evolutionary sequence, although all parts are not acces~ible 
to all stars. 
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1. Introduction. 

The analysis of the IRAS photometric data cou.pled with the low resolution spectra (LRS) 
of classes 2n and 6n (oxygen-rich, 10J.'m emissio~ red giants) has led us to quite unambigu
ous determinations of the infrared optical efficiency, Q(A), of circumstellar silicate dust as 
well as of the dust temperature, Tdl' at the condensation point and the radial distance, 
rI, of the latter from the star (David and Papoular 1990, hereafter designated as pa.per 1). 
Both rl and Td 1 are definite, monotonous, functions of the star's effective temperature, T., 
and radius, r., but no systematic variations, or randoIIl dispersions, of the opacity need 
be invoked for the models to fit, on average, all the available data. 

The introduction of a new diagram, 'I1ii., the 10J.'m feature strength, So (eq. 2), VJ the 
[25/12] colour (see eq. 1), made it possible, for the first time; todifi'erentiate the :model 
paths of stars of different temperatures, as the optical thickess of the circumstellar envelope 
(CSE) at lOJ.'m, TO, increases from zero. For T. between 1500K and 10000K, the [25/12} 
colour increases monotonously with TO but. the relation between these quantities 
depends on T •. So goes through a maximum (also dependent on T.) as TO increases, and 
the feature switches from emission to absorption (vanishing feature) when TO '" 4, nearly 
independent of T •. 

Our numerical simulations used sphericany symmetric CSEs with an r- 2 density dis
tribution profile (standard model). In view of its success with emission features, it was 
tempting to extrapolate it to the case of absorption features, LRS classes 3n and 7n,which 
set in and become stronger as TO increases beyond", 4. We consider our attempts in this 
direction to be a failure (Sec. 3). Although the standard model certainly reproduces the . . 

observed general trends of the transition of the 10J.'m and 18J.'m features from emission 
to absorption, its locii consistently have too high [25/12] colours and/or too low [60/25] 
colours. The models can cover a range of 0.2, at most, in the [100/60J colour, while the 
observed values range from'" -0.9 to '" 0.1. In Sec. 3, we show that the discrepancy is 
also obvious with the LRS data. Some authors, using the r- 2 density distribution, have 
produced individual model spectra in quite good agreement with individual LRS spectra 
(e.g., Bedijn, 1987; Volk and Kwok, 1988). This required the ad hoc tailoring of the dust 
far IR opacities, leading to much larger values than Draine's "interstellar silicates" (1985) 
and still larger than ours (Paper I): at 100J.'m the ratio reaches an order of m.agnitude. 
Now, recent meaaurements of the CSE's expansion velocities and mass-loss rates have 
shown that a change of regime occurs in these quantities at the transition of the 10J.'m. 
feature from emission to absorption (Van der' Veen and Rugers, 1989jLewis et al., 1990). 
Interestingly, it is at that point that the momentum carried by the CSE seems to exceed 
that of the stellar light. All these observations . lead to the conclusion that the standard 
model cannot account properly for the thick CSEs. 

Roughly speaking two main corrections to the standard model are called for: a) 
a strong concentration of dust near the condensation point, and b) an outer, isolated,
dust/gas envelope (Sec. 4). These features are incorporated in a new code (Sec. 5), which 
generates locii of models that properly cover the clouds of the representative points in the 
diagrams (Sec. 6) constructed with all the main relevant IRAS data, i.e., the three colours 
deduced from the four IRAS bands, the strength of the 10J.'m feature in absorption and 
a new colour made up of LRS fiuxes at 7.9J.'m and 13.3J.'m. Note that a set of these five 
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observables adaquately defines any particular object across the whole spectrum available 
to IRAS (Sec. 6). In Sec. 7, we interpre.t the new CSE geometry as due to the inability of 
the stellar radiative pressure to sustain the outward flow of dust when the CSE becomes 
thick, so that the inner part collapses down to the condensation point, while the outer reIll. 
nant, having reached the escape velocity, expands nearly freely into the tenous interstellar 
medium (ISM). Thus the mass-loss rate no longer needs to .be proportional to TO, and 
excessive loss rates can be avoided. A tentative evolutionary scenario is finally outlined 

, .' . , 
which links different parts of the infrared (IR) diagrams. Although this scenario applies 
mainly to the OH/IR phase, it extends naturally to the pre-planetary nebula phase, where 
t.he star becomes visible again and begins to rise in temperature. 

2. The sample of modeled objects. 

This paper is concerned with the modeling of the lRAS PSC objects which have a lOJLIll 
. silicate band feature in absorption and are late AGB stars or proto-planetary nebulae. 
These IRAS sources are classified as either 3n or 7n in the IRAS LRS classification scheme; 
they are oxygen-rich objects surrounded by thick CSEs. This set contains objects of various 
characteristics which can be physically quite different; there is possible inclusion of HIl . 
regions, and extended sources are also represented (e.g. see ~ der Veen .and Habing, 
1988; IRAS Explanatory Supplement, 1985). Cirrus contamination can also hinder correct 
assessment of the nature of an object. 

However it is always possible to limit the sample of objects under study depending 
, upon the particular physical par~eter one wants to model. Thus, further selection criteria 
will be employed where necessary when selecting any sample for comparison with models. 
In defining any subsample, emphasis was placed on retaining a maximum number of 
objects while minimizing the risk of degradation by the inclusion of objects 
presenting an ambiguous nature .. As a first step towards. defining a viable working 
sample, only those IRAS objects for which the IRAS PSC flux. quality, FQUAL (IRAS 
Explanatory Supplement, 1985, p.V-55), is greater than 1 at 12JLm, 25j.'m and 60J,£m were 
retained. This requirement alone, however, is too coarse a selection criterium for our 
purposes. 

Volk and Kwok (1988) claim that objects with a [60/25] colour greater than -0.3 are 
HIl regions and not AGB stars. However, based on a sample studied by Antonopoulou 
and Pottasch (1987) of compact HIl regions, confusion between stellar objects only sets 
in for a [60/25! colour greater than '" 0.2. A more elaborate criterion can be deduced 
from the consideration of the plot of all the PSC objects with known associations in a 
[60/25] VI [25/12} diagram (cf. Chester, 1985). It appears that most non-stellar objects, 
the so-called galactic objects (HIl regions), fall to the right of, and above a line passing 
through the points ( -1.32,1.14) and (1.68,0.14) in this diagram. Such objects represent 
8% and 55% of classes 3n and 7n repectively, and have been excluded. 

Since we are interested in the modeling of the late AGB stars and proto-planetary 
nebulae, a further selection has been made on the basis of the galactic latitude; viz., objects 
with a galactic latitude (lbIII) greater than 2° have been eliminated. This is because the 
evolved AGB stars with the redder colours are, presumably, relatively massive (M~2M0' 
see'Likkel, 1989; Habing, 1989). Also, the discarded objects have a relatively small 1OI-'m 
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These were the principal quantities used, along with the spectra of the sample objects _ 
for comparing models and observations in Paper 1. Corrections to the IRAS photometri~ r 
fiuxes were not applied in this previous study and, consequently, were not applied in the! 
work exposed here. 

Since the sample of objects that concern us in this paper have a lO~m feature in 
absorption, equation (2) is a negative quantity when applied to the set A. Rather than 
using the definition of So given in equation (2), we will use an equivalent definition of the I 
10l'm feature strength: I 

S~ == -So/2 .(2') 

Then Sb is negative for £ and positive for A. In the following we will drop the prime in 
Sb keeping in mind that we refer always to equation (2'). The above quantities will form 
the basis of comparison between models and the IRAS data in this work. 

. As one moves across the [60/25J VI [25/12J colour diagram from the hotter "blue" 
. objects to the cooler "red" objects a sequence of increasing optical depth, T, unfolds;' 
This observational fact signals out a path from the objects with a silicate band feature in 
emission at lOJ.£m to those with one in absorption, or from £ ·to A. The standard model 
shows that the silicate feature increases in intensity as the envelope increases in optical 
thickness up to a limiting point, which depends on the stellar characteristics (for optical 
depths of '" 0.92 and - 0.09 for stellar temperatures of 1500K and 10000K respectively, 
see Paper I), after which self-absorption sets in, diminishing the emission feature until it 
is finally seen in absorption only. The standard model also shows that a given star will ' 
trace out a path from the hot to cooler CSEs as the optical depth at 10~m increases from' 
zero. 

One would be tempted to think, a priori, that the objects of A would be attained 
by further increasing the optical depth while maintaining the same geometry as in the_ 
standard model. Unfortunately this is not the case. The objects, of A, which are fewer 
than those in £, demand a more elaborate model. 

Figure 1 shows the [60/25] VI [25/12] diagram where the objects of £ and the re· . 
stricted subset of A, formed by those objects which are known to have a hydroxyl maser

,
i .. 

at 1612MHz, (te Lintel Hekkert, 1991; Sivagnanam et al., 1990 and 19~1) are plotted. 
For this subset one can be quite certain to be dealing only with AGB stars, whose spect~a. 
might, at most, be contaminated at long wavelengths by emission due to neighboring cirru'l 
clouds. The plotted curves result from the standard model, the optical depth being simply .. 
increased up to 128 for a T. of 2500K and 10000K and a stellar luminosity, L., of 3 103L0' I 
The passage from a 10~m silicate band feature in emission to one in absorption takes I 
place for an optical depth of - 4.7 (- 3.6) and a [25/12] colour of - -0.25 (- -0.14) fora~ 
stellar temperature of 2500K (10000K). Though the region populated by the £ sources is! 
well represented by such models, it can be clearly seen that for the subset 01£ the [60j25]! 
colour is far too low even if the [25/12] colour spans the desired interval. Note that forI 
high values of the optical depth, models for different stellar temperatures coalesce onto at 
unique lo~us.. . .. . . I 

In /,&g. 2 the 01£ obJects are shown together Wlth the same moc:lelloCll as In bg· li 
in the [25/12] VI [13.3/7.9] diagram. For the sake of clarity, the sample e has not beeDi 
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plotted. But the hatched region represents the area populated by these objects. The 
standard model locii drawn in the figure for T. s of 2500K and 10000K pass through this 
region when the lO~m feature is seen in emission (from the bottom of the curves up to the 
dashed arrows). If the standard model were also correct for the set OH, the modellocii 
would run through the cloud of data points after the feature goes to absorption (above 
the dashed arrows). This is not the case. Modification of the semi-empirical relation 
which gives the position of the grain condensation point that was used in Paper I, did not 
yeild satisfactory results either (cf. discussion in Appendix A of that paper for the objects 
showing a silicate feature in emission). Thus the standard model cannot account for the 
set OH. 

Absorption features are much less numerous than emission features: 144 objects in A 
. against"" 1800 in claSses 2n and 6n. Moreover, the fOrnier are encountered at lower galactic 
latitudes than the latter. The stronger absorption features (~8), in particular, are located 
very near the galactic plane (lbl~1 0). It seems, therefore, as if only the more massive stars 
are likely to end up with a thick CSE and a 10~m feature in strong absorption. Similar 
conclus~ons have been reached by Likkel (1989)'. Such conspicuous differences in the two 
groups ·hint to the fact that an important underlying change in the CSE takes place as a 
star progresses from £ to A. 

Finally, a remarkable change in the OH maser velocity regime occurs in the CSE on 
transition from 2n to 3n types (Lewis, 1991; Sivagnanamet al., 1992): while it increases 
steadily with the IRAS colour [25/12} tip to "" -0.35, it is roughly independent of the 
colour beyond that point. Also, H20 masers fade out and variability periods increase 
notably when [25/12] > -0.35 (Lewis et al., 1990). At the same critical colour, there 
is also a change in the mass-loss regime as deduced from CO and OH maser lines (van 
der Veen, 1989, fig,. 2a,b): for bluer colours, the mass-loss rate 11 increases roughly as 
(F25 / F12 )2.9 j for redder colours, 11 seems to level off. This is not so for the mass-loss 
deduced from infrared model fits (fig. 2c in van der Veen, 1989), but these are based 
precisely on the questionable assumption that M ex T9.7 holds even for thick CSE. 

One is thus led to the conclusion that the standard model must be changed in order 
to account for the objects of A. However, convincing arguments exist for establishing an 
evolutionary path from the Mira stars to the planetary nebulae. The broad features of 
evolution along the AGB are traced out by, e.g., Habing et al. (1989): schem~tically, an 
intermediate mass star will sucessively pass through the stages of a red giant, Mira variable, 
OH/IR star to become a planetary nebula in "" 109 yr. Measurements of mass-loss rate 
among these objects indicate !hat it increases from < .10-9M0 /yr in the red giant phase 
to some 1O-4M0 /yr in the OIl/IR phase: halting some time before the planetary !lebula 
stage (Knapp and Morris 1985). Under the assumptions of the standard model, M ex T, 

and thus, in fact, T parametrisel time. The objects of £ should be the fore-runners of 
the objects of A. The question of how to change the standard model while maintai~ng a 
plausible evolution from the objects of £ to A arises. 

4. Signposts from observations. 

Observations of the various stages of the assumed evolution of an intermediate mass star 
can be used as a source of inspiration for defining a new model for the set A. In particular, 
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OH/IR stars and planetary nebUlae enable one to discern several important fea.tures. These 
are discussed in detail below. 

'It is not uncommon to see multiple envelope planetary nebulae; indeed a study by 
Chu et al. (1987) show the occurence rate of such planetary nebulae to be more than 
50%. Some~ though not many, OH/IR stars show spectra which can be interpreted as a 
consequence of two distinct envelopes, each with its own OH maser, for instance~ IRAS 
18520 + 0533, (Eder et al., 1988), and IRAS 19566 + .3423 (Galt, 1989)., This last star 
belongs to our sample, its LRS class is 36, and though the former does not have an LRS 
class, its [25/12] colour is 0.39, and [60/25] colour is -0.34, placing it in the colour region 
among the evolved CSE objects of our sample. However, remembering that, for an OH 
maser to operate, photodissociation of the water molecule is necessary, a low occure~ce 
rate of distinguishable multiple env~lopes is to be expected. In fact these masers ~ust be 
located in the exterior regions, of the CSE, at "'" 5 1015cm from the central star (Herman 
et al. , 1985); one would need multiple thin envelopes each with its OH masers at least at 
such distances. 

Well before IRAS, Rowan-Robinson (1982) proposed a twin envelope model to achieve' 
the high silicate absorption seen in a number of CSE stars, as well as their emission at 
30Jjm and 50~m. In the same paper, he discusses the formation of this second envelope 
and reaches the conclusion that it must be of stellar origin, i.e., it is not t,he result of 
the sweeping up of pre--existing material as an envelope- expands into the surrounding 
interstellar mediuIn~ , ,. 

Finally, from their 1612MHz maser survey, Lewis et al. (1990) are also led to invoke 
the existence of detached CSE as, a. transitory stage towards planetary nebulae. From the 
preceeding paragraphs, one might conclude that at least two envelopes are the rule for the 
set A. 

Further ~ an indication that optically very thick dust envelopes cannot be distributed 
as r- 2 is the excessive CS masses (~10M0) that this would entail for the higher mass-loss 
rates. A thinner layer would in deled develop if the rate of mass-loss increased rapidly 
for some time, during which it would extend to a distance D "'" VM/M, where V is the 
expansion velocity of the envelope. If D is to be of the order of the inner envelope radius 
(3 1014cm), then, for V = '10km/s, M/M"'" 0.lyr--1 , i.e. an exponential growth with a time 
constant of 10yr. This would make the thermal pulse period improbably sh'ort ("'" 50yr) if 
the density distribution is to be distinctly steeper than r-2 • Based on a statistical analysiS 
of the OH maser luminosity distribution, Baud and Habing (1983) deduced a steeply rising 
law for M(t), which was later (Herman and Habing, 1985) cast in exponential form with a 
time constant of"'" 4 103yr. This is obviously too long for present purposes. 

We are thus led to postulate the existence of at least two envelopes for the late AGB 
stars. The most inward of the two must have a steeply falling density distribution over a 
relatively small scale height. 

5. Characteristics of the new model. 

The latest version of Egan, Leung and Spagna's radiation transfer code, CSDUST3 (1988), 
based on the quasi diffusion method (Leung 1975) was used. The .code is available frOID 
the CPC library (Queen's University, Belfast BT71NN, N. Ireland). The numerical code 
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solves for the radiation field and equilibrium dust temperature in a self consistent manner. 
Observations of late type stars suggest that in general there is an approximately spherical 
distribution of dust and gas about the star; in this study we have assumed perfect spherical 
geometry. As in Paper I, we have inverted the photometric correction formulae to mimic the 
IRAS photometery (IRAS Explanatory Supplement, 1985, p.VI-3). Interstellar reddening 
is considered negligible for the stars of our sample (see e.g., Yolk and Kwok 1987) and has 
not been simulated in our modeling. . 

. For the central heat source, a star radiating as a black body is assumed. Its effective 
temperature,T., and radius, r., must be specified as input parameters. 

The single envelope model of Paper I is abandoned for one with two distinct concentric 
envelopes. As in Paper I, the inner boundary of the inner envelope, rI, where the dust 
first condenses, is determined by the semi-empirical relation rdr~= CT:-, where a arid C 
are given the same value as in Paper I, viz., C = 10-8 .83 and a = 2.89. As a consequence, 
the calculated dust temperature at rl varies from"" 500K for T. = 10000K, to - 1000K 
for T. = 1500K. The outer limit of the inner envelope, re, which is taken as the inner 
boundary of the outer envelope, is determined by its temperature, Te , which is an input 
parameter. The outer boundary of this second envelope is placed at r' = 1.5re: ::5 r2 (this 
choice is discussed in Sec. 7). 

Each envelope has it own density distribution. The innermost envelope is taken to 
have an exponentially decreasing density distribution, nin (see Sec. 4). The outer envelope 
is assumed to have a uniform density distribution, nout. The total distribution is thus 
written as follows: 

{ 

nin = nin,O exp[-(r - rd/1rd 
n( r) = nout = nout,O = constant 

-0 

if rl ::5 r < re: 
if re: ::5 r ~ r' 
if r' < r.~ r2 

(3) 

where r is the radial distance measured from the star, and r2/rl = 10\ nin,O and nOtat,O 

are constants determined as functions of the optical depths Tin and Tout, for the inner and 
the outer envelope respectively; and the absorption efficiency at lO~m, Qo. 1 is a relative 
scale height which is taken as a free parameter. The total optical depth at lO~m is then 
simply TO = Tin + Tout. Values of Tin ranging from'" 0.1 to 500 and Tout of up to '" 10 
were explored for all stellar temperatures. Scale heights ranged from 0.25 to 2. The total 
number of models run waa '" 1000. -

The model also require8 the specification of the optical properties of the grains which 
compose the envelope. One must provide the absorption efficiencies, QCI6,(A) as a function 
of the wavelength A, scattering efficiencies, Q,e:G(A), and assymetry parameter g(A) for the 
silicate grains. One of the outcomes of Paper I was the determination of the opacities for 
astronomical silicates in the wavelength range 0.15~m - 135~m. These opacities are an 
average for the whole of the sample e and are not relative to a single object of that sample 
but individual cases do not differ by more than - 20% from the average. Therefore, we 
have injected these same opacities into the present model. Some authors have assumed 
considerable variations in the optical properties of silicates with temperature (e.g., Be
dijn, .1987). This is prompted by measurements due to Day (1976) of the temperature 
dependance of absorption coefficients for silicates in the mid-infrared wavelength region. 
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However, in that paper he finds variations n()t higher than 50%. Our opacities have not, , 
therefore, been corrected in anyway for eventual modifications due to cooler envelope 
temperatures; we feel that this complication can only be incorporated in an q.d hoc way 
into .the models. Also, the fitting of the standard model to group e did not require such a 
correction. If one is concerned only with average dust properties of a given sample of ob
jects, it is superfiuous and artificial to include a temperature dependence in the opacities. 
The grain radius is aSsumed to be O.lJ.'m. As in Paper I we, set Q.c,.and 9 to zero, out 
of ignorance of the dust refracti~e index and because Q.c,./Q,.".<. 1 for small dielectric 
grains and ..\~8J.'m. The dust ,op~ica.l thickness, TO, at a r~ferencewavelength, "\0, must 
also be given. We take ..\0 to be 10J.'m. A frequency grid of 70 wavelen'gth values, and a 
spatial grid of 116 points with logarithmic spacing were used. ' 

Apart from a negligible backwarming effect due to the outer envelope, the spectrum 
emitted by the inner envelope only depends on Tin and the dust temperature Till at rI. 
This is because the radial distribution of the dust temperature obeys roughly the same 
power-law (TII <X T.(r./r)~ with ,p '" 0.4) independent of other parameters. Therefore, 
Tlli ex T.(r./rd~ <xT:-O/~ ex T.-O.2, independent ofr •. Thus the spectral profile is nearly 
independent of L •. However, since r. must be specified for numerical purposes, together 
with T., we used the same arbitrary luminosity throughout: 3 103L0 , typical of the AGB 
stars (Herman and Habing, 1985; Iben, 1991). 

As for the outer envelope, it must be geometrically thin if it is not to 'emit excessive 
far-IR energy as well as not be too massive. If this is so, then, it emits' a spectrum 
whose profile is independent of the dust density distribution and of its radial extent-, but 
only depends on its optical thickness, Touh and its (nearly homogeneous) temperature, Tc. 
The latter was empirically found to span a restricted range around 40K (see Appendix 
I); this temperature was used throughout, in order to limit the number of modellocii to 
be displayed. For each T., the corresponding re was approximately determined using a 
one envelope model with an exponential density distribution; rc/rI ranges from'" 250 to 
'" 700. 

Four diagrams are used to constrain the free parameters of the model: the two 
diagrams already used in Paper I, viz. [60/25] VI [25/12Jand [100/60] VI [60/25], the 
[25/12J VI [13.3/7.9] diagram introduced in Sec. 3 for the set O'H., and another new di
agram, SO VI [13.3/7.9]. We stress here the importance of So and the [13.3/7.9] colour 
in constraining the properties of the inner envelope. Note that So and the four colours 
summarize, for every object or model, the spectral characteristics' over the whole spectral 
range ava.il~ble to IRAs. . 

. In line with an 4 priori feeling that an evolutionary sequence exists that goes through 
the red giant, Mira, OH/IR phases, terminating in the planetary nebula stage, m,odels 
were run for stars with typical characteristics of the late AGB. Paper I dealt with red 
supergiants, Mira like and early OH/IR stars with effective temperatures ranging from 
1500K to 10000K. Here we limit ourselves to stars of effective temperatures of 2500K, 
5000K and 10000K which is enough to cover reasonably well that part of each diagram 
that is occupied by objects of interest. 

6. Results of the new model. 
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The results obtained for models under the assuIIlptions detailed in Sec. 5 are presented 
below. The observational constra.ints prescribe the necessary limits to. the values used for 
the parameters of the central star and. the CSEs. Our prime goal is to discern any evolution 
of the average properties of the late AGB stars; it is not our intention to exactly model 
any individual object. The models do account for the distribution of the selected IRAS 
LRS objects in the colour diagrams and in the So v, [13.3/7.9] diagram. . 

In the same colour diagram as in fig. 1, we have represented in fig. 3 the objects of 
set A, which is larger th&n the set oH. while still being representative of late AGB stars. 
Also plotted are models for T. = 5000K, with and without twin envelopes, and where 
the inner envelopes scale height ranges from 0.25 up to 2. The crowded region containing 
the OH/IR sources (see stars in fig. 1), is well repre~ented by the models having a single 
envelope with a va.ring scale height (curves (a)-(d)), with values of Tin varying from'" 10 
to 500. The cooler IRAS objects, i.e. with [60/25] ~ -0.5, are adequately covered when a 
second envelope is introduced (rising curves (e)-(g)) having a temperature of"" 40K. For 
this envelope, Tout need not exceed the value of'" 2.5 (as confirmed in the figures shown 
below) .. 

In the [100/60] v, [60/25] diagram, fig. 4, care must be taken ~n choosing a subsample 
of A for comparison with models. Since cirrus contamination can be a problem, giving a 
flux at 100~m which is relatively too high, the sample of objects shown in this diagram 
has been limited to those with an FQU AL of 3 at 100~m. This restricts the number of 
objects considerably (from 144 to 49) but the sample is still large enough to render the 
more salient tendancies of the objects that concern us here. The same model curves that 
were plotted in fig. 3 are represented in this diagram. The curves for models where no 
outer envelope is present ((a)-(d)) are in a restricted region, somewhat bunched together, 
showing relatively little dispersion in relation to the whole of the sample. This is to be 
expected since the inner envelope only affects the shorter wavelengths « 25~m). As a 
consequence, and contrary to the [60/25] v, [25/12] diagram, the scale height has a less 
pronounced role in this diagram. The adjunction of the outer envelope permits, as before, 
to cover those points having the cooler colours. Objects that fall above a [60/25] colour 
of '" -0.7 and [100/60] colour of '" -0.6 require the explicit contribution of the outer 
envelope to their spectrum in 'order to be correctly modeled. 

The six objects grouped in the upper left of the diagram are certainly contaminated 
by cirrus emission, thus presenting a 100~m flux density which is too high. Despite the 
fact that they have good flux qualities at lOOI'm these objects are located in a ,high source 
density region ((IRAS Explanatory Supplement, 1985, p.V-56). Their CIRRI and CIRR2 
flags (IRAS Explanatory Supplement, 1985, p.V-54 and X-9) have values indicating con
tamination by cirrus with structure on a point size scale and the presence of considerable 
structure in the emission at 100~m on a 1/20 scale respectively. They can therefore be 
disregarded for our present purposes. . 

The discrepancy seen in fig. 2 for the sample 01f. is corrected by the new model in 
fig. 5. The cloud of data points is adequately covered from top to bottom by thick models 
with decreasing scale height, I. For practical computational reasons, it is not presently 
possible to go to 1~0.25. It is clear, however, that the lower data points must be covered 
by smaller values of I. 
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A handful of 7n objects wander at the top right of the figure. While a few of theto 
may have escaped our screening procedures against HI! regions (Sec. 2), most of theto 
(which have sha.llow absorption features) are likely to represent CSEs in which iomzation 
is commencing due to a rising stellar temperature. This is also, and even more often 

i.·· . , 

the case with the 6n objects which, &I we shall suggest in Sec. 7, may be representative 
of the pre-:-planetary nebulae.

i 

The effects of the outer envelope are not well seen in the 
[25/12] VI [13.3/7.9] diagram since it co~tributes mainly to the long wavelength end of the 
spectrum. Note that the observed [25/12] and [13.3/7.9J colours are well correlated. 

In fig. 6, the models of fig. 3 are plotted together With the E arid A data samples 
in the SO VI (13.3/7.9] diagram. The emission segments (TO < 6) of themodepocii clearly 
.missthe main part of the set E, which was shown, in Paper I, to be correctly described by 
the standard model instead. However, it is seen that the locus with I =:::: 1 is tangent to the 

. cloud at the right, where it can be shown to meet the 10 cif of the staJ;ldard models for high 
stellar temperatures (massive stars). This is the region where the standard model must 
give way to the new model with an increasing Tin, describing the first stag~s of collapse 
of the initial r-:Z envelope. The rarity of the data points in absorption with [13.3/7.9]~O 
suggests that this phase is short. As expected, it is accompanied by a large increase of 
the absorption feature strength; However, as I decreases and Tin increases, the region of 
formation, of the feature shrinks,so that the difference of the apparent dust temperatures 
at its peak and on its wing also decreases, thus reducing the feature intensity: the smaller 
positive So '5 correspond to the geOmetrically thinner and optica.lly thicker inner envelopes. 
Again, it is clear that the bottom of set A must be covered by models with I < 0.25 and, 
ultimately, Tin < 10. 

From a.ll the diagrams considered above (and from those in Appendix I), we estimate 
the following ranges or limits for the model parameters as adequate: 2500K~T.~10000K, 
1~2, Ti"~250, Tout~2.5, and 30K~Tc~50K. 

1. A tentative evolutionary scenario. 

One of the most popular acceleration processes for red giant winds is radiation pressure 
exerted by the central star on grains condensed from the outflowing gas at some radial 
distance (see Salpeter, 1974; Kwok, 1975). This pressure must be supplemented by some 
mechanism which can lift the gas up to the altitude where grains can form (Jura, 1984), 
e.g., shock waves &Ssociated with the st~'s pulsations (Bowen, 1988), or acoustic waves 
(Pijpers and Hearn, 1989). Such processes are usually considered as unable, by ~hemselves, 
to completely liberate the gas from the star, and the envelope expansion must be driven 
by the radiation pressure; nevertheless, the amount of mass reaching the condensation 
point is determined by the lifting mechanism. We assume, as do many others, that the 
latter increases in strength with passing time, which causes the optical thickness of the 
CSE to climb and drives the evolution of representative points through the IR colour 
diagrams. However, as the optical thickness increases, the stellar photons are increasingly 
absorbed and replaced by redder photons, which are less efficient in pushing the grains 
(Lefevre, 1989). More important, the dominant radiation becomes more isotropic so that 
more and more pressure is exerted on the grains towards the star. As a consequence, the 
gas pressure rises and the .expansion slows down. This only increases the optical depth 
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by concentrating the dust near the condensation point, thus closing a positive feedback 
loop. The ultimate phase is rea.ched when the total available radiative momentum, L./ Cj 

becomes insufficient to accelerate the CSE to iti final velocity, V. If the mass-loss is M, 
this is written (see Salpeter, 1974; Jura 1984): 

L. 
--1 
cVM -

Now, for grains of radius a, specific density Pgr, distributed as r- 2 starting from rl 
with a number density n gr , 

. 2·· 
.' 167r 2 3 . . 
M = -3-r1 Va pgrngrR 

where R is the gas/dust mass ratio, and 

T = 7ra2 Qngrrl 

so that the limiting condition becomes 

_ L.Q/a . 
T - (16/3)7rrl V2 pgrcR 

(4) 

For parameter values characteristic of the AGB, rl - 3 1014cm, V _ 10km/s -1, 

R = 200, Q/a = 104
, and for Pgr = 3gcm-3 , 

T~-~-

L0 

At the tip of the AGB, most of the objects have L. ::::: 5 103L0 (Herman and Habing, 
1987), the maximum optical depth is - 2, which is half the approximate value of T 

at the transitioQ from objects in emission to objects in absorption at 10~m (see 
Paper Ij Volk and Kwok, 1988). 

Now, the present work.is concerned with CSEs having T > 2 and sometimes much 
larger. Therefore, we must either invoke a new and very powerful expansion mechanism 
or else, and less dramatically, admit that the expansion has stopped except for the outer 
part of the CSE, which has reached the escape velocity before the limiting optical thickness 
waS exceeded. We adopt the latter attitude .. After it has slowed down, the inner envelope 
collapses on itself (l decreases): thus, in fig. 5 and 6, the evolution proceeds downwards, 
from redder to bluer colours; from stronger to weaker lO~m features. This implies a 
transition phase, in which the density distribution changes from r- 2 to exponential, when 
the representative point in fig. 2, for instance, goes from cent er right (end of 2n stage) 
to center top (beginning of 3n stage). Since there are only a few objects along this path, 
the transition must be short lived, as might be expected for a nearly free fall. If the star 
goes on expelling hot gas, dust continues to accumulate at the condensation point, where 
it is supported by radiation pressure and, indirectly, by the momentum of the expelled 
gas. During this phase, Tin increases enormously: fig. 4 - 8 indica.te a range of - 10 to 
- 250. At a radial distance of 1015cm, this would take a thin envelope of - 0.lM0 at 
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most. Because of the implicit assumption that M OC Tin as usual, the object then gives ..•.. 
the false impression that the mass-loss limit imposed by the conservation of the radiative
momentum has been exceeded. This is' not the case, since the inner envelope does not c 

expand. 

Eventually, the lifting engine at the star's surface weakens and can no longer sustain . 
the weight of the inner CSE, which must collapse on the stellar photosphere. This may; 
be the cause of a new and powerful wind which will ultimaley overtake the outer, "fossil", : 

- CSE and shape it into its ultimate planetary nebula (Kwok, 1982). 

In the mean time, the outer envelope pursues its balistic trajectory and carries the 
real mass-loss, at the initial rate and nearly constant, average velocity, being constrained ,-~ 
ohly by the peripheral interstellar material. If the latter is tenuous, the CSE remenant 
goes on expanding at the maximum velocity aquired in the previous 10~m emission phase' 
and with the same r- 2 density distribution. Before it has cooled excessively, it will still 
sustain the OH masers which are excited by the IR radiation emitted by grains and not· .. 
direct star light. Thus is explained the bimodal behavior described by Lewis (1991), where: 
the CSE's expansion velocity, measured by the OH maser profile, first increases with the 
[25/12] colour or the star variability, and then levels off at a maximum of -30km/s. Now 
if TO,maz is the optical thickness of the r-2 CSE just before collapse, and rl its inner radius, 3.~ 
then the optical thickness of that part of it which resides beyond re is Tout ~ To,mazrdrc' 

A typical radius for the observed OH masering zone is re ::::: 5 1018cm, and a typical 
inner radius for our models is rl ~ 3 1014cm. If we use TO,moz' =.4 as indicated above, 
then the maximum available optical thickness is Tout ::::: 0.02. This is not enough for the 
envelope to show up as a distinct entity, with its own cool colours (higher [60/25] and . 
[100/60] colours). Under these conditions, the representative model in fig~. 3 and 4 falls 
very nearly on one of the locii with a single (inner, exponential) envelope. Most of the 
objects in our sample (and practically an the OH/IR stars) are indeed found in a region 

_, covered by such single envelope models, already a substantial improvement as compared 
..... with the standard model (cf. fig. 1). However, a number of objects are found to have 

still redder [60/25] and [100/60] colours (> -0.5). For these objects only, a thicker outer 
envelope is naturally indicated; but an r-2 envelope extending from re to r2 will not' 
do, for it will increase the' [100/60] colour excessively. Moreover, for such an envelope, 
the total mass required to provide an adequate [60/25] redness would be in the order of 
Toutrcr2/2 1033 ~ 150M0 , obviously unavailable from the star itself. 

The observations recalled in Sec. 4 point to a more compact outer envelope. If this is 
the case, the exact density distribution inside that envelope does not matter overly, and . 
it is only natural to chose the uniform distribution. As an indication, in the limit of an 
infinitely thin shell at radius re = 1017 cm, the mass required to produce a optical depth of 
Tout = 1 reduces to Totltr~ = 5M0 • This could be supplied by the star itself; however, we 
have presently no answer to the question of how the outer envelope in r-2 contracts. In 
those cases where this occurs, the velocity field within the envelope is no longer uniform, 
of course, but this has no bearing on the collapse of the inner envelope and, therefore, does 
not alter the spectrum below 25~m. We elaborate on this subject in Appendix 1I. 

lt is to be expected that only massive stars will have enough energy to lift large 
amounts of gas up to the condensation point and sustain it for observable periods of time. 
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These stars are also favoured by exten.sive CSEs (0.1 to '" Ipc) which need thousands of 
years to be depleted by free expansion, during which they may be observed to cool and 
fa.de out' progressively. 

The less massive stars, on the other hand, seem to be unable to produce strongly 
obscuring CSEs, the outer part of which may ultimately be detached. Rather, they may 
remain IR emission objects and eventually reverse along their own initial path in the IR 
diagrams as the lifting engine dies out .. This would account for the high rate of non
detection of OH masers among Mira.;..like objects (Sivagnanam et (1.1., 1990), since .oH 
inasering occurs in the outer,. expanding, CSE (unless~hisistoo cold and far from the star 
as is the case in the present sample for the reddest objects). . . 

The reader will recognize that, in some respects, our analysis is similar to that which 
was proposed by Likkel (1989), based on the analysis of cold IRAS stars. This is intermedi
ate between the proposition that all stars follow the same evolutionary path, independent 
of their mass (see, e.g., Habing, 1990) and the opposite proposition, that the IR observ
abIes of a star are only determined by its mass (e.g.EpcMei~ et (1.1., 1990). For us, .the 
latter propositions may be synthesized by our suggestion that only the more massive stars 
can reach an unstable state, where the CSE fragments into two (or more) envelopes. 

Except for a handful of "red stragglers" (7n's with [13.3/7.9] and {25/121~0.2j dis
cussed below), our scenario accounts for all the peculiar IR properties and the galactic 
distribution of selected oxygen-rich objects in absorption, described in Sec. 3. It may also 
explain the coexistence of infalling and expanding material around the same star (Ferlet 
and Gillet, 1984) as well as, the lag of dust grains behind the gas in the outflow of the 
very opaque Frosty Leo (Dougados et (1.1., 1991). At the same time it makes it clear that 
the evolutionary paths in the IR diagrams will be varied and irregular, being 
dependent on the rate and history of gas outflow from the star. Moreover, for 
a given diagram, certain areas can be covered by models of different parameters: thus, 
the locii of models for different T.'s and different stages of collapse (i.e., different l's) may 
overlap. This blurs the corresponding diagrams to some extent. Similarly, the mass segre
gation must be smeared by time evolution (Likkel, 1989) and proper motion. In general, 
however, there is no ambiguity left when one complies with all five constraints, including 
So and [13.3/7.9]. 

In this work, a continuous increase in mass-loss rate (M > 0) is invoked in the evolu
tionary stage where the 10J'm feature is in transition from emission to absorption. However, 
it is never necessary that M be very large. Such an acceleration of the mass-loss rate was 
proposed by Baud and Habing in the first place (1983), to explain the statistical distri
bution of OH maser lumiosities, (see Sec. 4). But, this may also be accounted for by the 
stellar-mass distribution, if it is accepted that CSEs are larger and thicker for the initially 
more massive stars. 

Finally this scenario predicts that both envelopes will ultimately thin to the point 
where the 10J'm featu~e reappears in emission (Tin and To.,'::;I; so that the star eventually 
reappears in the visible). Although the detailed modeling of this reversal is left to future 
work, it appears that it occurs before the outer envelope dissolves, so that the [60/25] and 
[100/60] colours are not radically changed, while [13.3/7.9] and [25/1.2] colours are smeared 
over larger ranges. Now, class 6n of theLRS catalogue (78 "red" objects with the 10J'm 
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feature in emission) has precisely these properties, and very low galactic latitudes as well. 
This leads to the surmise that the class 6n is essentially made up of post-AGB objects. 
Among these, the reddest [13.3/7.9} and [25/12] colours (like those of class 7n mentioned 
above) may even be due to incipient photo-ionization as the central star becomes hotter, 
starting new planetary-nebulae. . 

8. Conclusion. 

That the standard model with anr-2 density distribution cannot apply to OH/ IR stars is 
strongly suggested by the IRAS photometerYi but how it is to be amended is not obvious 

. until the shorter wavelength· range ofth~ LRS .is considered, for that is the range that 
carries the strongest fingerprints of the hotter, inner parts of the envelopes. In this work, to 
grasp the main features of the more ev()lved CSEs, we used the lOj.£m feature strength, So, 
and the underlying continuumcolour~ [13.3/7.9], to represent conveniently, albeit globally, 
the characteristics of the aforementioned spectral range. ,Having thus gained a. better 
understanding of the CSE structure and evolution, it is now possible to separate objects 
according to their evolutionary; status and hence, percieve more correctly the significance· 
of the spectral details provided by the LRS. This .and other developments should help 
elaborate a more sophisticated model than the one presented here. 
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Appendix I : influence of stellar temperature and outer envelope temperature. 

For the sake of clarity, only the typical values T. = 5000K and Te = 40K were used in all 
the models displayed in fig •. 3 to 6. In this appendix, we explore the excursion from these 
central values on the various observables, when the other parameters are kept constant at 
typical values. . 

In Sec. 5 it was explained that the emitted spectrum from the CSE is largely inde
pendent ofthe stellar luminosity. However, the star's effective temperature is a parameter 
with observable consequences. In fig. Al to fig. A4, the effect of changing T. to 2500K 
(dashed line) or to 10000K (solid line) is shown, keeping 1 = 1 for four values of Tin, 10,50,. 
100 and 500. Models with an outer envelope are not shown here since their shifts in the 

. various diagrams are nearly equal to those of the models including only the accompanying 
inner envelope. 

All colours become "cooler" (redder) when T. increases. The effect of T. is stronger 
on the bluer colours because these are more sensitive to the inner dust temperature, which 
decre~e·s notably as T. increases and, thus, pushes the CSE outward. Also, as rl increases 
at constant l, the scale length of the exponential distribution increases, and so does the 
region of formation of the absorption feature, so that So increases too. As expected, the 
[100/60] colour is nearly insensitive to T •. 

The effect of the outer envelope temperature, Te, is seen only on the redder colours, 
which are the more sensitive to this parameter (fig. AS and fig. A6). Here, T. = 5000K 
and 1 = 1 for all models shown. The dashed and solid lines are for Tin'S of 10 and 100, 
respectively, and Tout'S of 0,0.5, 1, and 2 from bottom to top along a given curve. For each 
series of curves, Te takes the values of 30K, 40K, and 50K from left to right in fig. AS 'and 
from top to bottom fig. A6. As expected, the effect of Te is least on [25/12J. 

Clearly, no less than all four types of diagrams must be considered if ambiguities on 
the unknown parameters are to be kept at a minimum. 

Appendix 11 : the reddest objects. 

If the feature strength So is p~otted against [60/25J colour, a fairly good positive correlation 
is found up to [60/25] ~ -0.5, when So - 20; beyond this, the correlation bx:eaks down 
and O~50~20. This suggests that the outer envelope may be patchy and not entirely 

'composed of material expelled from the star. It may, for instance, contain a few globules 
condensed out of the original molecular cloud~ Such globules are suggested by the observed 
asymmetries and incompleteness of the OH maser shells (Diamond et al., 1985) and by 
high resolution mapping in the case of W49A (Welch et al., 1987). They could coexist 
with the tenuous, outer,r-2 remnant of the CSE which continues to expand nearly freely. 
The emission of such globules is the same as that of a thin spherical shell having the same 
total mass and the same average radius, similar to the outer envelope used in our models. 
Both their contributions to So (fig. 6) would be smaller, depending on the filling factor. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. The [60/25] VI [25/12] lRAS two colour di~gr~showing the locii for models 
computed under the assumption of a single envelope with a density distribution varying as 
r- 2 (standard model). The curves correspond to effective temperatures of 2500K, curve 
(a), arid l()OOOK, curve (b). The optical depth, TO, Varies along each curve from 0.001 to 128 
from left to right. Remark the "rising tail" of the high temperature ·model curve for small 
values of the optical depth. This effect is due to the heating of the interstellar medium by 
the star, when the CSE is still very thin, and is described in PaperL Notice that the two. 
locii merge into a single curve for high TO, i.e. heavy mass-loss, as expected since the CSE 
begins to absorb most of the short wavelength radiation from the centi8.l star; however, 
the resulting locus does not pass through the observational points: its [60/25] colour is, 
too low. The solid arrow marks the point where both models begin to merge; here TO is 
f'V 1.9 and", 0.5 for a T. of 2500K and 10000K respectively. The dotted arrows mark the 
points at which the 10J.'m silicate band feature passes from emission to absorption; this 
takes place for a [25/12] colour of f'V -0.25 and "-# -~.14, at a TO of '" 5 and "" 4, for a T. 
of 2500K and 10000K respectively. The objects seen in emission at 10J.'m, LRS classes 2n 
(510 objects) and 6n (52 objects), are represented by a cross and an x respectively. The 
objects seen in absorption at lOJ.'m have been restricted to those having LRS classes 3n (76 
objects) or 7n (10 objects) and presenting an OH-maser at 1612MHz, these are denoted 
by a filled star. FQUAL~ 2 for the 2n objects. The FQUAL for all other LRS classes is 
~ 2 for all fluxes except for the flux at 100J.'m where a lesser quality of 1 is a.ccepted. 

Figure 2. The [25/12] VI [13.3/7.9] colour diagram. The curves represent the same models 
as those of fig. 1, curve (a) for a T. of 2500K, and curve (b) for T. of 10000K. As in fig. 1 
the· dotted arrows show the point of transition between emission at 10J.'m to absorption at 
10J.'m. Tick marks indicate the values of TO at: 0.001,0.1,004, 2, 8, 16, 32, and 64 for a T. 
of 2500K; 0.001,0.002,0.004,0.008,0.1,1,2,8,.16 and 32 for a T. of 10000K from bottom 
to top. The data sample consists of the 86 OH/IR stars shown in fig. 1. These objects 
are not covered by the standard modellocii, although the lower portions of the latter run 
right through the set of points representing 10J.'m emission objects. This set is not drawn 
here, for clarity, but is delineated by the hatched region. 

Figure 3. The IRAS [60/25] VI [25/12] colour diagram. The data sample consists of 3n LRS 
objects (119 objects), un£.ned triangles, and 7n LRS objects (25 objects), filled triangles. 
This data sample corresponds to set A defined in Sec. 2. All curves are for a T. = 5000K. 
(a) to (d) curves obtained when the outer envelope is absent, 1 taking the values of 0.25, 
0.5, 1 and 2 respectively; tick marks are at values of Tin of 10, 25, 50, 100, and 500, from 
bottom to top, on all curves except for (a) where a Tin of 6 is also marked off. (e) and· 
(f) were obtained from (a) (at Tin = 10 and 500 respectively) by the addition of a second 
envelope; tick marks are for values of Tout of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 5 from bottom to top. (g) 
was obtained from (d) (at Tin = 500) by the adjunction of a second envelope; tick marks 
are for values of Tout of 1.5, 2.5 and 5 from bottom to top. The arrows mark the end of 
the single (exponential) envelope model curves, where TO = 500 . .Dotted lines represent 
models for which the 10J.'m silicate band is in emission. 
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Figure 4. The IRAS [100/60] VI [60/25] colour diagram. The data sample consists of 
3n LRS objects (35 objects), unfilled triangles, and 7n LRS objects (14 objects), filled 
triangles. It was obtained from the sample .A by eliminating sources with an FQU AL less 
than 3 at 100~m. Notation, modeling and labeling are the same as in fig. 3 . From left 
to right, tick marks are at values of Tin of 25, 50, 100, and 500 on the curves (a) and (d); 
of 50, 100, and 500 for the curves (b) and (c). Tick marks along (e,)are for To"t of 0.1 

" , 
0.5, 2.5 and 5; along (f) and (g) for To"t of 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 5 from left to right. The 
arrows mark the end of the single (exponential) envelope model curves, 'where TO = 500. 
Dotted lines represent models for which the lOJ'm silicate band is in emiision. See Sec. 6 
for a discussion of the stragglers with [100/60] > 0.2. 

Figure 5. The IRAS [25/12] '" [13.3/7.9] colour diagram. Sample, notation, models and 
labeling as in fig. 3. Tick marks, from bottom to top, are at values of Tin of 10, 25, 50, 
100, and 500 on the curves (b) to (d); of 3, 6, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 500 for the curve (a). 
Tick marks along (e) to (g) are for To"t of 0.5, 1.5,2.5 and 5 from right to left. The arrows 

. mark the end of the single (exponential) envelope model curves, where TO = 500. Dotted 
lines represent models for which the 10J'm silicate band is in emission. See Sec. 6 for a 
discussion of the red stragglers at the top right and bottom left. 

Figure 6. The IRAS So VI [13.3/7.9] diagram. The data sample consists of the set .A as 
in fig. 3, the notation for these objects being preserved. The set E, consisting of those 
objects in emission with FQUAL at least equal to 2, is also plotted, the notation being as 
in fig. 1. Models are the same as in fig. 3 and are labeled as in that figure. Tick marks 
ate at values of Tin of 0.6, 3, 6, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 500 on the curves (a) to (d) from 
bottom to top. Tick marks along (e) are for To.t of 1.5, 2.5, and 5; along (f) for To.t of 0.5, 
1.5, and 2.5; and along (g) for To.t of 0.01, 0.5, and 1.5 from bottom to top. The arrow 
marks the end of the single (exponential) envelope model curves, where TO = 500. Dotted 
lines represent models for which the 10J'm silicate band is in emission. . 

Figure AI. [60/25] VI [25/12] diagram for models run with a single (exponential) envelope 
and different stellar temperatures, T. = 2500K, dotted line, and T. = 10000K, solid line. 
Tick marks are at values of Tin of 10, 50, 100, and 500 from bottom to top .. 

Figure A2. [100/60] VI [60/25] diagr&m for models run with a single (exponential) envelope 
and different stellar temperatures, T. = 2500K, dotted line, and T. = 10000K, solid line. 
Tick marks are at values of Tin of 10, 50, 100, and 500 from left to right. 

Figure A3. [25/12] VI [13.3/7.9J diagram for models run with a single (exponential) enve
lope and different stellar temperatures, T. = 2500K, dotted line, and T. = 10000K, solid 
line. Tick marks are at values of Tin of 10, 50, 100, and 500 from bottom to top. 

Figure A4. So VI (13.3/7.9] diagram for models run with a single (exponential) envelope 
, and different stellar temperatures, T. = 2500K, dotted line, and T. = 10000K, solid line. 
Tick marks are at values of Tin of 10, 50, 100, and 500 from bottom to top. 
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Figu.re AS. [60/25J '" [25/12] diagram for models run with a single stellar temperature of 
5000K but with different outer envelope temperatures, Tout. Curves are for Tout = 30K, 
Tout = 40K, and Tout = 50K from left to right. The dotted lines stem from a model with 
a 'Tin = 10 while the solid lines are for 'Tin = 100. Tick marks are at values of 'Tou ' of 0, 
0.5, 1, and 2 from bottom to top. 

Figu.re A6. [100/60J '" [60/25] diagram for models run with a single stellar temperature 
of 5000K but with different outer envelope temperatures, Tnt. Curves are for Tn , = 30K, 
Tout = 40K, and To., = 50K from top to bottom. The dotted lines stem from a model 
with a 'Tin = 10 while the solid line are for 'Tin = 100. Tick marks are a.t values of 'Tout of 
0, 0.5, 1, and 2 from bottom to, top. 
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Introduction 

Quand une etoile quitte la sequence principale dans le diagramme HR, son taux de perte de 
masse passe d'environ 10-14 M0 yr-l, vaieur typique pour les vents solaires, is. des valeurs 
elevees allant jusqu'is. 10-4 M0 yr-1 (Knappet al. 1982). Le consensus actuel veut que 
l'acceIeration du gaz qui s'echappe de l'etoile; soit provoquee en grande partie par la 
pression radiative sur les grains de poussiere dans l'ECS. La presence de grains de poussiere 
est donc d'une importance capitale pour l'etablissement des vents observes dans les objets 
de l' AGB. Les conditions physiques requises is. leur formation tendent is. suggerer que les 
ECS sont probablement formees par un processus is. deux etapes (voir Wills on et Hill 1979, 
Wood 1979, Jones et al. 1981, Bedijn 1986): . 

1) un mecanisme doit, dans un premier temps, envoyer de la matiere suffisamment loin de 
l'cHoile (environ 10R. pour une etoile de temperature effective de 2500K), de maniere is. ce 
que les conditions physiques necessaires pour la condensation des grains circumstellaires 
soit realisees, en particulier la temperature doit descendre entre 500 et 800K environ (voir 
chap. 2), 

2) une fois que les grains sont presents et que leur densite a atteint une valeur assez forte, 
la pression radiative provenant du rayonnement stellaire prend le relai et amorce la perte 
de masse que l'on observe effectivement dans les objets de l'AGB. Ce sont les grains qui 
entrainent le gaz par collisions. 

Le deuxieme point a pu, dans une grande mesure, etre correctement modelise (voir Kwok . 
1975, Goldreich et Scoville 1975). En ce qui concerne le premier point, le debat sur le 
processus permettant l'eIevation de la matiere photospherique is. une distance de l'etoile 
Oll regne une temperature inferieure is. BOOK est toujours ouvert. Parmi ces mecanismes 
(voir Lafon et Berruyer 1991 pour une description des divers processus proposes comme 
responsables de l'initiation de la perte de masse), un des plus naturels est le soulevement 
de matiere par les ondes de choc observees dans l'atmosphere de l'etoile. 

Deux modeIes d'ondes de choc ont ete elabores, l'un avec des ondes de choc isother
mes (refroidissement radiatif juste en aval du front de choc), l'autre avec des ondes de 
choc isothermes a. proximite de la photosphere devenant adiabatiques is. des dis.tances plus 

. lointaines. Le premier type de choc entralne une perte de masse 1O-12M0 yr-1, donc in
suffisante, alors que le deuxieme donne une valeur de 10-2M0 yr-1, alors trop importante. 
Ces deux types de modeles ne fournissent donc qu'un encadrement. Les observations de 
variables Miras indiquent que la realite doit se situer entre les deux; le choc ne peut etre 
ni isotherme ni adiabatique. Ceci implique qu'll est de type radiatif. 

La structure -du choc comporte trois parties, soient, le precurseur en avaI, le front de 
choe ou discontinuite hydrodynamique , et le sillage Oll se produit la relaxation du milieu 
apres le passage du front. Ces differentes parties sont coupIees entre elles par la radiation 
due au passage du choe lui meme. Dans les Mira, environ BO% de l'emission se produit 
dans la serie de Balmer, rayonnement pour lequel le gaz est optiquement mince. Ced 
n'est pas le cas pour le continuum de Lyman emis derriere le front qui est, en fait, assez 
important pour provoquer des processus moleculaires, photoionisation et photo dissociation 
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en avaI, et ainsi jouer un role determinant dans la structure du choc. Le precurseur est 
donc une region "preparee" au pa~sage du front de choc. Ce cadre physique demande 
de fait, un traitement theorique couplant les differentes regions par le rayonnement d~ 
maniere autocoherente. 

Dans la section qui suit, est expose un modele simplifie et autoconsistant qui traite 
une onde de choc se propageant a. travers l'atmosphere d'une Mira. n a ete elabore, en 
particulier, pour repondre a. la question de la vitesse de propagation de l'onde. En efi'et, 
des mesures des iaies infrarouge de CO ont donne une vitesse de.l'onde de 10 a. 30kms-1 

(Hinkel et al. 1982, Hinkel et al. 1984) .alors que les raies de fluorescence et la largeur 
des profilsde l'emission de l'hydrogene indiquent une vitesse du front de choc entre 50 et 
70kms-1 (Willson 1976, Gillet et al. 1983, 1985). 

L'argument principal c~ntre les vitesses faibles « 30kms-1 ) est la presence de raies 
de fluorescence. D'un autre cote, des fortes vitesses (> 50kms-1 ) devraient provoquer . 
des raies d'emissionde l'helium, or celles-ci ne sont pas observees dans le spectre des' 
Miras. L'absence de ces raies est difficile a. expliquer pour des vitesses fortes quand le 
modele de l'atmosphere de l'etoile n'incorpore l'hydrogene qu'a. l'etat atomique. Mais il 
est probable que l'hydrogene moleculaire est aussi present dans ces atmospheres. En efi'et, 
on calcule, pour une etoile typique avec une temperature effective de 3000K et une densite 
atmospherique de 1O-8gcm-3, que 50% de l'hydrogene se trouve sous forme moleculaire.· 

La presence de l'hydrogene moIeculaire a pour consequence la consommation d'une 
partie du rayonnement pour la photodissociation de la molecule.' Ainsi, et dans le cadre 
du modele propose, il ne reste plus suffisament d' energie disponible pour l'excitation de 
l'helium. Le result at donne ici est que; en prenant simplement en compte le processus de . 
photo dissociation de l'hydrogene moleculaire, la vitesses de propagation d'ondes de chac 
peut atteindre 60kms-1 sansentrainer une contradiction entre le modele theorique et les 
observations. Des lors, sont expliques a. la fois, la presence des raies de fluorescence et 
l'absence d'emission des raies de l'helium. 

J 
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Summary, A stationary radiative shock wave model including 
the coupling between precursor and wake regions is proposed. 
The medium is assumed to be formed of only atomic andior 
molecular hydrogen corresponding to physical conditions which 
are found in cool stellar atmospheres (T.rr <4000 K). Only a two 
levels (ground and ionized) hydrogen atom is considered i.e. the 
shock model is limited to the Lyman radiative flux. The main 
result is that a large fraction of the shock, energy is used to 
photodissociate the molecular hydrogen. Consequently, for a 
same ionization coefficient at the shock front, the shock front 
velocity is quite larger when molecules are present than in a 
purely atomic medium. This would allow us to expect the possible 
absence of helium emission lines up to shock front velocities 
around 60-70 km s -1. However. a further complete shock model 
including the Balmer continuum and the helium atom must 
confirm this point. Thus. it would be conceivable to explain by the 
presence of molecular hydrogen. why helium emissions are never 
observed in Mira stars contrary to RV Tauri stars which are 
hotter: to understand the high velocity discontinuity 
(- 50-70 km s - I) deduced from observation of fluorescent lines 
in Mira stars and. finally. to show that the shock front velocity in 
Mira stars have a high value ( - 60-70 km s - I) contrary to low 
velocities ( < 30 km s - 1) assumed by a few recent works. 

Key words: shock waves - hydrodynamics radiation transfer -
stars: long period variables 

l. Introductioa 

Gillet (1988) shows that the shock front velocity of the shock wave 
propagating through the atmosphere of Mira stars is question
able. Indeed, we can distinguish two tendencies, First, from CO 
infrared lines, Hinkle et al. (1982) and Hinkle et al. (1984) deduced 
a shock velocity around to-30 km s -I. Using these weak veloc
ities. Fox and Wood (1985) have presented a grid of theoretical 
stationary shock models. Wood (1979), WilIson and Hill (1979) 
and Bertschinger and Chevalier (1985) also assumed the same 
shock velocities in their description of the shock deceleration 
region (in the stellar rest frame). On the other hand. Willson 
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(1976) deduced both from fluorescent emission lines and from the 
width of hydrogen emission profiles a shock front velocity around 
50-70 km s - I. Gillet et al. (1983, 1985) obtain the same result 
from hydrogen emissions but using high spectral 'resolution and 
signal-to-noise ratio. Narita (1973) and Oillet and Lafon (! 983, 
1984) studied the stationary shock structure with respect to these 
high velocities. 

The main argumerit against low shock front velocities 
( < 30 km s - 1) is the presence of fluorescent emission lines which 
involves a shock front velocity of around 50-70 km s - 1 (Gillet, 
1988). It seems difficult to explain these emission lines in the 
framework of a mechanism which would be compatible with low 
shock front velocities. 

The main argument against high shock front velocities 
(> 50 km s., I) is given by the lack of helium emission lines within 
the spectra of Mira stars (Oillet. 1988). Indeed. although no 
pertinent theoretical model exists presently. it seems difficult to 
accept this lack of emission when the atmosphere is only com
posed of atomic hydrogen. The basic idea of this paper is to show 
that if one takes into account the molecular state of hydrogen it 
would be consistent to expect high shock front velocities. up to 
60 km s - 1 approximately, without helium emissions. It is impor
tant to recognize that hydrogen has a molecular state within a 
large fraction of the atmosphere of Mira stars. Thus, for instance 
50% of hydrogen is molecular up to about 2940 K at a density 
p=!O-Sgcm- J or up to about 1620K at p=10-14 gcm -J 

(Fig. I). , 
[n two previous papers, hereafter referred to as Paper I and n 

(Oillet and Lafon, 1983, 1984 respectively), the authors were 
concerned with the problem of the propagation of a radiative 
shock within a molecular medium. Such shocks can propag~.te 
through the atmospheres of protostars or cool stars. Radiative 
shock means that there exists an important coupling. through the 
radiative flux produced behind the front. between the radiative 
precursor and the wake. . 

It was established (Paper I) that the nature of the atmosphere 
is crucial for the shock structure. For a molecular medium. a large 
part of the photon flux from the recombination zone behind the 
front is used for photodissociations and not for photoionizations 
in the precursor and a large part of the kinetic energy is al~o used 
up for thermal dissociations in the wake. These two phenomena 
strongly alter the shock structure in comparison with what occurs 
in purely atomic atmospheres. 
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d {I, i' P } d F d F' 
pu- -u- + -- - + D + IH + - - - = 0 

dx 2 " - I p dx dx . 
(7) 

where P is the pressure given by the perfect gas law. F and F' 
respectively denote the energy fluxes due to the photons emitted 
in the wake and in the precursor, and D and IH are respectively the 
dissociation and ionization potential energies. 

The photon flux i/J = nTtc is given by the model of the wake. 
The values of 6. e and e - == 1. solution of the set of Eqs. (I) to (7), 
determine the ratio ,'h of specific temperatures for heavy particles 
just behind the front. 

3. Jump conditions at the front 

It is not necessary to know the front structure in order to 
determine the structure of the wake. because there are practically 
no chemical reactions in the front. Only the values of the 
temperature and density just behind the front are necessary. 

In Paper I, it was shown that the adiabatic jump "T. of the 
electronic temperature is: 

(8) 

where "p is the density jump of heavy particles. 
The latter ratio. "p. and that for the temperature of heavy 

particles, 'IT", are given by the Rankine-Hugoniot relationship (5), 
(6) and for total energy: 

I, i'h Ph 7. P. k [ . T"I ] -u-+---+--- +- ::xTH+(I-o)~ 
2 i'h - 1 P 7. - I P mH 2 

F 
+ - == E = const 

K 
(9) 

where Ph and P. are the pressures for heavy particles and electrons 
respectively: . 

Ph = (1-t5i2)pkTh!mH 

p. = ::xpk T./mH 

(10) 

( 11) 

The ratio Y. of specific heat for electrons is 5/3, and TH and T'04 are 
respectively the temperatures corresponding to ionization energy 
of hydrogen atoms and the binding energy of a molecule of 
hydrogen. F is the radiative flux given by 

F = -nTtchii (12) 

atld the constant E is determined by the physical state of the gas 
just before the front. i.e. at the end of the precursor. 

Of course, as "T, is a function of"p (see Eq. (8)) and as the valu~ 
of"p depends on "T. (see Eq. (9». only an iterative procedure can 
give the solution of Rankine-Hugoniorjump relationships. 

4. Model of the wake 

All the heavy particles are assumed in equilibrium for the 
translational degree of freedom. A two-level H-atom is used in 
order to take into account the effects of the Lyman continuum 
throughout the wake. The H2-molecules have only one vi
brational level and a continuum. 

4. J. Chemical equations 

:-.Ieglecting diffusion. the equation of any \;hemical quantity iJJ 

(normalized to n) under a Lagrangian form. reads: 

d", 
-=R", 
de 

. where R", is the production rate of '" per second. 

4. \. \. Electrons or ionized H -atoms 

, 13) 

We assume electrical neutrality, i.e. ~. == nH .[or 1 ~ e -). The 
foilowing collisional two and three body' processes are con
sidered: 

ell 

H+e;;:H++e+e 

and the radiative processes: 

( PI) 

(P2) 

where CIl is the net col1isional rate. The ground and ionization 
levels are indicated respectively by subscripts I and 2. y denotes 
the frequency of mean Lyman continuum photons. R 12 is' the net 
radiative rate. The expression of C 12 and R IZ . are given, for 
instance, by lohnson (1972) and the others by Narita(1973). Thus, 
the total rate of Eq. (13), for electrons. reads: 

4.1.2. H 2-molecules 

Two thermal dissociation processes are considered: 

kd 

Hz +Hz;;:H+H+H2 
k. 

k;' 

Hz+H;;:H+H+H 

. (14) 

(P3) 

(P4) 

The dissociation rates kd and kd are taken from Roberge and 
Dalgamo (1982). The coefficient kd was certainly derived as
suming that the H-atom of reaction P4 is in its ground electronic 
state. However, we have assumed that kd keeps the same value 
when this atom is excited or ionized. The recombination rates k. 
and k; are determined by the equilibrium constant. So. the 
productiori rate of molecules is written: 

k fJzp t5pz t5p pZ 
R6= -~-+kr(::x+e)l-l -kd(::X+f.)-.-+2k;(::x+e)J--Z 

2 mH mH mH mH 
(15) 

4.1.3. H-atoms on fundamental state 

Finally, the conservation law of normalized proton number: 

::x+fJ+e=1 (16) 

gives the density 8 of H-atoms. 

4.2. Hydrodynamical equations 

A lot of ionizations occur in the thermalization zone of the wake, 
i.e.. in a region where the temperature of electrons and the 
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temperature of heavy particles are not yet the same. In this region 
it is necessary to use a two-fluid model in which the electronic 
temperature is determined by the-- evolution equation for elec
tronic internal energy: 

dec Jllpl 
-1 ..;... Pc -J- = qcl + qin 
,t t 

(\7) 

This internal energy ec is J Pc.:'p per unit mass and the pressure P. 
is n.k Tc. In Eq.(171. p is the total mass density of the gas. The 
term qcl (respectiyely </in) is the energy acquired or lost per unit 
mass by the electrons during elastic (inelastic) collisions. If one 
neglects the thermal dissociation with electrons. it is possible to 
show (Murty. 1968. 1971) that: 

qin = - :!.-(/H -~) 
dt pu .. 

(18) 

where F is the radiative flux and I H = (:xk rH )/ mH is the ionized 
e~ergy per unit mass. The terms qcl of elastic collisions with ions 
and atoms are for instance given by Narita it 973). 

Thus. the electronic temperature is given by: 

(19) 

where tCq is the time of equipartition of ene~gy between electrons 
and ions (see for instance Narita. 1973). and (J'c. is the elastic 
scattering cross section for the electron and the atom (see Narita. 
1973). 

Finally. the pressure and the temperature of heavy particles 
are obtained from equations identical to the Rankine-Hugoniot 
relationships (5). (6) and (9). 

-I.J. RadiatiL'e transfer: a tll'O point boundary ra/ue problem 

In this paper. the transfer is limited to the Lyman continuum and 
scattering is. omitted. The (steady state) radiative transfer equa
tion reads: 

d/(Jl. x) 
/J-- =j(:c) - ";(:C)/(/J. x) 

dx 
(20) 

where I(p. x) denotes the classical radiative intensity; in practice. 
the emissivity j is a function of n. and T. and the opacity" is a 
function of nH (for their expressions see for instance Narita. 1973). 

We have to solve a two-point boundary value problem for an 
unbounded domain: the region that extends beyond the front. 
Close to the front t.he radiative intensity I must be equal to zero 
for rays directed backwards: [(p) == 0 for /J > O. Then. "atinfin
ity". in the optically thick zone. the L TE must be recovered: I 
must not longer depend on JI. . 

Because there is no emission produced in the upstream region. 
it is suitable to split the transfer equation into two first order 
equations. each with one initial condition: this is the half-moment 
method (see for instance Krook. 1955). One defines F - and F? as 
the "parts of the flux" propagating backwards (downstream) and 
forwards (upstream) as follows: 

F- == f~ ,/Jld/J F+ == f~ pldp (21) 

Then Eq.(:'O) is JI-integrated once. Of.course on the right hand 
sld~ only the zerO order moments J - == j ~ I Id /J and J" == j~ I J.u 
a~pear. However. the system IS closed usmg the usual appro.~irn. 
atlon that they are proportional to F - and F -. To be cohe 

. h '" . . rent 
Wit .~anta (1973). we use the proportional factor 3. but th 
factor 2 would be better (Krook. 1955. p. 493: She~man. 1967

e 

1968) for the half-moment method used here. . 
Finally. F - and F" respectively satisfy the equations: 

dF- . 
-=~+hr 
dx 2 v 

dF+ 

dx 
~ - . hF+ 
:. v 

The boundary conditions are: 

F- = 0 at the front (~4) 

F+i(S!2J3) "-+ I at infinity (radiative equilibrium) (~5) 

where S == JiIC is the sourCe function. 
These equations describe the Lyman continuum flux which is 

a steeply decreasing function of the frequency v. for v> I'H. from 
the photoionization threshold of atomic hydrogen. In order to 
make the problem tractable without distorting it too much. we 
reduce this photon spectrum to a set of "mean" photons at the 
same frequency v > VH' Its value depends on the temperature and 
density profiles throughout the de-excitation wake region. Like in 
the precursor model. we assume t.h~t the mean photon frequency . 
v is determined by a parameter T. (see Paper Il) expected to 
provide a good representation of the real shape of the flux 
spectrum. Therefore. the transfer Eqs. (22) and (23) are mono
chromatic and the Lyman continuum flux is defined by two 
numbers: its fre'\.uency-integrated value F and its mean photon 
frequency v (or T.: see Appendix A). 

5. Numerical integration scheme 

The structure of the wake is given by the solution of the 
differential Eqs. (13). (19). (22). (23) and the analytical Eqs. (5), (6), 
(9) and (16). 

One of the difficulties of shock problems is that they involve 
degenerating equations. Those for the electron temperature 
[Eq. (19)] occurring in the thermalization region and for the 
F - flux [Eq. (22)] when the wake becomes optically thick. 
Consequently we have to split the unbounded wake into several 
regions depending on the suitable integration techniques. 

Another difficulty is that we have a two-point boundary value 
problem. Indeed. the boundary condition of the t.ransfer Eq. (22), 
as for other chemical and hydrodynamical equations. is con
cerned with values at the front wtiereas that of the transfer 
Eq. (23) is concerned with values at infinity. in the optically thick 
tail of the wake. The normal procedures for solving the corre
sponding two-point boundary value problem would require the 
preliminary determination of the whole profile of the source 
function, which is impeded by the backward integration of the 
equations with boundary conditions ill the front. A specific 
procedure must be used (cf. hereafter). 

The third type of difficulty encountered in solving shock 
problems is their strong s.elf+consistency. The radiative terms and 
parameters are strongly coupled with the chemical and hydro
dynamical ones via both precursor and wake structure. Apart 
from the low shock velocities. it is not possible to consider the 
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radiation as a perturbation. and thus perturbation techniques are 
,not relevant. 

5,1. Thermali:ation :onf 

Just behind the front the electronic temperature is in!lch smaller 
than that of heavy particles (see Paper f). Thus. the first part of the 
wake is a thermalization zone where the heavy particles heat the 
electrons via elastic collisions. The thickness of this zone is 
extremely small compared to that of the one-temperature region 
of the wake. However. since many ionizations occur in it; it is 
important to describe accurately the thermalization zone. i.e. to 
use a two-temperature model for it. Of course. as soon as the 
translational thermal equilibrium of all particles is reached it is 
not profitable to keep the Eq. (19) giving the electronic tempera
ture because the presence of terms (Th - Te) in qel violently 
reduces the integration step if the same accuracy is required for Te 
and Th • Finally. the integration in the wake is divided into two 
parts: the thermalization zone with the electronic temperature 
Eq. (19) and the one-temperature part of the wake in which this 
equa~ion is dropped. 

5.:. The radiative transfer as an initial t'alue problem 

We use a shooting method based.,?n successive guesses of the flux 
Fr and the spectrum parameter Te. Thus. Eqs. (22) and (23) with 
the "initial" conditions at the front: 

F- = Fr. F~ = 0 

are integrated backwards (towards positive x) with other chemi
cal and hydrodynamical equations. which corresponds to an 
initial value problem. 

In the most general case. due to the structure of the Eqs. (22) 
and (23). the solution is regular for F + but it becomes singular for 
F- beyond some x (see Sherman. 1967). Indeed. if one assumes 
that the absorption coefficient" and the source function S are 
constant throughout the integration step 6x. integration of (22) 
over the interval [xo• :Co + 6x] yields: 

F - (.'Co + 6.'C) = [F - (xo)e' + (S!2",/3)e'] - S/2 ,/3. (26) 

When the optical depth r;: J3 ,,6x increases steeply. F- must 
remain close to - S/2.'/ 3 so that the quantity between the 
parentheses must strongly increase. Now. if we do not choose a 
well approximated initial value. one observes a steep decrease for 
F - (xo) > - S/2 J3 and a steep increase for r (xo) < - S/2 }3. 
Both behaviours are unrealistic. Thus. the presence of the positive 
exponential forces F- to violently increase or decrease away from 
the physical solution which must tend to the solution of the 
degenerate equation (2J3 r /S - I) governing the optically 
thick medium. 

By contrast. the positive flux does not exhibit such an erratic 
behaviour. Indeed. the integration of (23) yields: 

F~ (:Co + 6x) = [F+ (xo)e-' + (S/2J3)e-'] + S/2 J3 (27) 

The presence of - r in both exponentials reduces the contribution 
of the quantity between the parentheses whatever what happens 
at x = .'Co. 

5.3. The practical numerical procedure 

To solve the problem is to find a couple {Fr. Te} for which the 
solutions of all equations are self-consistent (for some given shock 
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velocIty and unperturbed medium I. It IS also equi\alent to look 
for the ionization degree 2f at the front instead of the flu,~ F" We 
proceed as follows: . 

We guess 2r and f e • Then the precursor structure \Ields' all 
element concentrations. the mass density. the flow \e1~citv and 
the temperatures just before the front. The Rankine-Hu~oniot 
relations give the corresponding values just after the front a-nd we 
integrate backwards (increasing xl the set of wake equations. 

To be accurate. a self-consistent model must allow integration 
of the transfer equation without violent singularities up to large 
enough optical depths. in such a way that the optically thick zone 
is well penetrated. But in p!actice. it would be necessary to know 
the exact value of 2r and Te up to at least tenth decimal. 

This instability can be overcome as shown by Sherman ( 19681 
after Curtis and Hirschfelder (1952). If we sum up the first n + 1 
derivatives of the transfer Eq. (22) we obtain: 

F- =;:+:'+ ... +:"+(F-)·+l (281 

where:;: -Si2,, 3, :' =.d;:.dr. :" =. dO: dr" and (F- )".1 == 
d·· I F-/dr"~ I. 

If we assume -that (F - )" + 1 is a smooth function and te-nds 
rapidly to zero we have the approximation: 

F- (z) ~ ;: +:' + ... + t' (29) 

The basic idea of the method is to stop the integration after a 
few units in optical depth. as soon as the integrated flux r. is 
close enough to the approximate solution (29); then. for larger 
optical depths. the Eq. (22) is dropped and the flux r is derived 
from. the analytic expression(29). The zero order approximate 
solution F - ~ F;; =. - S/2 ,,13 is close to the integrated solution 
only for very high optical depths and in practice this does not 
allow a switch without a negligible discontinuity in F -. With the 
first order approximation: . 

(30) 

the discontinuity can be negligible. and consequently it is not 
necessary to use higher order approximations. 

Figure 2 shows IF+I and IF-I. which are solutions of the 
differential Eqs. (22) and (23) respectively. Zero and first order 
approximations (I F;; I and IF 1-1 respectively I are also plotted. The 
shock front velocity is 60 km s - I and the temperature and the 
density in the unperturbed atmosphere are respectively 1000 K 
'a..nd \O-IOgcm~l. The mean photon is that corresponding to 
Te = 13.000 K. All solutions of the transfer Eq. (22) show a steep 
ascent (see Sect. 5.2) for 2f ~ 0.00086 (Fig. 2a) and a steep descent 
for :Xr~ 0.00085 (Fig. 2b). Both behaviours. which are initially 
those of the F - -flux. are also observed for F·. IF;; I and I F ~ I. 
Approximatively. up to r = 3. the first order approximation 
remains always closer to the integrated flux 'than the zero order 
one in the case of the steep descent while this is true up to r = 6 in 
the case of the steep ascent. It is better to make the switch in the 
framework of this latter instability type because we have always 
observed a stronger discontinuity with the steep decreasing 
instability. The optimal switching point seems located where IF;; I 
is practically equal to (r + IF-J)j2. 

Now. when the integration reaches the Lyman optically thick 
region (T ~ I) then the rates of ionizations and recombinations 
are all the same (Ru + Cl Z = 0). i.e. d~/d,'( tends to zero. Conse
quently. :x and e tend to constant values and the solution does not 
show further evolution. This behaviour is essentially due to the 
restriction of our model to the Lyman continuum. Only the 
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Fig. 2a and b. Example or the variation or radiative fluxes after Inte
gration '" Ith both onglnal transrer Eqs. (21) and (13). The steep increase la) 
and the steep decrease Ibl due to the mathematical struc'iure orthe transfer 
Eq.122) in F - is evident. :-.Iote that this behaviour influences in the same 
\\<ay other fluxes. F 0 and F ~ are respectively zero and first order 
approximation or F ~. In this example. v, = 60 km s - '. Xr = 0.00086 in a 
and xr=0.00085. in b: po=10-'Ogcm- J

• To=loooK. Fluxes are 
normalized by FH=kTHPoL·,.mH=7.81109cgs i.e. the minimum flux 
needed to ionize all hydrogen in the wake 

InclUSIOn of Balmer and other higher continua Il.e. takIng Intu 
account excited levels of the hydrogen atom) can ,dlow to follow 
up the integration through the complete shock wake. 

,..1.5 noted by Sherman (1967). we must tirst ubtaln "f;.urlv 
accurate" \alues Of:Xf corresponding to the steep increase and th~ 
steep decrease of F- before attempting a switch. In models 
presented here. we have observed that an accuracy of about 10'0 

for :Xf was small enough to allow a correct switch with the first 
order approximation. Nevertheless. in the framework of our 
model limited to the Lyman continuum. it is not necessary to 
integrate up to infinity. Consequently. we have shown that if:Xf is 
large enough (approximatively ~ O. I). an accuracy of about 0.1 010 

on :Xf allows to'integrate up to the asymptotic value of:x before the 
steep ascent or the steep descent (that hereafter. we call the 
"exponential instability"). However. this is not the case v. ith 
smaller values of :Xf. For instance. an accuracy of 0.010'0 (:Xr 
= 0.000853 I for the steep increase and :Xf = 0.0008530 for the 
steep decrease) does not allow to integrate up to the stationary 
solution before the exponential instability. In practice. it would be 
difficult and very expensive in computer time to increase the 
accuracy of :Xf. Thus. in this last case. the first order approxi
mation remains the best way to work. Hereafter. 'for models 
corresponding to Xf ~ O. I. we have not used this approximation 
since a reasonable estimation of :Xf is enough for the Lyman 
model. We must note that this would not be relevant for more 
sophisticated models (including for instance the Balmer 
continuum) in which. therefore. only the first order approxima
tion would allow to obtain the soliltion. 

After the switch. there remain only two differential equations. 
one for x (Eq.(t3) with (14)) and one for r (Eq.(13)). In this 
region of the shock wake. we drop the differential equation for <5 

because 6 ~ 0 and d<5,dx ~ O. At each integration step n. it is 
necessary to evaluate d:i'dx and dF~,dx. for which one must 
know p and T. == Th • These last variables are determined. with 
T. == Th from equations identical to the Rankine-Hugoniot rela
tionships (5). (6) and (9). Nevertheless. we know F·. l:. e and c5 
owing to their differential equations. at the step n. whereas F - can 
only be known at the previous step n - I since its value al any step 
is given by the analytical appro)(imation (30). In other words. 
Eqs. (5). (6). (9) and (30) constitute a nonlinear analytical system 
of four equations for four unknowns. Thus. only a numerical 
iteration can provide the solution. 

Now. since Eq. (30) requires the evaluation of a derivative 
dS:dx. whereas only the sum (F· + F-) appears in Eq. (9). it is 
better to determine F ~ + F - than to find F· and F - separately. 
Indeed, if we neglect second order terms (d~ F - d.'(~ and 
dll:,dx'dF-,dx) one obtains: 

I dS . 
(F·+F-)~----=2F·-Siy3=2(r+Fo) (31) 

3K dx 

F· can be found as a solution of (23) and F 0 == - S 1'V 3. Thus. 
it is not necessary to evaluate derivatives. which in practice is a 
very delicate numerical operation. 

6. Results 

6./. SI!~/:c()nsis{ency of'Lyman shock II'Ul'l! models 

As discussed above (Sect. 4.3). the basic appro)(imation of this 
model concerns the Lyman photon spectrum. The photon fre
quency depends on the temperature within the recombination 



zone ~here it is produced. Consequently. due to the temperature 
gradient in this region. it is necessary to take into account a 
spectrum of photons inciden} on the precursor. However. it is 
easy to understand tltat, the treatment of the frequency depen
dence is an extremely difficult problem. For this reason we 
..lssume all Lyman photons at a same average frequency I". We call 
models based on this approximation "warm one-photon model" 
~here warm'means that the photon frequency is greater than the 
threshold energy hvH = 13.6 eV. In' appendix A. we discuss in 
detail various expressions of 1°. Since. in our case. the temperature 
~ithin the recombination region is always smaller than the 
threshold temperature TH = 157803 K (corresponding to 
13.6 eV). the elCpression used in Paper II remains close to simple 
formula adopted here: 

1° ::: \'H + k t.. h (32) 

where T. is the "average", and consequently assumed constant. 
temperature of the recombination region such that the integrated 
ftuxF = L: F.dv is inaltered., , 

On the other hand. because our model is only limited to the 
Lyman continuum. it is not possible to describe the whole 
recombination region (the integration is limited to some constant 
value of l). Thus. we do not know the whole temperature profile 
T.(x) so that we cannot derive T. from some averaging of T.(x). 

With our model, it is only possible to determine t. such that 
the self-consistent solution exist, for a fixed value of Fr (or lr ,. 
Nevertheless. considering the densities in the recombination 
region. we expect a value of T. and therefore of t. between 
approximatively 11.000 and 21.000 K. Moreover, as shown by 
Table I. T. is not a very sensitive parameter because lr does not 
c..hange more than by a factor of two within the physical limits of 
r. for lr::: O.DO I and 5% for lr::: 0.1. Consequently. Lyman 
models presented here are close enough to the true self-consistent 
solution to allow the following discussion on the value of the 
shock front velocity. 

t'j.~. TIro typical shock models 

Since our precursor model does not take into account recombi
nations we have limited our calculations to an ionization coeffi- . 
cient at the shock front lr S 0.4 to be coherent with Narita (1973). 
Recombinations must be important at lr = 0.4 but relatively 
negligible at lr = 0.1. Hereafter. we show two complete models 
I Figs. 3 and 4) corresponding to If = 0.00 1 and If = O. I. Both 
are computed for an unperturbed atmosphere with 
Po = 10- 10 gcm - J and To = 1000 K. The shock front velocity v., 
consistent with the low precursor ionization model ('Xf = 0.00 1). is 
r, = 60 km s - I while it rises up to 70 km s - I for lr = 0.1. 

The first striking feature is a decrease of the density p just after 
the front during the thermalization between electrons and heavy 
particles (Figs.3a and 4a). This effect is stronger for larger 
densities of the molecules <5 and it occurs during thermal dis~ 
sociations (Figs. 3b and 4b). This phenomenon is not observed in 
a purely atomic medium (see Narita plots). Since we observe that 
the electronic pressure P. = lp T.klmH is negligibte here and the 
decrease of p does not compensate that of Th • then the total 
pressure P = Pe + (1 - t>!2)p ThklmH must decrease: moreover'the 
conservation equation of momentum P + (pu)U == Q = const 
where pu == K = const implies that u increases. i.e. p decreases as 
observed. Nevertheless.' the importance of this depression re
mains weak ,compared to that of the front compression ( S 8, 

1'1( 

Table l. Variations of theioOlzation lr at the shock iront \ersus 
the "average" temperature in the Lyman recombmatlon regIOn 1. 
for two shock models: (I) L', =60 km s - I, Po = 10 -1'1 gcm - J, T" 
= 1000 K and lr=O.OOI; (2) r, = iO km Si, 1'" = 10' 1" g.:m ,1 

T., = [ODO K and Xr = 0.1 

60 

70 

t, 
lK) 

11000 
13000 
15000 
17000 

15000 
17000 
19000 

, 21000 

Steep 
decreasing 
solution 
Xr 

0.00063 
0.00085 
0.00096 
0.00108 

0.1 D03 
0.1021 
0.1036 
0.1048 

Steep 
increasmg 
solution 
lr 

0.00064 
0.00086 
0.00097 
0.00109 

0.1 D04 
0.1022 
0.1037 

' 0.1049 

Zel"dovich and Raizer. 1966) or what occurs during the ioniz
ations and recombinations. 

These last two compressions are due to the variation of the 
energy within the internal degrees of freedom of the hydrogen 
atoms during ionizations and recombinations (cf. ZeI'dovich and 
Raizer. 1966). We note that in the model with the stronger 
precursor ionization (If = 0.1, Fig.4a), the recombinations start 
before that the asymptotic solution produces the second increase 
of the density. This does not occur in the other model (xr = 0.001. 
Fig. 3a) because the recombinations do not start before the 
asymptotic solution. 

Finally, as observed in Narita's (1973) results. the stronger the 
shock front velocity. the smaller the thickness of the thermaliz
ation and ionization region within the wake, 

6.3, Effect of molecular hydrogen on the shock front l'elocity 

Without molecules. Lyman continuum photons coming from the 
recombination region in the wake are only used to produce 
photoionizations into the precursor. When molecules are present. 
it is first necessary to photodissociate them before ionizing' 
hydrogen atoms. As discussed in Paper [I, the direct dissociation 
of Hz needs photons with energy;:: 14.7 eV (j. S 845 A) and. 
consequently becomes efficient for the fastest shock front. The 
main contribution to hydrogen photodissociations is the two-step 
process (see Paper I) which only needs photons with energy 
;:: 1 t.2 eV p. Si 108 A). Nevertheless. because only 25% of the 
two-step process produces a photodissociation (other 75% gives 
again an Hl-molecule). this means that about 4 Lyman photons 
are needed to photodissociate an H z-molecule. Finally, the 
important result is that a large part of incident Lyman photon 
energy will be consumed to photodissociate molecules and not to 
produce electrons which are at the origin of ionizations in the 
wake. Note that direct H2-photoionizations which require pho
tons with energy;;:: 15.4eV (A. S 804A) are here again a second
ary process (cf. Paper 11). 

Thus. for a same ionization coefficient at the shock front. it is 
justified to expect a larger shock wave velocity in a molecular 
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Fig. 3a. Self·consistent shock wave st~ucture for r, = 60 km s -', 
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and F" andF- by 0.1 Fit where FH=kT"por~m,,=7.81 10~ cgs. The 
unstable radiative flux Eq. (11)in F- has been dropped ~u 34.7 m (i.e . 

. at r = 3.09, and replaced by the first order approximation! 30) 
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Fig. 4a. Self-consistent shock wake structure. for r, = 70 km s - I, 

l, = 0.1 022. f. = 17000 K. Po = 10- ,0 g cm - J and To = 1000 K. The den
sity p is normalized by 10 Po. the temperatures Th and r. by 100 To and· 
F - and F - by F" == k T"po r. mll = 7.81 10· cgs. In this model. the transfer 
Eq. (22) in F - is used up to the stationary solution. since the value of l, is 
here accurate enough to push away in the wake its instability 
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Table 2. Shock front velo~ity t', versus the ionization coefficient 
lr at the shock front for atomic hydrogen and molecular hy. 
drogen gases respectivel~. All these velocities correspond to the 
self-consistent solution J 

lr Atomic medium Molecular medium 
c. (kms -I) t', (kms- I ) 

:-.Iarita (1973) This work This work 

0.001 - 37 45 60 
0.01 45 51 63 
0.1 -56 57 70 
0.4 60 58 78 

atmosphere than in an atomic atmosphere. Table 2 presents our 
comparative results together with those of Narita (1973). For 
inst-ance. :er = 0.4 corresponds to a shock front .velocity about 
L's = 60 km s - I in an atomic medium while it approaches 
80 km s - I in an initially molecular medium. 

The important consequence of this result is that we can expect 
high shock front velocities (for instance between 60 and 
70 km s - I) without the presence of helium excitations. i.e. helium 
emission lines would not be produced. Indeed. since the first 
helium level is at about 20.2 eV while that of hydrogen is at 
10.2 eV. we expect that helium emissions appear quite after 
hydrogen emissions. Of course. only a complete self consistent 
shock wave model including the helium atom would confirm 
quantitatively this assumption. However. if this idea is verified 
then it would be possible to understand the high velocity 
discontinuity 6L' == 50-70 km s - I deduced from observation of 
fluorescent lines (Gillet. 1988). 

7. Conclusions 

A simple shock wake model limited to a purely hydrogen gas with 
an atom only composed of two levels (ground and continuous 
states) is proposed. The model is coupled with a precursor in a 
self-consistent way. Nevertheless. since the recombination region 
is not fully described, the self-consistent solution depends on a 
free parameter t. which is the "temperature" characterizing the 
shape of the Lyman photon spectrum. Fortunately. the sensitivity 
of this parameter is weak enough to allow us to consider the self
consistent solution as very well determined for the purpose of this 
study. 

It is shown that the effect of the molecular state of the 
hydrogen gas is considerable on the shock wave structure with 
respect to the atomic state. In particular. the shock front velocity. 
is substantially increased. This result is certainly the reason why 
high (- 60-70 km s - I ) shock front velocities must exist in the 
atmosphere of Mira stars without the presence of helium emission 
lines. Moreover. if this result is confirmed by forthcoming com
plete models, it will be possible to easily understand the high 
( -.50-70 km s - I) velocity discontinuity deduced from obser
vation of fluorescent lines. It would also be possible to explain in 
the framework of this molecular effect why helium emission lines 
can be observed in RV Tauri stars while they are never seen in 
Mira stars since RV Tauri stars show a higher effective tempera
ture. 

Erratum 

. In Paper It tGillet and Lafon. 1984). we have fOrlzott.:n to 
mention the value of the temperature T~ == IOOO'K o-f the un
perturbed atmosphere used in Fig. 4. 

Acknowledgement. Our special thanks to Martine Chaillan who 
typed the manuscript and cheerfully put up with the frequent 
rewrites and changes. 

Appendix A: The energy of the monoenergetic photon 
characterizing the spectrum of emitted LV light 
in the wake, under various approximations 

Different authors used the same idea that the radiative transfer in 
'the wake can be simplified in a realistic way by reducing the 
spectrum to one UV frequency v. However. not authors have 
defined the mean photon in exactly the same way, which leads to 
slight differences in the values of its frequency. Here. we first 
display the various definitions used and the corresponding physi
cal backgrounds. and then show that, under realistic conditions. 
i.e. hv ~ k 1:. these definitions lead to small discrepancies and can 
in fact be replaced. to a second order error. by a much simpler 
common formula. 

A.I. GiJ/et and La/on (1984) 

The spectrum of the UV light emitted .in the wake is that of a 
black body at some typical temperature t. throughout the . 
recombination zone. with the cut off frequency VH• Then v is 'the . 
mean photon frequency such that the same number of photons at 
frequency vas the number of photons emitted at various frequen
cies (above vH) radiates the same energy. This writes: 

f
x: hv fX> wJe-"dw = ~ w2 e-"dw 
WH k T. WH 

with WH == hVH/k1: and w == hvikT.. 

or v == kT. {fX> wle-"dw if'" w2 e-"dw} 
h WH / WH 

A straightforward (recursive) integration for decreasing 
powers of w in the integrands leads to: 

_ kt.w~+3w~+6wH+6 
v = ---~-----

h w~+2WH+2 

We note that v only depends on 1:. the "characteristic 
electron temperature" of the emission region (assumed constant 
throughout this region). In any case. w ~ I s6 that ~he spectrum 
lies only in the asymptotic Wien's branch of the Planck functions 
and v (or 1:) characterises the sharpness of the decrease of the 
spectrum for v> VH• 

A.2. Approximation "Centre 0/ gravity of the spectrum" 

This approximation is slightly different though based on a similar 
idea. The average is computed in a similar way but the weighting 
function is no longer the number of photons at frequency v but the 
energy at frequency v (given by the spectrum). With the .same 
notation, this writes: 
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dnd SO. dfter some derivations 

_ kTe I\i~ + 4w~ + 12wA + 24wH + 24 
I' = . with.wH == hVH.kTe 

h w~+3wA+6wH+6 

.1,.gain here v or T. characterizes the sharpness of the spectrum 
of the emitted light for v ~ I· H • 

..1.3. Varita 1/9 73/ 

The point of view of Narita (1973) is different. Narita assumes that 
the emissivity) is only governed by the spontaneous radiative 
recombinations and that all the recombinations produce photons 
with the same frequency v. in a recombination zone characterized 
by some unique temperature T.. Then. dividing the emitted flux 
by the number of downwards transitions at frequency v one 
obtains: 

. kT:e-';; _ 
\7 == _e __ with w == hv/kT. 

hEi(w) e 

An iterative solution of this implicit equation should be 
. necessary. It is replaced by a first order approximation obtained 
using v :.: VH on the right hand side. Thus. the closer v is to VH • the 
better is the approximation. 

_ kTeeHw. . _ 
\' = With WH == hVHi k T. 

hEt(wH ) . 

Then. using a rational approximation for the exponential 
integral El' this expression of v is subsequently rewritten as 

_ w~ + 3.331 WH + 1.682 
I' = v 

. H u:~ + 2.335 W H + 0.251 

.4.4. Whitne.l' and Skalafuris ( /963) 

The approximation of these authors is similar to that of Narita. 
but they relax the assumption of a fixed typical temperature in the 
recombination zone. Instead. they perform a spatial integration 
before dividing the emitted flux (proportional to T,- 112; see Eq. 
(24) of Menze!. 1937) by the number of downward transitions to 
frequency \7 (proportional to E t (w)e iii T;J.2. see Eq.25 of 
Menzel. 19371. considering that each slice at electronic tempera
ture T. emits as an infinite isothermal medium. Using the first 
order approximation (v:.: vH in the right hand side of the 
equation). one finds: 

J
" dx fewtz, El [w(x)] 

Ill' = k --_. ) dx 
"Te(x)! T,(x)v" Te(x) 

where w(x) == hl·H1 kT.(x) 
Expanding Et (Cl e' as a power series of (large) t: 

Et(t)e'=~[I-~+~+ ... ] 
t t t 

One easily finds: 

{f' I [ I 2 J} --- 1---+-,-+." dx 
" T,(:c) w(x) w-(.'() 

..1.5. Second order expression 0/ I' us u junclton 
of an at'erage temperature of the recomhinrlt/on :one 

Under physically expectable conditions. hVH ~ k t. in all cases· 
the recombination zone. Thus. in the' three cases m'entioned In . In 
subsection I to 3. one can easily expand vas a function of lar~ 
wH ' This leads to: _e 

Case I (Gillet-Lafon) 

kT. 2 
vOL = - [WH + I + - + ... ] 

h· wH 

_ kT. (kT.)2 
or VOL = VH + - + -2- + ... 

h h VH 

Case 2 (Centre of gravity of the spectrum) 

_ kT. (kTe)2 
Ves = VH +-+ 3-2-+ ... 

h h vH 

Case 3 (Narita) 

_ kT. (kT.)2 . 
Vs = vH + - - 0.9 -2-+ ... 

h h vH. 

Now the problem is slightly different in the last case (Whitney 
and Skalafuris); since. in any case k Te(x) ~ hVH one can split the 
integral of the denominator into a series of integrals of decreasing 
order of magnitudes and then perform the expansion with 

f 
dx fk J T. fk 2 T],i' 

_._, - ~ £1 = _._-' dx ~ £2'" __ e_~ d.'( ~ ... 
v'T. hVH (hVH) . 

I 3 , 
----= 1+£1- 2£2 +-ei+··· 

1- e l + 2£2 + . . . 4 

Then it results: 

- k[f T. . f dx ] Vws= VH +- -;-dX! -/-
h VT, I yTe 

(
k)2 I [f T2 if dx ] -2 - - _e dxj _ 

. h VH J T. I· v· Te 

+~(~)2 ..!..[f+rdxl!f~J2 + ... 
4 h VH V T. v· Te 

in which the second term contains some average temperature t. 
(obtained using. the "weight"· (11 v" T.(x» and the third term 
contains a second order correction containing an average of T; 
say T;. Finally: 

- ()2 [ ] kT. k I 3 -z 2' 
vws = VH + - + - - - T, - 2 Te 

h h vH 4 

ll,l this case t. is something that place role similar to that of Te in 
. the three previous cases. 

A.6. Comparison and approximation formula 

It follows from all these results that: 
-to the zero order "OL == Ves == VN == Vws == I'H: 

-to the first order vOL == ih == vN == VH + k te h and are still 
equal to vws if we adopt t. as the ·characteristic mean temperature 
of the emission zone: 

-the only discrepancies appear at the second order with 
slight differences in the corrections. 

i 

I 
I 
J 
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Thus. In conclusion. as long as k f., hl'H is small enough. with a 
fairly good agreement we can use for the model the accurate and 
highly simple formula: 

v~ = VH + k T.jh 

which expresses that the mean monochromatic photon is harder 
than I'H by an amount corresponding to the thermal average 
energy of the emission zone. 

A, j, Final choice of v 

From the first three above displayed formulae we see that, for 
kTe ~ hvH , Vs gives the smaller value. v.., is smalleJ;'than v~ by 
almost the amount by which vGL is larger than V..,; ves is still larger 
by twice this amount. The case of vws is more complicated. 

Indeed Vs underestimates V. first because it is derived neglect
ing all recombinations but those concerning the energy level hv, 
then by replacing V by VH in the formula. Now a description of the 
spectrum by the Wien's branch of the Planck function should not 
be too much unrealistic and weighting by the "number of photons 
at energy hv"looks the most likely to evaluate the average photon 
energy hv, 

Finally numerical computations show that for increasing 
. values of f.. up to unrealistic (excessiv~) values such as 30000 K 

show that: 
-Vs and VGL are respectively smaller and larger than v ... 

roughly by the amount by which vGL exceeds v .... whereas Vcs still 
exceeds v" by a larger amount. The effects noted for k T. ~ hVH are 
still amplified at larger k Te , We did not perform numerical 
computations in the case of vws which requires the use of the 
entire temperature profile! 

Since in this paper k f. ~ h vH • it was decided to adopt v ... as the 
frequency of the mean monoenergetic photon. Nevertheless, on 
the basis of this discussion, it would be better to use vGL if 
k f. ~ hVH was no longer verified. 

Appendix B: notations 

lH 
j 
J 
k 
kd • k~. kr • k~ 

K 

speed of light 
reaction rates (s - I ) of process (P I) 
dissociation potential energy of a molecule of 
hydrogen 
electronic internal energy 
constant of energy 
radiative flux (F = nttch v) 

zero order approximation radiative flux 
first order approximation radiative flux 
Planck constant ' 
specific intensity of radiation 
ionization potential energy 
emission coefficient 
mean intensity of radiation 
Boltzmann constant 
dissociation and recombination rates of pro
cesses (P3) and (P4) 
constant mass flux (pu) 

mass of the hydrogen atom 
mass of the electron 
total 'number density of protons per unit volume 
number density of hydrogen atoms on ground 
state per unit volume 

n. = nH: 

P 
Pe 

o Ph 
Q 

R., Rd. R", 
Rl2 

S =j!/( 
teq 

Te 
Th 
TH = 157803 K 

Tt.! = 51968 K 

Te 

u 

v 

v, 
w = hv/kT. 
;( 

zs -S/2J3 
:x 

J1. s cos(} 

p 

w 

References 

electrOnic number density 
gas pressure 
electronic pressure 
hea vy particles (H and H 2 ) pressure 
constant of momentum 
energy acquired (lost respectively) per unit mass 
by the electrons during elastic linelastic) colli
sions 
reaction rates (s - I ) 
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Introduction 

Voila maihtenant une vingtaine d'anmSes que les moyens appropries a,l'etude des ECS sont 
en place. L'instrument le plus determinant a ete, de loin, la mission IRAS. Par la suite, la 
radio-astronomie mis en conjonction avec IRAS, a egalement jolie un role determinant. En 
consequence, ces dernieres annees ont vu un~ nette amelioration de notre comprehension 
des proprietes des ECSs. lci,quelques aspects des ECS ont ete traites. Cependant, le 
domaine des etoiles de l'AGB est vaste et, encore, parseme de controverses auxquelles seul 
un travail ulterieur peut repondre. 

Les masers OH sont compris dans leurs grandes lignes, notamment, le pompage ra-
. diatif par le rayonnement thennique du aux grains de poussiere silicates, et leur profil 
caracteristique resultant d'une enveloppe en expansion. Ceci dit, certains elements n'ont 
pas re~u l'attention necessaire pour une connaissance precise du phenomene. Enumerons 
quelques prob!emes: 

1) Le fait que le radical OH exhibe plusieurs masers, et que les raies part~gent certains 
niveaux communs, entraine que de la competition entre les diiferents masers est, en theorie; 
inevitable (Feild 1985). Observationellement, il est difficile de mettre un tel phenomen~ en 
evidence de mamere indiscutable. Les etudes faites dans les surveys a, 1612 et a. 1667MHz 
doivent etre couplees entre elles pour degager d'eventuels renseignements sur le gain com
petitif. 

2) Dans les variables Mira, le cas general figure une emission a, 1667MHz se produisant 
dans une region plus interne de l'enveloppe que celle a. 1612MHz. Est-ce que ceci est 
encore vrai pour les OH/IR? Une etude due a. Dickinson et Turner (1991), montre que 
pour les enveloppes epaisses, les deux raies couvrent une plage de vitesse quasi-egale. En 
comparant les spectres des surveys exposes dans ce recueil, cet etat de fait peut etre mieux 
precise. U ne interpretation physique est necessaire, la morphologie de l'ECS evolue t-elle 
des Miras au OHjIR? 

3) Les profils des raies a. 1612 et 1667MHz sont semblables en apparence. En effet ils ont, 
dans le Cal "standard", deux pics. Mais les pics sont rarement symetriques, l'intensite de 
l'un est en general plus forte que celle de l'autre. n n'existe pas de tendance statistique 
favorisani l'un des pics, bleu ou rouge. Pour compliquer, le meme etat n'est pas toujours 
part~ge par les deux raies. Est-ce la geometrie de l'enveloppe qui provoque un tel asym
metrie, comme le suggere Szymczak (1989), ou serait-ce un probleme de gain competitif? 

En ce qui concerne les grains circumstellaires, les proprietes optiques ont ici ete rel
ativement bien definies, en moyenne. Certains details des coefficients d'absorption sont 
encore a. l'etude, en particulier pour les objets !roids. Des modeles realistes de la for
mation des grains existent, le probleme principal est de realiser un modeIe qui permette 
d'obtenir les conditions physiques necessaires a, leur condensation. Comme mentionne au 
chapitre 4, les ondes de choc peuvent etre un mecanisme de levitation de la matiere stel
laire a. des hauteurs suffisantes pour que les conditions requises pour la formation de grains 
soient realisees. Mais l'etat actuel de l'avancement du travail theorique ne permet pas 
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encore de trancher definitivement en faveur de ce'mecanisme a. l'exclusion des autres. .. 
L'ECS des etoiles de l'AGB ne reste certainement pas stationnaire. En effet, l'opinion ·_-'c 

que les nebuleuses planetaires proviennent de ces objets implique implicitement que l'ECS .~. 

doit evoluer au cours du temps. La bonne correlation dans le diagramme de couleur suggere 
une evolution du taux de perte de masse; il apparait que celle ci augmente au cours de la 
vie de l'etoile sur l' AGB, et s'arrete quelques temps avant le stade de nebuleuse planetaire .. 
Nous avons propose un modete d'une evolution possible de l'enveloppe. n est base sur un 
code de transfert de rayonnement, cont~aint par les observation d'IRAS. Ce modele est un 
peu qualitatif. Pour passer a. une etude complete, il faudrait developper un modeIe qui 
traite de fa~on auto-coherente I'hydrodynamique et le transfert de rayonnement. 

Ainsi, nous voyons que l'etude des objets de PAGB est loin d'etre epuisee. Une· 
meilleure connaissance passe a. la fois par de nouvelles donnees d'observation et par des 
modeIes theoriques. Les ECSs font intervenir de nombreux processus physiques, comme 
tant de sujets en astrophysique. Pour avoir un vue glob ale de ces etoiles, donc, il nous 
reste encore un effort important a. fournir. L'article qui suit traite plusieurs des aspects 
decrits ci-dessus. Nous entamons egalement l'etude de la sequence maser proposee par le 
Dr. Lewis. . 
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Abstract 

We present the results of a search for 1612MHz OH circumstellar masers in a colour limited 
sample of cool IRAS sources. 55 previously unknown detections are reported. This work is 
the fourth part of the N an~ay surveys of IRAS evolved stars. A comprehensive comparison 
between the results herein and those obtained previously, is developped. Special attention 
is given to the relationship between the satellite and main line data and, to the evolution of 
the circumstellar environment along the sequence of reddening colours. The maser profiles 
indicate an evolving envelope in which the main and satellite line masers are produced 
in regions with a similar velocity field. Indications for the detachement of a part of the 
circumstellar envelope, or its splitting in to two (or perhaps more) distinct envelopes where 
a peripheral deceleration occurs in the exterior parts of the outer envelope, are deduced 
from the profiles of the objects exhibiting both a main and satellite line maser, and further 
suggested by the detection rates. The clumpiness of the circumstellar envelope for a large 
set 'of sources is measured. The results obtained have been used to clarify some of the 
points of the various evolutionary scenarios that have been proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

It has been proposed that the intermediate mass stars evolve through a Mira and OH/IR 
. phase as mass-loss increases in time (Baud and Habing 1983, van der Veen and Habing 

1988). The stages accessible to a given star are, however, likely to depend on its initial 
mass and not all stars are expected to develope a thick circumstellar envelope (CSE) 
with the characteristic red colours seen in the colour diagrams constructed with the IRAS 
photometric measurements (Volk and Kwok 1989, Likkel 1989). The dust/gas envelopes 
surrounding the objects of the AGB provide an ideal medium for the production of the 
hydroxyl maser. In fact, observations have shown that OH masers are usually associated 
with objects having far-lIi colou~s lyin·g close tolhe OH/IR colour sequence found in the 
[60/25] VI [25/12] diagram (Ollicin et al. 1984, 'Engels et al. 1984; Lewis et al. 1985; 
Sivagnanam and Le Squeren 1986). . . 

Prompted by this result, systematic surveys ·to detect OH emission in IRAS objects 
selected according to their colours have been undertake.n (e.g. Eder et al. 1988, te Lintel 
Hekkert 1989). Among these, the two studies carried out at the Nanc;ay radio telescope, 
France, by Sivagnanamet al. (1990) concerning objects with Mira-like colours, and Le 
Squeten et al. (1992) treating the optically thicker OH/IR stars, wex:e performed in view of 
forming a coherent data base of maser emission at 1612 and 1667MHz as the CSE thickens 
and the star progresses in its presumed evolution towards the planetary nebulae. The first 
study reported on both the main and satellite lines. The second survey was accomplished 
for objects with relatively thick CSEs taken from the LRS catalogue (IRAS science team 
1986), but only analyzes the 1612MHz emission.· The 1667MHz emission for the sample 
in that paper and for the objects discussed herein has recently been reported on by David 
et al. (in print), noted DLSB hereafter. Further, the Mira variables, the bluest of the 
OH emitting CSE objects, were surveyed in the two maser lines by Sivagnanam et al. 
(1988). To complete this data base in the satellite line, we have continued the search for 
OH emis~ion in the redder CSEs present' in the [60/25]· VI [25/12] IRAS colour diagram in 
regions adjacent to those previously surveyed and fa.lling about the assumed evolutionary 
track proposed by van der Veen and Habing (1988). Thus, the set formed by these surveys 
constitutes a coverage of most of the evolutionary sequence from Mira to proto-planetary 
nebulae. 

After describing the sample selection, Sec. 2, and the observational protocol, Sec. 3, 
we first expose the raw statistics obtained for the 1612MHz maser and compare them with 
those of the previous surveys, Sec. 4. The objects in this survey are closer to the galactic 
plane than the bluest objects, independently of the presence of a maser, and thus they 
are likely to be the more massive of the CSE stars. The detection rate for the satellite 
maser emission decreases slightly towards the reddest colours. We argue that many of the 
non-detections are the result of the limited sensitivity of the telescope and that some are 
likely to be S stars or carbon"':'rich objects. 

In Sec. 5 the information obtained from the main line masers profiles of the DLSB 
survey are compared to those deduced from the satellite line. The expansion velocitIes 
measured in either line are nearly equal indicating that, in the cool CSEs, masers are 
produced in regions with a similar velocity field, though not necessarily at the same location 
in the CSE, contrary to what is seen in the Mira variables. The velocity coverage or the 

3 
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two profiles shows three principal configura.tions, the 1612MHz emission encased by that of 1 

the 1667MHz, a.n equal covera.ge by both lines, or the 1667MHz profile overshooting that ~ 
, of the 1612MHz. This isa.nalyzed a.nd interpreted in Sec. 5.1. Interferometric maps of 1 

OH/IR sta.rs depict a. CSE which posseses a. dumpy structure due to local enha.ncements I 
of the density distribution (e.g. Welty et al. 1987). This type of stucture ca.n give rise to i 
the asymmetries observed in the OH profiles in both lines (Szymcza.k 1989). This sort of ,I 

a.sY~metr! is qua.ntified us~ng a. contrast parameter a.nd discussed in Sec. 5.2. Pumping ! 
consIdera.tIons a.re exposed In Sec. 5.3. I 

, 'The dis,c:ussions in Secs. 4 a.nd, 5 are" finally synthesized in a.n a.ttempt to clarify 
the validity of the principal evolutionary scenarios proposed in the litera.ture in Sec. 6. 
The results are consistent with the, picture of a.n evolving CSE' which suffers dynamic 
instabilities such as in David a.nd Pa.poular's (in print) scenario bu~ a.re inconsistent with I 
a.n evolution .in the mass-loss process a.t the stellar surfa.ce lea.~ing to ~ homogeniza.tion .1 
of the dumpIness of the CSE as suggested by Szymczsa.k (1989). A dIscrete mass-loss I 
process yielding a. dumpy envelope structure or the presence of pre-exista.nt pockets of I 
ma.tter .a.bout the sta.r prior to it~ mass-loss episode remain a. possibility. i 

'2. The working sample \ 
, I 

The sources were obtained from the 1987 release of the IRAS PSC. A preliminary colour' : 
selection based on the colours defined by: : 

[,\/ ,\'] = log (,\~: :, ) 
where F.x is the IRAS flux density in the wa.velength ba.nd '\, wa.s ma.de such tha.t the region 
covered in this study falls a.bout the assumed evolutiona.ry tra.ck tra.ced out by Olnon et 
al. (1984) in the [60/25J VI (25/12] diagra.m. The a.rea in the colour dja.gra.m of concern 
here consists of the reunion of the two regions defined by: 

and, 

o < [25/12} < 0.38 

-1.20 < [60/25] < -0.80 

-0.10 < '[25/12] < 0.38 

-0.80 < (60/25] < -0.19 

denoted by 'RI a.nd ~2 respectively. These regions constitute a continuation of those 
surveyed by Sivagna.nam et al. (1988), Sivagnanam et al. (1990), a.nd Le Squeren et al. 
(1992). The first of these studies dealt with Mira variables a.ndwill be noted as SLF. The 
latter two with OH/IR stars with Mira-like colours, denoted as SBLT in the following 
discussion, a.nd OH/IR objects, noted as LSDD from hereon. This notation will be used 
intercha.ngeably for the set of objects a.nd for the regions they occupy in the colour diagram. 
For reference, the SBLT survey dealt with IRAS objects in the colour region delimited by: , 
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..,...0.80 < [25/12] < -0.40 

:"'1.27 < [60/25] < -0.80 

while the LSDD sample is concerned with objects confined to the colour region: 

-0.40 < [25/12] < 0 

-1.20 < [60/25J < -0.80 

These surveys form a coherent set and the results presented here complete those already 
published. The ensemble of these studies was performed under the a~sumption tha.t in
creasing [25/12] colours are equivalent to a mass-loss sequence (e.g. Rowan-Robinson et 
al. 1986, Bedijri 1988). An evolutionary scenario has been proposed in which a given sta~ 
passes successively through ea.ch of these regions during its ascension of the AGB (van der 
Veen and Habing 1988). Figure 1 depicts these regions along with the presumed evolu
tionary track as parameterized by these authors, who obtained this fit using a sample of 
Mira and OH/IR stars with good ,quality flwc:es at 12, 25, and 60~m (FQU AL = 3, see 
IRAS explanatory supplement V-55). The present sample falls within the regions IlIb, IV 
and V defined and characterized in the same paper. , 

Since the aim of this survey is to detect and study OH emission from AGB st~s, 
criteria which effectively limit the sample to objects of the late-AGB were employed. The 
IDTYPE (IRAS explanatory supplementX-9) was used to eliminate extragalactic objects 
(IDTYPE = 1). For those sources with no known associations no further selection criterion 
was imposed. However, for those With multiple and stellar associations (IDTYPE of 2 or 4 
respectively), all those listed as being associated with known planetary nebulae were sifted 
out of the sample (only", 5 objects). The majority of objects having an IDTYPE = 3 

, have associations with planetary nebulae, other type of nebulae, or HII regions. From this 
subset, '" 75% of the objects were eliminated; only those sources with a unique association 
in the RAFGL catalogue were retained. Finally, in an effort to minimize contamination 

'with cirrus clouds, only sources with a flux quality of at least two in the 12, 25, and 
60J'm IRAS bands were retained. This screening applied to 'RI and 'R2 resulted in a set 
containing 416 objects. 

3. 0 bservatioDs 

The N an~ay radio telescope has a half power beam of 3.5' in a and 18' in 5 and is 
capable of observing at declinations greater than -380

• The autocorrelator, consisting of 
1024 channels, was divided into four banks of 256 channels each. Two banks were alloted 
for the observation at 1612MHz and two were allocated for the obse'rvation at 1667MHz. 
This configuration permitted the simultaneous observation of both circular polarizations,in 
both lines. The CSE masers are usually only weakly polarized thus, for the greater majority 
of the observed sources, the two polarizations were averaged to increase the signal to noise 
ratio. When interferences overly degraded the spectrum in one, of the banks only one 
polarization is reported. The frequency switching technique was employed. The velocity 
resolutions were 0.58 and 1.16kms-1 • At these resolutions the total velocity coverage was 
±148 and ±297kms-1 • A resolution of 0.29 was used for SO~lrces for which the LSR velocity 
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was known, rendering a velocity coverage of ±74kms-1
• The integration time was between 

20 and 40mn. The cooled receiver has a system temperature of "" 50K. The typical value 
of the RMS of the noise was 0.05Jy. The sensitivity was about 1.1JyK-1 at 0° declination 
corrections were necessary for extreme declinations. ' 

, Most of the observation were performed in the period spanning January 1986 to Febru_ 
ary 1988. A small number of sources were observed or reobserved in the course of 1990 
to 1992. In most cases, the instrumental baseline was linear and, at most, the removal of 
a second order polynomial was sufficient to rectify the signal. However, in certain cases, 
broad emission from the GLONASS satellite network polluted the baseline and a higher 
order polynomial was necessary. We assume a positive detection if the profile showed a 
feat tire at least three RMS above the noise. 

4. Results 

, Convincing arguments for a continuous sequence'linking the Mira variables and the OH/IR 
stars have been exposed by numerous authors (see Habing et al. 1987 for a discussion on 
this topic). In this spirit, we will compare the results between the 'study performed by 
Sivag1'lanam et al. (1989) of a large sample of Mira variables,the SLF, SBLT, and LSnD 
surveys, and the sample presented here. A detailed analysi~ pertaining to a physical 
interpretation linking the results of these various surveys is left to Secs. 5 and 6. 

The Nan~ay radio telescope is a transit instrument, and observing time for this survey 
could not always be alotted to the right ascensions required for all the sources of the sample. 
Of the 416 objects that were retained 44 were not observed at 1612MHz, consequently, the 
original sample described in Sec. 2 was reduced to 372 sources. We note that, of the 
unobserved objects, 29 have IRAS fiuxes at 12pm less than 2Jy and thus have a small 
probability of being detected as will be shown below. For two IRAS positions two distinct 
OH profiles were observed, these are 17428 - 2438 and 18568 + 0550. Both have been 
independently detected by te Lintel Hekkert et al. (1991). Because of limited observing 
time, an attempt to determine which maser is produced at the IRAS position' was not 
earned out, only the values corresponding to the previously documented data for these 
sources were used in the following statistics. However, the data for all detections are listed 
in table 1. The spectra of the new detections are displayed in fig. 2, and their position in 
the [60/25] 17' [25/12] diagram are plotted in fig. 1. A total of 141 sources were detected 
out of which 55 were previously unknown, the global detection rate for the 1612MHz maser 
for this sample is thus"" 37%. Non-detected sources are listed in table 2. 

Most of the observed profiles show the classical double peaked structure typical of an 
expanding CSE (Reid et al. 1977). There are a few non-standard good quality spectra (i.e. 
high signal to noise ratio) worth mentioning. In 18081-0338 the double peaked structure is 
clear but the extremely small splitting indicates an expansion velocity of 1.9kms-1 which 
is much lower than that for any known OH CSE. In 17371 - 2747 a single rectaIigular 
component showing a large width ("" IJy constant over an interval of '" 10kms-1

) is 
present. 17392 - 2722 shows a single peak, judging by the sharp slope of the blue wing of 
the profile, the detected component is likely to be the blue shifted half of the expanding 
CSE emission. According to Zijlstra et al. (1989), such a spectrum might denote the 
beginning of the evolution towards planetary nebulae since the red shifted OH peak would 
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be shielded by the newly formed central HI! region. 

The SBLT and LSDD samples were constructed from the LRS catalogue (IRAS science 
team 1986). For the present sample this is not the case, for only'" 9% of the objects 
retained an LRS spectrum i.s available. Among those possesing an LRS spectrum, the great 
majority are of class 3 or 7 (88%), they have thick oxygen-rich CSEs. Because of their 
position in the [60/25] VI [25/12] diagram, it is expected that all the objects ofthe sample 
are enshrouded in a thick CSE. Further, of the sources within the surveyed regions having 
an LRS classification, '" 9% show spectral fe~tures attributable to the presence of carbon 
in the CSE, i.e. an LRS class of 4n (van der Veen and Habing 1988), thus some sources 
among those not having an LRS class are expected to be carbon-rich. The sample possibly 
also comprises somenon-AGB, massive, evolved stars similar to the red supergiants, that 
are k~own to have CSEs and OH masers. Since the LRS catalogue contains only IRAS' 
sources with a 12~m flux above 2Jy, in order to carry out a comprehensive comparison 
between the different studies mentioned above, two subsets of the working sample will be 
defined, these are 11., consisting of those sources with an IRAS 12~IIl flux density of at 
least 2Jy (252 objects), making up", 68% of the observed sample, and W, its complement 
in 'RI U 'R.2 (120 objects). . 

'The general trend in the mean galactic latitude, (I bI! I), is that, as one moves to the 
cooler colours, the objects tend to be situated closer to the galactic plane, independently 
of the detection of OH emission. This can be interpreted in that only the mor,e massive 
objects are capable of ejecting sufficient amounts of material to form the thick CSE with 
cool IRAS colours. As one moves along the colour sequence, less massive objects are 
filtered out, as suggested by Kwok et al. (1988) and Likkel (1989). However, this tendency 
may be partly biased since, the redder sources are less numerous, and consequently are 
likely to be found at larger mean distances and lower mean latitudes (e.g. Sivagnanam 
and Le Squeren 1988). Detected sources are within 2.70 and 5.20 of the galactic plane for 
11. and W respectively. Undetected sources are situated higher, 5.20 and 9.30 for 11. and 

W respectively. The (I bI! I) for all detections is 5.50. 

In the LSDD study it was pointed out that a selection effect due to distance could 

be responsible for the higher (I bI! I) in the group of detected sources. In that survey 
it was argued that detection is biased towards less distant objects with high apparent 
luminosities. The same can not be said for the present sample for which th~ opposite is 

the case. However, we note that the values of (I bI! I) calculated in the LSDD study include 
the LRS 2n sources which are, on average, higher above the galactic plane than the LRS 

3n objects, and that the (I bI! I) for the LRS 3n sources of that sample is nearly equal 
to that found for the objects under study here. Thus, the detected sources of the present 
sample are likely to be similar to those presenting an LRS class 3n. Further, these objects 
are nearing the end of the OH/IR phase towards the tip of the AGB prior to reaching the 
protcrplanetary nebulae stage. Their luminosities are likely to vary little and are probably 
situated between 6 103 and 3 104 L0 (Volk and Kwok 1989 ) whether they are detected or 
not. Thus a bias due to distance is not expected in this sample. 

The number distribution and the detection rates in function of the galactic longitude 
are shown in fig. 3 for the set 11.. Detection towards the galactic center, i.e. in the 
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interval [315°, 900J, is higher than towards its anticenter. This result is in accord With 
those found for the LSDD survey as well as those obtained in a recent survey in the IIlal i 

. line at 1667MHz in the region LSDDU 1i (DLSB). A higher detection rate towards th: : 
galactic ccmter is found rega.rdless of the' colour region under study. The stellar population I 

towards the galactic cent er is somewhat different than that of its anticenter. Indeed, the I 
precentage of carbon-rich CSEs is found to be higher between longitudes 195° and 2450 : 
for IRAS objects in the colour band -1 < [25/12}' < -0.5 (Gugllelmo ~t al. in print). I 

Furthermore, the interstellarUV field, proposed as the energy source responsible for the I 
photodissociationof H2 0 into OH, is less intense towards the galactic ariticenter. Thus I 
the galactic environment of the anticenter islikely to be less efficient for producing OH 
in oxygen-rich CSEs. Thus a lower detection rate is expected in the galactic anticenter \ 
because of its lessfavorable enyironment and its higher content of carbon-rich CSE stars. III 

This is clearly the case, as seen in fig. 3, where fewer detections of OH emission' are found 
between the longitudes900and '" 225°. 

For the set 1i the global detection rate is '" 51 %, while for W it is weak, only - 8%. 
The value of 2Jy in the IRAS 12J.'m flux appears to fix the lower bound for, the detection 
of an OH maser by the Nan~ay radio telescope. Indeed, only 9 sources were detected for 
the subset W in the satellite line and only 5 at 1667MHz (DLSB) which is usually the 
weaker maser for these objects. Lewis et al. (1987) find a lower limit of", 2Jy in the 25pm 
IRAS flux for the detection of the satellite line in their survey at Arecibo. The antenna 
at Arecibo has a sensibility of 0.007Jy some 7 times better than the one at Nan~ay. Now, 
the mean value of the ratio of the 12J.'m IRAS flux to that of the 25J.'m is "" 0.43 for our 
sample. This ratio coupled with the Arecibo results implies a detection rate of '" 75% for 
sources with a 12J.'m flux between 1 and 1.75Jy and of'" 43% for those with this flux in 
the interval 0.75 and !Jy. Detection of sources with a low 12J.'m flux is still achieved with 
the Arecibo antenna. Thus, we maintain that the 2J y limit arises in part as a result of the 
sensitivity of the radio telescope, longer integration times or more sensitive instruments 
might yeild detections among the undetected sources. 

Figure 1 indicates that there are few detections in 'RI, this is indeed the case. The 
global detection rate in this region is '" 23%, lower than that for the whole sample. In fig. 
4a are plotted the number distribution and the detection rates as a function of the [25/12J 

, colour for LSDD u1i. The rise in the number distribution seen at the point [25/12] = -0.1 
is a result of the differences in the selection criteria used between the LSD"D sample and 
the one here. In LSDD not all sources with a 12J.'m IRAS flux greater than or equal to 2Jy 
were included because of the other criteria employed in the LRS catalogue. The subset 
1i is complete in resped this fluX limit whereas the sample in LSDD is not. The biasing 
described in pa.ragraph 5 above, resulting in the decrease of the totaInumber of objects for 
reddening colours, is obvious within both sub-samples. For the SBLT sample the global 
detection rate was found to be '" 25%. Among the sources of the LSDD survey this rate 
increases to '" 56%, a value only slightly higher than that for the subset 1i. Figure 4a ,also 
shows that detection in the satellite line remains nearly constant up to [25/12J ~ 0.15, 
after which it falls off abruptly. Of the sources in 1i with [25/12] ~ 0.15 it is only - 28%. 

The distribution of objects in the [60/25] V.f [25/12] diagram moves to the upper right 
with thickening CSEs. The [25/12] colour increases less rapidly beyond a value of'" -0.1 
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for the objects with cooler colours. At this point it is the [60/25] colour that varies more 
sharply. Thus, for the redder CSEs, the [60/25] colour becomes a better indicator of the 
envelope status. In fig. 4b are given the histograms of the number distribution and the 
detection rates as a function of this colour. Note that the detection rate decreases slightly 
for [60/25]~ - 0.4. In their study of the objects in the region LSDD u'Rl U'R2, DLSB find 
that the detection rate for the 1667MHz maser increases with this colour beyond", -0.6. 
Thus detection rates for the two masers vary in opposition as colours become redder. 

The point [25/12] = 0.15, [60/25] = -0.4 is nearly situa.ted on the proposed evolu
. tionary track shown in fig. 1. In the· study by Olnon et al. (1984) the region, V, defined by 
0.15 < [25/12] and -0.4 < [60/25] contains OH/IR stars with small aIIlPlitude variation-

. s. Likewise, in van der Veen and Habing (1988), the IR.AS variability (IRAS explanatory 
supplement V-55) is seen to decrease as the CSE becomesr~dder. Further, V is superposed 
on the region IV defined in that same paper which contains objects with a low variability. 
Thus, if one assumes that mass-loss is initiated by stellar pulsations, this point in the 
colour plane roughly corresponds to the moment where the AGB ejection of mass at the 
stellar ~urface begins t%r has ceased. . 

Genuine OH detection is found in '" 75% of thick Miras whereas in OH/IR stars 
the detection rate is lower. This fact is puzzling since both types of objects present 
similar circumstellar conditions. Thus the nature of the undetected sources is difficUlt 
to understand and still under question. We have argued above that several factors play 
a role. Among these, the galactic environment is exterior to the objects themselves but 
can be determinant. The chemical composition of the CSE is of stellar origin and~ S or 
carbon-rich stars will not be detected. Lewis et al. (1987) undertook a study of sources 
showing no OH emission. From their observations they concluded that the IRAS fluxes and 
galactic locations for the deteCted and undetected group of objec'ts is similar. They contend 
that the undetected objects are binary stars surrounded by aCSE. However, the Arecibo 
telescope has a more limited sky coverage than the one at N anc;ay, and we emphasize that 
the detection rates in function of the galactic location for the detected and undetected 
sources are not equal. Some of the undetected sources might be binary systems but one 
can not claim this to be the case for all. Finally observations at different epochs may result 
in detections in regions of the colour diagram where the objects show high variability. 

5. The satellite and the main line masers compared. 

The study of a large and representative sample of Mira stars observed in 18cm OH lines 
(SLF) showed that these stars form a sequence along which the stellar luminosity increases 
while the mass-loss rate and the CSE thickness, in the IRAS colour band where they 
lie, increase considerably. OH/IR stars begin to appear at [25/121·~ -0.75, at the end 
of the Mira sequence, and stretch across the [60/25] VI [25/121 diagram to cool colours. 
OH emission in the thin CSEs with warmer colours is first present in the main lines, 
the 1612MHz being very weak. Between -0.6 < [25/12] < -0.4, interior to the SBLT 
sample, we find type II OH/IR objects. As the mass-loss increases the thicker CSEs allow 
a predominant 1612MHz emission. In nearly all cases where both masers are present in 
OH/IR objects, the satellite line is the strongest. The ratio of the flux in one line to that 
in the other retains similar values for the thick CSEs from one colour region to another for 
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the majority of the sources (the average ratio of the flux density of the strongest peak at 
1612MHz to that of the corresponding peak at 1667MHz is '" 30 and", 20 for the objects 'I 
of LSDDand the present sample respectively). I 

The recent DLSBsurvey at 1667MHz refers to objects in LSDD U 'RI u'R2. Nearly I 
all sources exhibiting a main line maser also present emission at 1612MHz. Indeed, only 5 I 

objects show 1667MHz emission alone out of 131 detections in the DLSB study. These are : 
the following: 03301 + 3111, 17456 - 2037, 18125 - 1631, 18245 - 0~42, and 19236 + 1359,
Le. only 4%.of those detected in the main line. The source 17456 - 2037 is particular; at ' 
this IRAS position we obtained twoOH spectra, one at 1667MHz and another at 1612MHz 
which do' not coincide in their velocity characteristics (see DLSB). The spectral profiles 

, of the two lines, are quite similar, both present the standard double peaked signatur~ 
characteristic of an expanding dust/ gas envelope (Reid et al. ,1977). Thus, and contrary, 
to the Mira varia.bles it appears, that even if the main line maser is less frequently detected 
in: OH/IR stars, the circumstellar conditions needed for the production of the 1612MHz 
mas~r are comparable to those required for the 1667MHz maser. 

The histograms of the number distributions for sources detected only at 1612MHz and 
for those detected in both lines as a function of the sum of the registered peak antenna 
temperatures are shown in fig. 5. Beyond an ,antenna temperature of '" 6K, the 1667MHz 
line is usually detected, for an antenna temperature greater than '" 40K the detection of 
the main line is systematic. Below", 1K detection of only the satellite line is predominant. 
In the' wings of the number distribution, a sensitivity limit for the detection of both lines 
can play a role, intrinsically weak main line emission will not be detected but might be 
present in the CSE. Between the above values, other factors might influence the detection 
of the 1667MHz maser, for example competitive gain between lines. This effect is possible 
if the the molecules implicated in the formation of the lines are the same, i.e. if emission 
of both masers is produced at the same location in the CSE. Such a situation is shown to 
be plausible, although not certain, in sec. 5.1 where the velocity coverage by the maser 
profiles is discussed. We proceed to compare the properties measured for both masers. 

5.1 The CSE expansion velocity. 

Assuming the classic picture of a spherical homogeneous and uniformly expanding CSE, 
the envelope's expansion velocity is given by V up = (V H - V L )/2, where V H and V L are 
the high and low peak velocities of the OH profile. Up to a [25/12] colour of '" -0.45 , 
the measured envelope expansion velocity, is seen to increase with thickening CSEs (Lewis 
1989, SBLT). For the objects with [25/12] 'colours beyond this point, no noticable evolution 
in Vezp is observed (Lewis et al. 1990, LSDD). This is confirmed fO,r our sample for which 
Vezp is unifornily distributed between", 10kms-1 and '" 20kms-1 in the [25/12] colour 
range considered. ' 

In the Mira variables, the 1667MHz profile is encased by that of the 1612MHz. In : 
these CSEs, maser emission from these lines is not produced under the same hydrodynauUc 

conditions. Miru possess a thin CSE (they are optically visible), thus the interstellar UV 
radiation field is able to photodissociate H2 0 molecules to produce the OH radical (e.g. 
Goldreich and Scoville 1976, Szymzsak 1987) in the inner accelerated regions of the CSE. If 
the maser emission of the main lines is produced in a region where the terminal expansion 
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velocity has not yet been attained while the 1612MHz maser occurs in more exterior parts 
of the CSE since it requir~s sm(l.ller densities but larger column densities (Bujarrabal et 
. al. 1980a,b), then it is natural to find that the main line profile lies interior to that of the 
satellite line. 

For the optically. thicker CSEs of OHjIR stars, penetration of the interstellar UV 
radiation field is shifted to more exterior parts of the CSE (Huggins and Glassgold 1982). 
In other words, photodissociation of H2 0 might be limited only to regions where the en
velope's terminal velocity has been attained. Thus, both masers would be produced in 
regions of roughly equal expansion velocity. The expansion velocities measured indepen
dently in both lines indicate that this is the case for the objects in this sample. This 
is shown in fig. 6 where Vezp measured by the 1667MHz profile is plotted against that 

. measured using the 1612MHz spectrum. Both maser lines might be produced at the same 
position in the CSE and by the same molecules" However, in the scheme we propose, 
even different locations would result in similar velocities. Unless interferometric mapping 
is persued for these stars, it is not possible to determine if the masers occupy the same 
spatial region of the CSE or not. 

Dickinson and Turner (1991) mention that the 1667MHz velocity range covers that 
of the 1612MHz and in some cases may even be greater for OHjIR stars. In fig. 7 are 
displayed three cases for the relative disposition of these two lines, the 1661MHz line 
bracketed by that of the 1612MHz as in Mira type objects, fig. 1a, the limiting case 
where both cover the same velocity range, fig. 1b, and the case where the 1667MHz profile 
overshoots that of the 1612MHz, fig. 1c. In their study, Dickinson and Turner did not 
attempt to quantify this result. To establish a quantitive measure of the overshoot of the 
main line profile relative to that of the satellite line, we hav~ proceeded as follows: at 
the half height of the 1667MHz peak, the velocity of the point of the exterior edge of the 
profile's wing was compared to the velocity of the point with the same relative intensity 
of the 1612MHz profile. A difference of one channel between the measured velocities was 
considered as significant. 

This method was applied to the subset of LSDD U 1£ of those sources presenting a 
double p~ak in both lines with at least one of the peaks above five RMS in order to limit 
ambiguities. This subset contains 16 objects of which 45 have the 1661MHz signal at the 
noise level of the satellite line spectrum for at least one of the peaks, consequently, for 
these profiles an accurate measure can not be obtained. Over 31 sources we find that 6.5% 
have their profiles disposed as in fig. 7a, 35.5% as in fig. 1b, and 9.7% as in fig. 1c. 

The case where one of the peaks at 1661MHz has the exterior edge of its wing at the 
same velocity as the corresponding 1612MHz peak and the second peak is positioned at 
the interior or exterior of the associated satellite line peak is present in 22.6% and 19.4% 
of the sources retained repectively. The mixed case, where the 1661MHz profile overshoots 
in one peak while the other is situated interiorly to the 1612MHz spectrum, represents 
6.5% of the objects. This indicates that, the CSE masers are likely to be produced in 
an envelope that does not possess a rigourously spherical distribution of matter where" a 
uniform velocity field is present. The overall tendency for the case where the 1667MHz 
profile is bracketed by that of the 1612MHz and for the case of an overshoot is equal, 
'" 29% for both. 
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Profiles of the type displayed in fig. 7a can be interpreted as in the case of the Mir : 
variables, the 1667MHz emission is produced in zones of the CSE where acceleration o~ 
matter is still present. The case exemplified in fig. 7b could be interpreted by both masers 
occuring in regions where the terminal velocity has been attained. . In such a situation 
1667MHz emission could occur in deeper regions than that of the satellite line or at the i 

same position. The overshoot of the 1667MHz profile relative to that of the 1612MHz seen 
in fig 7c is more delicate to interpret. In this case the usually assumed pump cycle for the ' 
OH molecule may not be valid as seen in U Ori mapping (Chapman and Cohen 1985) and 
the 1612MHz maser might originate from regions interior to those where the main line is 
produced. Or, if both maser are produced in the same regions, competitive gain, which 
is a theoretical certainty (Field 1985), might be such that the 1667MHz maser quenches 
the satellite line emission. On t.ne other hand, the classical assumption of outer 1612MHz 
·masers and inner 1667MHz ones may still be valid. In this case, turbulent or thermal 
broadening of the latter might be. sufficient to produce the observed overshoot Finally, 
if an evolution of the CSE such as that suggested by David and Papoular (in print) is 
assumed, the profiles can be interpreted as being due to a deceleration and contraction of 
the exterior parts of the envelope. 

It might be objected that in the bluer CSEs the observed qo line widths are larger 
than those of OH (see review by Olofsson 1992). This implies that for these sources 
the outer parts of the OH envelope are still accelerating. However, for oxygen-rich red 
MirasBujarrabal and Alcolea (1991) find a CO radius smaller than usually admitted. For 
the ·thickenvelopes with a larger spatial extension, CO observations are only marginally 

. available and the question to the actual behavior of the outer reaches of the thick CSEs is 
left open. 

5.2 CSE asymmetries. 

Models assuming a spherical or ellipsoidal distribution of mass in the CSE produce theo
retical OH profiles where the two velocity features have equal in ten si ties (Reid et al. 1977, 
Bowers 1991). However, even a quick glance at the obs_erved profiles reveals that asymme
tries exist in the CSE. In nearly all cases one peak has a higher intensity than the other. 
Interferometric maps of OH/IR stars frequently reveal a dumpy structure in the CSE (e.g .. 
Diamond et al. 1985, Welty et al. 1987). Models taking into account such local density 
enhancements in the envelope have yielded more realistic profiles (Szymczak 1989). 

A measure for this type of asymmetry might be: 

o _ ·S",H - S",L 
" - S",H + SI/IL 

where SI/,H and SI/IL are the high and low velocity peak flux densities measured in the 
frequency 11 respectively. Phase lag effects could slightly modify the measured asymmetriel. 
Typical lags are about 4% of the stellar period, thus the errors involved would be of the 
same order. Since each peak is affected alternately over the ·stellar period, this effect 
should cancel out in the following statistics. Considering the 1612MHz maser profile for 
the sources presenting two distinct peaks in the sample composed of LSDD and 1U U'R.2, 
we find that relatively the same percentage of sources with 01e12 > 0 and 01e12 < 0 are 
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present, 48% and 52% respectively. This is what is expected if the clumps are distributed 
stochastically within the aSE. 

For the observed 1667MHz profiles exhibiting two distinct peaks in the above men
tioned sample a definit bias for 0 1661 > 0 is found, 61 % as opposed to 39% for 0 1661 < o. 
This trend is significant; even taking into account the uncertainties in the measured values 
of the flux densities the bias towards a higher flux in the red shifted peak prevails. This 
is difficult to explain since th~ red shifted peak is emitted from regio~s behind the central 
stu and, to a first approximation, one wouleJ. thinklt could only present a lower intensity 
than the blue shifted peak. No straight forward explaination for this result can be offered, 

, except that maser emission might not ~e isotropic as isgener~y assumed. 
If high mass-loss homogeniz~s the aSE (Szymc~ak1989), then the trend in the value of 

10,,1 should be that it approaches zero (Le. a high filling factor for clumps), as the [25/12j 
colour increases (equiValently higher mass-loss). For three classes of 10,,/, the percent 
distribution of detected sources in, LSDD U n.l U'R2 have been plotted against the [25/12} 
colour in fig. 8. The most uniform distribution of clumps, that which would produce the 
most symmetric profiles, is when 0 ::; 10,,1 < 0.3 and the. least uniform distribution of the 
local density enhancements, that which would yield the most asymmetric profiles, is for, 
10,,1 :> 0.5. Figure 8 makes it clear that the most symmetric CSEs' are equally distributed 
among all [25/12J colours with a slight rise for the satellite line in the coolest colours. But, 
those presenting more asymmetries are also evenly distributed in the colour range when 
the 1612MHz profile is used for this measure. Further, the main -line profiles' show less 
symmetry for cooler colours. This indicates' that the asymmetries of the type described 
are not ironed out by increasingly heavy mass-loss as suggested by Szymczak (1989). The 
processes at the surface of the star which provoke the ejection of matter may be confined 
to a limited section of the stellar surface resulting in a clump distribution that is not 
stochastic inside a spherical envelope about the central star. Welty et al. (1987) note that 
their maps of OH/IR stars are not consistent with a random distribution of a large number 
of clumps. Our data tends to support their conclusion. 

5.3 Pumping considerations. 

Because of the close correlation between the IR and radio light curves for the OHjIR 
stars (Harvey et al. 1974, Fillit et al. 1977), IR radiation has been post~ated as the 
principal pumping mechanism of the OH masers. While inversion of the satellite line is 
easily achieved by 35J'm radiation (see review by Elitzur 1982) the main lines demand 
a more complex scheme. Non-local line overlap due to the aSE velocity field has been 
proposed as a means o{enhancing the l667MHz inversion (Bujarrabal et al. 1980b). If 
this effect is not incorporated into the pump model the number of 35J'm photons needed 
to produce one i667MHz photon is 10 to 100 times greater than that necessary to produce 
one 1612MHz photon depending on the aSE's density (Bujarrabal 1980a); in many cases 
(and for Miras in particular), such a large number of IR photons is not found in' the mas~g 
envelopes. In the case of line overlap, only'" 10 IR photons are required per maser photon 
in the 1667MHz line. Since the main line at 1667MHz and the satellite line share a common 
level, competitive gain between the two introduces further complexities in assessing the 
contribution of the IR radiation field to the pumping of these OH lines. 
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A definition for the maser efficiency can be the following: 

1- (max(SII H, SII L») 
f'; = oglO' " 

S25 

where S25 is the IRAS photometric flux at 25J.£m. Efficiencies should be computed using the 
integrated fluxes (Rottgering 1989) however, fig. 9 shows that there is a strong correlation 
between the peak integrated flux and the corresponding peak maximum flux density at 
1612MHz (a similar correlation is found at 1667MHz). Unce~tainties due to the different 
da~es between the IRAS measurements and the observation of the maser are unavoidable 
in this study but, a large sample can give a significant mean value of Ell' Thus the above 
expression is a legitimate choice and adequate for our purpose. 

In spite of a large dipersion, it can be _ clearly seen in fig. 10, where the efficiencie~ 
have been plotted against the [25/12) colour for the detected objects of the LSDD and the 
whole of the sample here, that f1612 (as noticed by' Dickinson and Turner 1987) and EleS7 

both increase with this colour .. A least squares regression line analysis of the data gives 
a slope of N 0.7 and -1.2 for the 1612 and 1667MHz data respectively. Thus, although 
lower, the efficiency of the main line maser increases more rapidly with the [25/12) colour 
than that of the satellite line. 

For the sample of Mira stars in SLFT, the number of IR photons implicated in the' 
formation of observed maser lines was counted. Following their computational procedure, 
the number of pump photons per maser photon is given by: 

SIIAV .,,= 
FOH>"OH 

where SII is the IR flux used in the pump, AV the maximum relative velocity between two 
points in the CSE, FOH the integrated OH flux, and >"OH the wavelength of the maser. 
This expression for ." assumes that the line overlap mecanism is effective in the pumping 
of the maser lines and that the envelope is optically thin at the pump wavelength. For the 
objects of the LSDD sample for which the CSEs are optically thick only in the 10J.£m band 
the above equation is reliable. For the thicker sou!ces in DLSB this is questionable as 
shown below. As in SLFT, the 35 and 53J.£m flux densities were interpolated using a least 
square fit between the IRAS photometric measures at 12, 25 and 60J.£m. In this manner, 
the number of IR pump photons per maser photon was deduced for the detected objects 
in LSDD and those of the sample here for which this measure is possible for both maser -
lines (i.e. for 72 objects presenting a double peak in both lines). The results obtained for 
." are given in table 3 and summarized in the histograms of fig. 11 for the 35J.£m pump. 

The values of." obtained in SLFT for the sample of Miras tend to corroborate a main 
line pumping by the line overlap meca.nism. For the objects herein, they are at least ten 
times larger (~lOO). This confirms that the 35J.£m photons can pump the the main lines, 
and suggests that this may be achieved even in the absence of non-local line overlap. ~he 
pump bandwidth would be roughly limited by the OH thermal velocity width ('" 1kms-

1 

for a temperature of 250K) instead of the kinematic velocity width (- 15kms-1
) under 

this assumption. Thus, on the average, 15 times less pump photons than the values given 
in table 3 would be available, whereas about 100 photons are now required (Bujarrabal et 
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al. 1980a). In the LSDD sample half of the objects have enough IR photons for standard 
pumping to invert the main line and, for the others, it is necsessary to invoke non-local 
line overlap to achieve the main line inversion. 

For the thick objects from the DLSB sample, 1] is lower,- confirming the pump to 
. be more efficient than for LSDD, but indicating that in all cases some line overlap is 
required. Nevertheless, this conclusion should be considered with some caution because 1] 

is now affected by uncertainties. The pump would be limited by the velocity dispersion 
seen within a region of thickness unity (i.e.' of the order of A V / T, where T is the optical 
depth) rather than by AV over the whole envelope. Conversely, in the optically thick case, 
depending on the balance between local and non-local pumping and the extension of the 
OH region, only the IR photons from the outer layers of the CSE are detected. But some 
supplementary pump photons may originate from the inner layers. These phenomena have 
opposite results on the measured 1]; they would partially compensate one another but it is 
not known to what degree. . 

Complementarily, it is clear from table 3 that enough 35~m pump photons are avail
able to .produce the 1612MHz line in a classical way. The number of 53~m photons is of 
the same order as the 35~mone, showing that for both main line and satellite line masers 
the ~3~m transition is likely to contribute significantly to the pumping cycle. 

6. Circumstellar evolution and conclusion. 

Shklovskii (1956) was the first to give convincing arguments that red giants are the pre
cursors of planetary nebulae. With the advent of the IRAS mission, OInon et al. (1984) 
discovered a definit colour sequence passing from the Mira variables to the then known 
OH/IR stars in the (60/25] VI (25/12] diagram. Following this lead, Bedijn (1988), van der 
Veen and Habing (1988), Yolk and Kwok (1988) and others have contributed in exposing 
elements which indicate that an evolutionary sequence carries a star from the Miras to 
the planetary nebulae. In this view, mass-loss increases with time, a given star occupies 
succesively the regions in the (60/25] VI (25/12] diagram of the Mira variables, of the 0-
H/IR stars, and finally of the planetary nebulae where mass-loss ceases. An alternative 
interpretation of the position of objects in this diagram was suggested by Epchtein et al. 
(1990); they propose constant mass-loss, causing the distribution of objects to be deter
mined exclusively by their initial masses prior to the mass-loss process. Their study was 
over carbon stars, however, their proposed model may be applied to the oxygen-rich CSE 
stars where similar mass-loss processes are occuring. In this view, Mira variables would 
always linger in the regions of hotter colours, being low mass stars, while OH/IR stars 
stretch across the diagram. remaining at fixed positions, the more massive having the cool
er colours. Yolk and Kwok (1988), Likkel (1989), and Sivagnanam and Le Squeren (1990) 
have argued that a temporal sequence depending on mass is the most probable scenario. 
The processes involved in the initiation of mass-loss are still being debated, however, the 
data which has been presented here can give some indications of the CSE's evolution. 

If mass-loss increases, several factors come into play. David and Papoular's (in print) 
scenario invokes the fragmentation of the CSE into two (or more) distinct envelopes. The 
inner envelope remains positioned at a fixed distance from the star, while the outer part of 
the envelope continues to expand at a nearly constant velocity and in certain cases might 
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suffer a deceleration at its outer edges. This accounts for the LRS spectra of the sample 
they used in their modeling. Since only the interstellar radiation field can be responsible 
for the production of OH, it is in the outer envelope that the masers are produced. Thus 
this scenario predicts that OH in both lines occurs in regions of similar dyz:amics, evidence 
for this was expo~ed.in Sec. 5. The fact that the velocity coverage of the two maser lines 
is different in Mirasand OH/IR stars, tends to reinforce the hypothesis that both masers 
are shifted to regions with an equal expansion velocity as the star evolves to cooler colours. 

_ That the detection rates for the 1667MHz maser increase with the [60/25] colour (DLSB) 
while those for the 1612MHz maser decrease slightly could be attributed to changes in 
the outflow regime of circumstellar matter. Lewis (1989) has constructed a sequence for 
the successive appearence of the various CSE masers. He predicts that when mass-loss 
diminishes or stops altogether, the CSE becomes detached and begins to thin, rendering 
the inversion of the main lines stronger relative to the satellite line,.~ is the case for the 
optically thin Mira variables. Further, the scenario of carbon star formation from oxygen
rich progenitors, as 'proposed by Willems and de Jong (1988) deals with recurrent phases 
of detached CSEs. Our 'results are compatible with the scenarios by Lewis, by Willems 
and d~ Jong, as well as that by David and Papoular. 

The distribution of the detection rates found for this sample and the LSDD study, in 
both lines indicate that the CSE has thinned sufficiently for the' main line emission to gain 
in importance at [25/12] :::::: 0.15 and [60/25J :::::: -0.4. For the IR spectra, however, the twin 
envelope model is necessary starting at [25/12] :::::: ":0.45 (David and Papoular in print). 
This point marks the change in the regime of the CSE's expansion velocity seen in the 
[60/25] VI [25/12J diagram (Lewis et al. 1990, LSDD). Thus a time lapse is necessary for the 
outer detached envelope to develope the required physical conditions to support the main 
line emission while the effects in the IR spectra are observed almost immediately. This is 
because even the warmer inner regions play a role in the IR spectra for wavelength below 
'" lOJ.Lm (David and Papoular in print). Also, under the assumption of such a model, the 
usual relations linking mass-loss to colour are not valid. Indeed, mass-loss does not need 
to be high since, as the external detached envelope expands into the interstellar medium 
it not only thins but becomes cooler and redder. 

Szymczak (1989) con,tends that mass-loss is not accomplished through a global and 
spherical ejection of matter but rather by a discrete and local process resulting in a dumpy 
envelope structure. Such a process was described by Salpeter (1974). Evidence of flares in 
Mira variables (Schaefer 1991) strengthens this hypothesis and the fact that our sun, later 
to become a red giant, P!esents fluctuations in its surface density also tends to corroborate 
this type of mass-loss. Szymczak has modeled the effect that a dumpy structure would 
have on the maser profiles, he obtains realistic results assuming a random distribution of the 
clumps within the CSE, i.e. profiles presenting the asymmetry between the peak intensities 
frequently seen in the OH maser spectra. He further postulates that as the CSE evolve~, 
this sort of asymmetry should become less prominent. Our data show that asymmetnc 

profiles are the rule for the satellite and main lines at 1667MHz but do not uphold the 
conjecture of a homogenization of the CSE as the star ascends the AGB. Either the masS
loss mechanism is incapable of producing the required number of clumps to achieve a 
high filling factor as the star ascends the AGB, or the local density enhancements are 
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pre-existant to the formation of the CSE. In this line of thought Struck-Marcel (1988) 
has speculated that the observed masering spots detected by interferometric mapping of 
OH/IR stars result from engulfed jovian planets in the case of the SiO maser. A planetary 
system orbiting a star is likely to be composed of a small number of elements, it would 
yield only a few clumps. Interferometric OH maps show only -- 10 major clumps in the 
CSE (e.g. Welty et al. 1987, Sivagnanam et al. 1990, Chapman et al. 1991). If the 
evaporated planets are pushed out in the outflow of matter from the star, the'n they may 
attain regions where OH emission is possible. 

The continuing debate on the evolution of the CSEs is centered on two points, the 
mass-loss mecanism and the possible changes within the envelope. The initiation of mass
loss can not be treated using the OH data. We have attempted to clarify some of the 
possible aspects of the various proposed scenarios. We confirm that the CSE will eventually' 
become detatched and that the 1612MHz maser might be superseded by the 1667MHz 
maser emission. We contend that the CSE is not a dynamically stable entity, it suffers 
hydrodynamic effects that influence the maser emission. 
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Figure and table captions 

Figure 1. The [60/25} V.f (25/12]diagram showing the regions surveyed at the Nan~ay radio 
telescope. These are described in the .body of the text. Also plotted is the curve of the 
colours obtained for blackbodies of different temperatures (straight line). The unfilled 
triangles mark the position for the colours at the indicated temperatures. The exponential 
curve is the parametrized evolutionary sequence (van der Veen and Habing 1988). The 
points represent the positions of the objects detected with 1612MHz emission for this 
sample and for the LSDD survey. 

Figure 2. Spectra obtained from the observed objects at the Nan~ay radio telescope, France . 
. The antenna temperature is in kelvin, the velocity in kms- 1 relative to the LSR. 

Figure 3. The number distribution, thin line, and the detction rates, thick line, as a 
function of the galactic longitude for the sub-sample 'li. Notice that between ....., 90° and 
2250 detection of a maser is less probable for a given number of observations. 

Figure 4. a) The number distribution, thin line, and the detection rates in function of 
the [25/12] colour for the sample here and the LSDD survey. The large difference in 
the number distribution seen at -0.1 is an artifact due to the different selection criteria 
imposed in the two surveys. Detection of the 1612MHz maser remains nearly constant up 
to [25/12] ~ 0.15 after which it drops abruptly. b) The number distribution, thin line, and 
the detection rates in function of the [60/25] colour for the sample here and the LSDD 
survey. Detection of the 1612MHz maser remains nearly constant up to [60/25J ~ -0.45. 
after which it begins to decline slightly. 

Figure 5. The histograms of the number distribution of sources detected only in the satellite 
line, thin line, and those detected in both maser lines as a function of the logarithm of the 
sum of the antenna temperature in both peaks in the 1612MHz line. 

Figure 6. The envelope expansion velocities measured at 1667MHz plotted against that 
found using the 1612MHz p,rofile for sources in this sample presenting two distinct features 
in both lines. The diagonal represents equal velocities, notice that the two measurements 
are nearly equal (the error for the two lines is about 1kms-1 ). . 

Figure 7. The spectral profiles of the 1612MHz line, thin line, and the 1667MHz line, thick 
line. a) case typical of a Mira type object, the satellite line brackets the main line, b) the 
limiting case where both lines have the same velocity coverage, c) the overshoot case where 
the 1667MHz profile ultra-passes that of the 1612MHz. See Sec. 5.1 for a discussion. 

Figure 8. The percent distribution of the contrast in function of the [25/12] colour for 
the objects of the sample here and the LSDD survey in the main line, thin line, and in 
the satellite line, thick line. a) for the most symmetric profiles i.e. 0 < ICIII $ 0.3 b) 
intermediate symmetry i.e. 0.3 < ICIII $ 0.5 c) the most asymmetric "Le. 0.5 < ICIII· 
Asymmetry does not iron out as the mass-loss increases and the CSE thickeness. 
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Figure 9. The logarithm of the flux for the higher intensity peak against the 10garithIll 
the same peak's maximum flux density at 1612MHz. The correlation between the 
striking. A similar plot is obtained for the 1667MHz profiles. 

Figure 10. The efficiencies ell as a a function of the [25/12] colour a) at 1612MHz 
1667MHz. The efficiency of the main line rises more rapidly than that of the satellite 

Figure 11. The number distribution of "'3S, i.e. the number of 35J.Lm pump photons 
maser photon for the maJn line, thin line, and for the satellite line, thick line. -

. Table 1. Detected sources in the satellite line. 

·IRAS name 
IRAS spectral class (when available) 
Zll and ,}I galactic coordinates 1950 
SL and SH low and high velocity peak fluxes in Jy 
VL and VH velocities corresponding to the low and high velocity peaks in kms- 1 

Vezp = (VH - VL)/2 aSE expansion velocity in kms- 1 

V. = (VH + VL)/2 stellar radial velocity in k1llS- 1 

notes: 

t te Lintel Hekkert, P., Versteege-Hensel, H.A., Habing, H.J., Wiertz, M.: 1989, ApJ;' 
Supp. Ser., 98, 399_ 
; te Lintel Hekkert, P., Caswell, J.L., Habing, H.J., Haynes, R.F., Norris, R.P.: 1991, Apj 
Supp. Ser., 90, 327 .. ~, 
,.. Zijlstra, A.A., te Lintel Hekkert, P., Pottasch, S.R., Caswell, J.L., Ratag, M., Habing'4~ 
H.J.: 1989, 211, 157 ' 
* Galt J. A., Kwok S., Frankow J.: 1989, Astron. J., 98, N°6, 2182" 
• detected at 1667MHz by Dickinson, D.F., Turner, H.E.: 1991, ApJ Supp. Ser., 75, 1323 ' 
\;1 detected at 1667MHz by David P., Le Squeren A.M., Sivagnanam P., Braz M.A., ill
print 

Table 2. Non-detected sources at 1612MHz. All sources listed have also been' observed at ' 
1667MHa except 19015 + 1256, marked by a t. Sources which exhibit a main line maser" 
are marked by a ~. . 

Table 3. Computed values of the number of pump photons, TI, per maser photon under the 
assumption of non-local line overlap. ", is calculated for 35J.Lm in both lines and, for 53J.Lm 
in the main lines only, a) for the objects in the LSDD sample b) for the set of objects of 
this survey. 
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IRAS name LRS III bII SL SH VL VII YeZ! V. other name notes 

05284 + 1945 186.1 -7.6 1.09 0.95 2.63 27.04 ',12.20 14.84 t 
05358 - 0704 71 210.9 -19.5 0.31 5:23 - 0 
07331 + 0021 217.8 '9.9 5.20 7.68 '. 24~21 32.64 4.21 28.42 
08005+ 2356 242.4 3.6 8.94 3.10 0.77 10.65 0 
16582 - 3059 352.8 6.7 0.68 0~53 ':-':3~.65 . 23.08 ,13.36 9.71 t 
17021- 3109 353.2 i5.9 0.67 ,4.13 ~30.53 ~5.54 12.49 -.18.04 0 
17021- 3054 353.4 i6.1 1.96 2.42 ~40.55 -:-27.48 6.54 -34.02 0 
17135 - 2748 357.4 I 0.12 0.31 '~23'.91 ' ,6.31 15.11 '-8.80 :,5.9 
17168 - 3736 349;8 ....:0.3 17.71 16.04 ":18.33 ' 7.:l4 12.78 ,...5.54 OH349.81 - 0.32 to 
17175 - 2819 357.5 ]4.9 0.51 i3;36 

17177 - 3627 350.8 '0.2 9.59 9.43 ~96.63 -72.22 12.20 -84.42 tt 
17207 - 3632 351.1 JO.4 1.71 -':126.99 

, :":\"' to 
I 

17220 - 2448 1.0 :6.1 0.42 0.12 20.03 54.31 17.14 37.17 0 
17233 - 2602 0.1 15.1 2.84 1.21 -150.09 -133.82 8.14 -141.95 OHO.l + 5.1 U 
17276 - 2846 358.4 :2.8 1.16 0.67 -71.21 -40Al 15.40 -:55.81 to 
17286 - 3424 353~8 ";'0.5 0.13 0.,16 -69.89 -32.71 18.59 -51.30 ...:. 

01 
17292 - 2727 39 359;7 :;3.2 0.38 :1.21 ....;86.41 -50.38 18~01 -:68.39 t 00 

17293 - 2941 357.8 :'2.0 1.85 t:l.5 -44.83 -15~19 14.82 ' ';"'30.01 to I 
17305 - 2751 359~5 !i2.8 1.30 122:42 t 
17316'- 3523 353.3 -1.5 10.18 6.13 48.96 74.24 12.64 61.60 0 

17317 - 3331 . 79 354.9 -9·5 131.23 328.00 -5.41 24.23 14.82 9.41 UO 
17323 - 2424 0.4 '2.7 0.67 1.08 ,41.76 69.95 14.0D 55.85 t 

3.2 ,0.)3 
'r .:. 

-112.90 
. -,', .. ,. 

17331- 2708 1.3 0.14 -130.33 8.72 " -121.61 ·.··1 
17340 - 3344 355;0 -1.1 10.69 5:75 45:10 63.13 '8.72 54.42 
17347 - 2653 0;8 2.5 0.12 0.34 6«;:08 97.46 

:',: ';':'. 

15.69 81.77 
17348 - 2906 359.0 1.3 1.28 0.71 8.05 12.70 '2.32 '10.38 t 
17351- 3429 354;5 -1.6 0.57 0.34 26.57 66.08 19.76 46.32 t 
17367 - 2722 0.6 1.9 O.ID 0.56 17.35 53.38 18.01 35.36 to 
17367 - 3633 352.9 -3.0 1.56 2.53 -9.96 .1D.67 14.82 , 4.86 t 
17371- 2747 O~3 1.6 0.D5 1.16 109.51 llD.39 

TABLE 1 
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IRAS name LRS III bII SL SH VL VH Ve~£ V. other name notes 

. 17382 - 2531 204 2.6 0.33 0.57 153.24 185.79 16.27 169.51 t 
17385 - 3332 355.6 -1.7 22.09 29.38 -244.88 -223.96 10.46 -234042 t 
17392 - 3319 37 355.9 -1.7 1.96 1.66 -57.53 -30.80 13.36 -44.16 ° 17392 - 2722 0.9 lA 10.47 -123.36 ° 17400 - 3202 357.1 -1.2 0.22 0.22 -39.68 -2049 18.59 -21.08 
17410 - 3708 352.8 -4.1 0.49 0.28 -61.27 -28.73 16.27 -45.00 ° 17411- 3154 357.3 -1.3 261.45 306.04 -40.05 ·-2.28 18.89 -21.16 to 
17418 - 2713 79 1.4 1.0 11.40 6.96 -27.53 3.27 15.40 -12.13 OH1.3 + 1.0 UO 
17428 - 2438 3.7 2.2 0.57 0.22 -134.90 -107.58 13.66 -121.24 to 
17428 - 2438 3.7 2.2 0.28 0.30 67.32 74.88 3.78 71.10 

17433 - 1750 9;6 5.6 0044 0.61 105.47 135.11 14.82 120.29 t 
17443 - 2949 39 3.5904 -0.8 1.06 -16.67 • 
17448 - 3024 359.0 -1.2 0.25 0.13 -91.31 -81.43 4.94 -86.37 ° 17456 - 2037 7.5 3.7 0.15 0.29 -87:33 -48.98 19.18 -68.15 
17479 - 3032 359.2 -1.9 5.59 4.92 -29.66 -2.34 13.66. -16.00 to 
17484 - 1511 12.5 5.9 1.01 0.45 76.97 110.10 16.56 93.53 t 
17499 - 3520 355.3 -4.7 0.50 0.38 -56.85 -42.90 6.97 -49:87 ~ 

C;J1 
17503 - 3131 358.6 -2.8 6.70 4.10 -11.44 19.93 15.69 4.24 to 

17504 - 3312 357.2 -3.7 1047 1.22 -78.53 -47.15 15.69 -62.84 to I 
17516 - 2525 4.0 0.1 4.66 2.14 -31.27 .2.72 17.00 -14.27 t 
17520 - 2914 0.8 -2.0 1.55 -154.55 t 
17521- 2938 0.5 -2.2 0.34 0.34 -88.49 -55.95 16.27 -72.22 
17541- 2706 2.9 -1.3 0.57 0041 231.89 259.20 13.66 245.55 to 
17545 - 3317 357.6 -4.5 0041 0.50 -173.33 -145.44 13.95 -159.38 
17545 - 3056 359.6 -3.3 0.66 1.11 -77.02 -47.38 14.82 -62.20 to 
17545 - 2512 4.6 -0.4 0.69 0.98 76.54 123.03 23.24 99.78 
17550 - 2120 8.0 lA 4.70 10.36 -33:87 -8.30 12.78 -21.08 OH8.0 + lA to 
17552 - 2030 8.7 1.8 0.19 -62.18 -
17557 - 2652 3.3 -1.5 0.36 0.27 

~ 

168.35 202.05 16.85. 185.20 
17583 - 3346 357.6 -504 0.12 0.29 -90.81 -64.08 13.37 -77.45 

TABLE 1 (continued) 
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IRAS name LRS III bII SL SH VL VH Vezl! V. other name notes 

17584 - 3147 359.3 -4.4 0.18 0.16 -101.27 -67.57 16.85 -84.42 0 
17589 - 0943 18.5 6.4 0.62 0.68 -3.80 24.67 . 14.24 10.44 
18006 - 1734 11.9 2.2 1.73 3.36 19.22 28.52 4.65 .. 23.87 to 
18007 - 1841 39 10.9 1.6 !J16 0.75 112.15 144.69 16.27 128.42 OHIO.9 + 1.5 .0· 
18016 - 2743 3.2 -3.0 2.41 2.39 61.22 84.46 11.62 72.84 t 
18019 - 3121 0.0 -4.9 0.28 259.00 
18033 - 2111 9.1 -0.2 0.61 1.41 -64.81 -3~.85 15.98 -48.83 to 
18039 - 1903 11.0 0.8 0.68 0.97 143.63 171.53 13.95 157.58 to 
18040 - 2726 3.7 -3.3 0.17 0.95 125.35 157.89 16.27 141.62 to 
18051- 2415 6.6 -2.0 1.06 0.25 105.59 135.81 15.11 120.70 0 

18071- 1727 79 12.8 0.9 3.68 .1.78 17.45 34.30 8.43 25.87 . OH12.8 + 0.9 t.O 
18077 - 2653 4.6 -3.8 0.1.8 125.43 0 
18081- 0338 25.0 7.3 5.98 6.77 3.68 7.45 1.89 5.56 0 
18083 - 2128 9.4 -1.3 1.50 1.50 103.47 130.20. 13.37 116.84 t 
18091- 2437 6.7 -3.0 0.16 0.32 53.38 84.76 15.69 69.07 0 
18092 - 2347 7.4 -2.6 0.64 0.45 31.32 66.18 17.43 48.75 0 

-3.3 37.47 66.53 52.00 0 
I-' 

18092 - 2508 6.3 0.59 0.95 ·14.53 0) 

18100 - IIH5 39 11.5 -0.6 2.18 3.27 3.63 31.53 13.95 17.58 UO 0 

18107 - 0710 22.2 5.1 10.74 2.30 . 6.89 28.97 11.04 17.93 fO 
18118 -2420 7.3 -3.4 0.28 0.21 104.43 132.32 13.95 118.38 

18135 - 1456 79 15.7 0.8 53.33 26.81 -15.24 12.95 14.09 -1.15 OH15.7 + 0.8 to 
18152 - 0919 20.8 3.1 5.08 7.30 12.57 40.75 14.09 .; .. 26.66 OH20.8,+ 3.1 .0 
18187 - 0208 27.6 5.7 0.36 0.39 45.26 51.65 3.20 . . 48.45 . 
18195 - 2804 4.8 -6.7 0.07 0.20' 100.95 131.16 15.1l 116.05 to 
18198 - 1249 18:3 0.4 9.03 9.45 32.60 63.40' . 15.40 ' 48.00' OH18.3 + 0.4 t.O. 
18229 - 1127 19.9 0.4 0.24 0.17 33.97 . 72.32 19.18 53.15 
18236 - 0447 25;8 3.4 2.57 0.71 -36.85 -14.77 11.04 -25.81 to 
18245 - 2946 3.7 -8.4 0.65 1.32 -68.73 . -39.68 14.53 -54.20 t 
18257 - 1000 39 21.5 0.5 9.,17 14.70 97.86 134.18 18.16 116.02 9H21.3 + 0.4 t.O 
18262 - 0735 23.6 1.5 1.93 2~59 65.00 92.89 13.95 78.95 to 

TABLE 1 (continued) 



---------------------
IRAS name LRS III blI SL SH VL VII v;,Zl V. other name notes 

18266 - 1239 19.2 -1.0 4.64 5.24 32.23 67.68 - OH19.1 - 1.0 t(;) 
18268 - 1117 20.4 -0.3 1.73 3.31 24.67 58.96 17.14 41.82 OH20.4 - 0.3 , tt(;) 
18271- 1014 21.4 0.1 0.11 -143.84 (;) 

18277 -1059 20.8 -0.4 0.62 0.72 85.40 120.85 17.72 ' 103.13 to 
18281- 1533 16.8 -2.6 0.46 0.67 19.58 ' '48.64 14.53 34.11 t 
18298 - 2111 34 12.0 ~5.6 1.39 1.52 " 86.00 110.41 12.20 98.20, t(;) 
18310 - 2834, 39 5.5 -9.2 0.89 0.77 -28.88 1.34 15.11 ' --:-13.77' 
18314 - 2759 79 6.0 -9.0 0.96 0.44 7.55 36.61 14.53 22.08 to 
18327 - 0715 24.7 0.2 10.25 4Al , 21.42 59.19 18.89 ",40.30 OH,24.7 + 0.3 tt 
18348 - 0526 26.5 0.6 124.29 299.23 13.38 40.98 13.80 27.18 OH26.5 + 0.6 tt(;) 

18361 -1203 20.8 -2.7 3.37 2.26 11.77 19.32 3.78 15.55 t 
18361- 0036 31.0 2.6 0.99 1.05 ' 31.65 54.31 11.33 42.98 1 
18376 - 0848 23.9 -1.5 0.92 0.71 114:15 146.11 15.98 130.13 t 
18378 - 1045 22.2 -2.5 2.10 2.29 98:47 125.79 13.66 112.13 t 
18396 - 0807 35 24.7 -1.7 2.24 2.47 78.45 105.18 13.37 91.81 to 
18427 - 0833 24.7 -2.5 0.28 ' 48.15 (;) 

, 48.81 17.43 66.24 OH30.7 + 0.4 tt(;), ...... 18432 - 0149 30.7 0.4 6.28 3.74 83.68 0) 

36.70 78.66 119.34 99.00' to ...... 18460 - 0254 30.1 -0.7' 32.82 20.34 
18479 - 2514 10.2 -11.1 2.55 1.69 -43.08 -16.35 13.36 -29.72 to 
18488~ 0107 31.9 -0.4 10.61 9.13 55.47 96.15 20.34 75.81· OH32.0 -0.5 u-O 
18491- 3648 359.4 -16.0 1.68 1.70 -17.95 -49.47 14.24 -63.71 0 
18517 + 0037 33.9 -0.3 1.64 0.95 10.38 42.34 15.98 ", 26.36 t(;) 
18518 + 0558 38.6 2.1 0.55 0;68 0.96 20.72 "9.88 10;84 t 
18525 + 0210 35.3 0.2 2.45 2.71 51.63 88.82 " 18.59 70.23 - t(;) 
18526 + 0140 34.9 -0.0 0.20 -'-103.52 (;) 

18549 + 0208 39 35.6 -0.3 18.40 12.77 64.50 91.23 13.37 17.87 OH35.6 + 0.3 t-(;) 
18559 + 0103 79 34.8 -1.1 1.13 0.80 90.65 115.06 12.20 102.85' 

.' ,t 18568 + 0550 39.1 0.9 1.01 0.18 '-64.00 ":"40.18 11.91 -52.09 t 
18568 + 0550 39.1 0.9 0.18 0.31 31.30 61.51 15.11 46.41 
19006 + 0624 40.0 0.4 0.18 0.21 65.35 95.57 '15.11 80.46 t 

TABLE 1 (continued) 
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IRAS name LRS III bll SL SH VL VII Ve .,£ V. other name notes 

19017 + 0608 39 39.9 0.0 4.40 6.33 134.31 162.78 14.24 148.55 OH39.9 - 0.0 tt.O 
19037 + 0824 42.2 0.6 2.64 54.03 0 
19065 + 0832 39 42.6 0.1 8.13 8.03 35.40 70.85 17.72 53.13 OH42.6 + O~O t.O 
19067 + 0811 42.3 -0.1 6.79 27.31 43.27 75.81 16.27 59.54 OH42.3 - 0:1 t.O 
19071 + 0946 43.8 0.5 2.21 1:60 -2.49 20.75 11~62 9.13 .0 
19081 + 0322 38.2 -2.7 2.44 3.36 25.84 57.22 15.69 41.53 to 
19085 + 0755 42.3 -0.7 0.49 0.83 56;87 95.80 19.47 76.33 to 
19112 + 1220 46.5 0.8 0.06 0.06 45.59 78.72 16.56 62.16 0 
19175 + 1042 45.8 -1.3 0.75 0.84 33.97 58.96 . 
19200+ 1536 50.4 0.5 0.66 1.25 47.49 73.05 12.78 60.27 tf 

19254 + 1631 39 51.8 -0.2 6.15 -4.13 -17.18 20.01 18.60· 1.42 OH5l.8 - 0.2 to 
19319 + 2214 57.5 .1.2 0.22 0.31 12.47 28.74 8.14 20.61 
19352 + 2030 03 56.4 -0.3 8.01 -3.22 - OH56.4- 0.3 to 
19374 + 1626 53.1 -2.8 0.61 0.59 -43.00 -16.27 13.36 -29.64 t 
19440 + 2251 39 69.5 -0.9 0.80 0.56 -25.01 9.86 17.43 -7.58 to 
19666 + 3423 36 70.8 .2.7 0.79 0.37 -45.91 -37.19 * 
19576 + 2814 39 65.7 -0.7 0.84 2.05 -69.62 -48.12 10.75 -58.87 OH66.7 - 0.8 t-O 
20023 + 2855 66.8 -1:2 1.26 l.16 -76.43 -50.87 12.78 -63.65 OH66.8 - 1.3 t-o 
20043 + 2653 39 65.3 -2.7 7.39 2.69 -17.78 8.66 13.22 -4.56 0 
20272 +3535 39 75.3 -1.8 6.67 5.27 -15.51 7.73 11.62 -3.89 OH75.3 -1.8 U 

21554 + 6204 38 104.1 .6.0 3.01 2.40 -32.54 -8.72 11.91 -20.63 to 

TABLE 1 (continued) 
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I: : 
~ 

Ir 

IBAS name 
00044 + 6521 05203 - 0143 07253 - 2001 
00087+ 5833 05209 + 2454 07347 - 2430 
00286 + 6142 05215 + 0225 07430 + 1115 
00418 + 6306 05226 + 3827 07486 - 3258 
00470 + 6130 05238 - 0626 07489 - 3336 
00509 + 6623 05245 + 0022 07506 - 0345 
01214 + 6118 05263 + 1149 08057 - 3417 
01259+ 6823 05328 + 2443 08171- 2501 
01475 - 0740 05334 - 0611 11080 - 3715 
02143 + 5852 05341 + 0852 11195 - 2430 

02408 + 5458 05342 + 2744 11365 - 3727 
02528 + 4350 05362 - 0237 13445 - 3624 
03204 + 3019 05385 - 0907 13464 - 3003 
03220 + 3035 05393 + 2235 15448 - 3506 
03267 + 7102 05426 + 0903 15462 - 2551 
03301 + 3111t 06068 - 0643 15534 - 3740 
03577 + 3134 06297 - 0227 16112 - 1930 
04101 + 3103 06364 + 0846 16166 -1943 
04111 + 2820 06448 + 0315 16239 - 2438 
04137 + 7016 06464 - 1644 16280 - 3435 

04172 + 4411 06489 - 1527 16346 - 3536 
04202 + 4514 06523 - 2458 16430 + 4249 
04296 + 3429 06530 - 0213 16433 - 1118 
04335 + 1836 06562 -0337 16443 - 1509 
04395 + 2509. 065.82 - 0834 16476 - 1122 
04486 + 3042 07013 -1128 16514- 3648 
04599 + 2255 07106 - 2625 16517 - 3626 
05089 + 0459 07134 + 1005' 16520 - 3530 
05090 - 0226 07169 -1743 16552 - 3050 
05113 + 1347 07227 - 1320 16558 - 3417 

TABLE 2 

16559 - 2957 17460 - 3114 18299 - 1705 19365 + 1023 21169 + 6842 
16574 - 2733 17463 - 3525 18376 + 0026 . l!i367 + 2458 21204 + 4913 
17030 - 305317466 - 3031 18415 - 2100 19374 + 2359 21219 + 4516 
17044 - 3755 (17473 - 3203 18434- 0042 19386 + 0155 21289 + 5815 
17052 -.: 3245 17506 - 2955 18454 - 0425 19447 + 2445 21504 + 5948 
17055 - 3753 17514 - 1555 18470 + 0$)15' 19477 + 2401 21525 + 5643 
17097 - 3210 17542 - 0603 18514 + 0019 19480 + 2504 21537 + 6435 
17097 - 3624 17550 - 1255 18529+ 0210 19505 + 2559 21558 + 5907 
17107- 3330 17555 - 3621 18580 + 0818 19511 + 3935 21575 + 6026 

" 

17116 - 3653 17577 - 1519 19011 + 1049 19565 + 3140 22006 + 6930 

17119 - 3034 18000-' 2835' 19013 + 0629 19567 + 5132 22056 + 5455 
17128 - 3528 , 18002- 3216 19015 + 1256t' 20000 + 3239 2~070 + 5500 
17140 - 3720 18040- 2953 19016 -2330 20008 + 3528 '. 22129 + 6949 
17151- 3642 18061- 2505 ,19057 + 1002 20035 + 3242 22214 + 6336 
17178 - 2600 . 18091 - 0855 19063 - 3709 20042 + 3259 22251 + 5406 
17192 - 320618095 + 2704 19069 + 1335 20094 + 3721: 22272 + 5435 

f-£ 

17195 - 2710 ·18125 :-'1631,· 19087 + 1006' 20103 + 3053 22577 + 6609 0) 
~ 

17212 - 2753 18134 - 3608 .19089 + 1542 20136 + 1309 23103 + 6109 
17291- 2i47 18183 ~ 2538 19092 + 1326 

, . 

20160 + 2734 23184 + 5819 
17317- 355618184 - 1302 19110 + 1534 20214 + 3749 23189 + 7357 

17341 - 3529 18184- 1623 19134 + 2131 20244 + 3509 23198 - 0230 
17361 - 2358 18203 - 1707 19141 + 1651 20259 + 4206 23391 + 6336 
17368 - 3515 ,18242 - 0823. ' 19178 + 1206 20303 + 4030 23550 + 6430 
17371 - 262518245 -0342t . 19188 + 1057 20453 + 6746' 
17376 - 204018250 - 1600 19195 +'1650 20559 + 6416 . 
17376 - 3448 18256. ~0004 19204 +'0124 20572 + 4919" 
17385 - 2413 18262'-1233· 19211 +2328;"20583 +5228 . 
17401 - 3342 18269:+ 0116' 19225 + 3013; 21002 + 4939 
17440 - 3027 18275 + 0040 19254. + 1124 21026 + 5232 
17442 - 2441 18279 - 2314 19340 + 2423 :'21153 + 6842 

;~:: ;··~:;~·j1;~~ 
------------ - .--_._----



-;- ..LU"'% -

name satellite main 
35i:!m 35i:!m 53i:!m 

03206 + 6521 27 521 348 
04515 + 1251 1130 3912 1849 
05073 + 5248 325 2095 1294 
05131 + 4530 17 614 494 
16029 - 3041 31 1950 1469 
16275 - 2638 534 618 337 
11360 - 3012 14 2237 1376 
11389 - 2045 618 2256 1380 
17416 - 3131 94 363 268 
11482 - 2824 50 4775 2714 

17505 - 3143 60 942 684 
18044 - 1947 2019 606 411 
18069 + 0911 382 6752 3232 
18017 - 2614 91 174 584 
18080 - 2238 58 308 229 
18216 - 1552 318 694 500 
18535". 0126 298 2151 1068 
18560+ 0638 34 15541 10115 
19043 + 1009 113 1842 943 
19161 + 2343 432 184 456 

19178 - 2620 68 3608 2191 
19190 + 1128 120 1260 823 
19192 + 0922 14 1957 1218 
22117 + 5936 13 1076 889 

Table 3a 



• - 165- ';)z;;l 

I 
. ;:"1 

I 

I· name satellite main 
35~m 35~m 53ym 

I 
17168 - 3736 14 131 216 
17220 - 2448 371 703 582 
17293 - 2941 112 344 298 
17317 - 3331 4 140 174 

I 17367 - 2722 113 327 359 
17385 - 3332 2 32 45 
17392 - 3319 94 570 500 

I 17410 - 3708 146 559 449 
17411 - 3154 31 301 286 
17418 - 2713 24 51 71 

I '17428 - 2438 167 415 357 
17433 - 1750 161 1264 1400 
17448 - 3024 306 110 128 

I 17504 - 3312 55 257 383 
17550 - 2120 7 101 176 
17584 -,3147 345 264 287 

I 
18006 - 1734 9 297 324 
18007 - 1841 200 592 684 
18033 - 2111 113 319 288 
18039 - 1903 77 284 321 

I 18040 - 2726 178 215 231 
18051- 2415 79 150 247 

I 
18071- 1727 47 512 752 
18092 - 2347 264 174 212 
18100 - 1915 70 256 332 
18107 - 0710 16 1222 1149 

I 18135 - 1456 19 195 324 
18198 - 1249 24 177 218 
18236 - 0447 23 429 557 

I 18257 - 1000 67 850 1111 

18268 - 1117 75 579 621 

I 
18277 - 1058 294 276 289 
18298 - 2111 310 726 650 
18348 - 0528 16 265 276 
18432 - 0148 60 364 437 

I 18460- 0254 40 499 614 
18488 - 0101 18 199 269 
18525 + 0210 59 247 220 

I 
18549 + .0208 8 858 996 
19065 + 0832 29 249 269 

Table 3b 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I ~ 



name satellite main 
35~m 35~m 53~ni. 

19081 + 0322 44 1581 1591 
19254 + 1631 38 195 240 
19440 + 2251 224 1090 909 
19576 + 2814 83 1734 1522 
20023 + 28S5 34 244 293 
20043 + 2653 38 932 896 
21554 + 6204 135 923 786 

Table 3b (continued) 
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ERRATA· 

p. 17, col. 2,1. 17 " ... 19202 - 2009 ... ", a. remplacer par" ... 19202 + 2009 ... " 

p. 17, col. 2, 1. 23 " ... 19202 - 2009 ... ", a. remplacer par" ... 19202 + 2009 ... " 

. p. 17, coL 2,1. 40-41 " ... 19043 + 1009 that shows two peaks at 1667MHz and no 
1612MHz line ... ", erronee, 19043 + 1009 possede une emission a. 1612MHz. 

Dans la reference a. te Lintel et al. 1989, 98 a. rem placer par 78. 
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